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Splinter Meeting

A

Planets, Brown Dwarfs,
and the Formation
of Solar Systems
Contributed Talks: A 01 . . . A 17
Chairmen:
G
unther Wu hterl, Gar hing
Ralph Neuh
auser, Gar hing

Related posters: P 02 . . . P 06

Towards a Consistent Theory of Star Formation

A 01

Ralf Klessen
(Leiden Observatory, PO Box 9513, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands)
Understanding the pro esses whi h lead to the formation of stars is one of the fundamental
hallenges in astronomy. Stars form at random lo ations and at random times by gravitational ollapse of sho k generated density u tuations in turbulent mole ular louds.
Stars furthermore form in groups or aggregates, hen e the intera tion of protostellar ores
and their ompetition for mass a retion are important fa tors determining (proto)stellar
properties.
We present the rst study that onsistenly in ludes all phases of the star formation proess, the formation of protostellar ores via turbulent fragmentation in a dynami mole ular
loud environment (treated in a 3D simulation) and the subsequent ollapse of gravitationally unstable fragments (followed in detail with a 1D radiation-hydrodynami ode) until
they rea h the entral hydrogen burning phase.
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A 02

Physi al Properties of Protostars

Markus Nielbo k, Rolf Chini (Astronomis hes Institut der Ruhr-Universitat Bo hum,
Universitatsstrae 150/NA 7, D-44801 Bo hum)
Based on millimetre and submillimetre observations we present physi al properties like
luminosities, dust temperatures, gas and dust masses as well as H2 olumn densities of
millimetre sour es (MMS) asso iated with Herbig-Haro-Obje ts (HHs). Typi al values are
e.g. T = 20 K and n(H2 ) = 10251 m 2 . Judging from this, most of the MMS, whi h
are now ommonly thought to be the driving sour es of these spe ta ular bipolar out ow
phenomena, an be addressed as genuine protostars of Class 0. Following urrent models,
their age range from some 106 down to less than 104 years.
It seems that mole ular out ows are a ommon feature related to star formation and,
furthermore, are already present at early stages of the evolution. The existen e of multiple
out ows asso iated with one MMS is ommonly explained as a result of systems of lose
unresolved protostars, ea h of them being responsible for a HH. The fa t that multiple
out ows related to only one MMS have been dete ted fairly often, leads to the on lusion
that multiple star formation might be generi .

A 03

Unbiased Surveys for Jets and Protostars in Orion A

T. Stanke (Max-Plan k Institut fur Radioastronomie,
Auf dem Hugel 69, D-53121 Bonn, Germany)
M.J. M Caughrean, H. Zinne ker (Astrophysikalis hes Institut Potsdam,
An der Sternwarte 16, D-14482 Potsdam)
K. Menten, R. Zylka (MPIfR Bonn)
The presen e of out ows, often in the form of well- ollimated jets, is a phenomenon ommonly asso iated with the birth of young stars. Emission from sho k-ex ited mole ular
hydrogen at near-infrared wavelengths is one of the signposts of the presen e of su h an
out ow, and generally an be observed even if the ow is obs ured at opti al wavelengths.
We present the results of an unbiased, sensitive, wide- eld sear h for ows from protostellar obje ts in the H2 v=1{0 S(1) line at a wavelength of 2.12 m, overing a 1 square
degree area of the Orion A giant mole ular loud. Further data overing a wide wavelength
range (most notably an unbiased 1.3 mm dust ontinuum survey) are used to sear h for
the driving sour es of the ows. The aim of this work is to obtain a sample of out ows
and protostars whi h is free from biases as far as possible, to derive the typi al properties
of the out ows, to sear h for evolutionary trends and to nd their ause in the evolution of
the jet-driving protostellar systems, and to examine the impa t of out ows on the ambient
loud. The data are in support of time-variable protostellar a retion rates, and it is found
that jets might indeed have a signi ant impa t on the loud dynami s.
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Revealing the Full (0.1 { 20 M ) Initial Mass Fun tion
of the Upper S orpius OB Asso iation

A 04

Thomas Preibis h (Max-Plan k-Institut fur Radioastronomie, Bonn, Germany)
Eike Guenther (Thuringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg, Germany)
Hans Zinne ker (Astrophysikalis hes Institut Potsdam, Germany)
The low-mass IMF of OB asso iations is still very poorly known, be ause their low-mass
pre-main sequen e (PMS) members of spe tral type K and M are very diÆ ult to nd due
to the ontamination by main sequen e eld stars and be ause the ROSAT All-Sky Survey
was too shallow to dete t them as young X-ray sour es. We attempt a new approa h to
this problem and try to reveal the population of low-mass members of the Upper S orpius
OB asso iation by means of large-s ale multi-obje t opti al spe tros opy. Upper S o is a
very young ( 5 Myr old) and nearby (D = 145 p ) asso iation that probably was reated
in a supernova-triggered mini starburst (Preibis h & Zinne ker 1999, AJ 117,2381). The
population of high- and intermediate-mass members is ompletely known from detailed
Hippar os studies. The unique apabilities of the multi-obje t spe trograph 2dF at the
Anglo Australian Teles ope now allowed us to perform the rst ompletely unbiased spe tros opi sear h for low-mass PMS in an OB asso iation involving a statisti ally signi ant
number of stars. We have obtained spe tra for more than 500 stars in Upper S o and ould
identify more than 80 new low-mass PMS star, most of them M-type stars. By pla ing
these stars into the HR diagram, we an determine the full (0.1 { 20 M ) IMF in an OB
asso iation for the rst time. Initial results show that there is no de it of low-mass stars.

A 05

Periodi Variability of Very Low Mass stars and Brown Dwarfs

A. S holz, J. Eislo el (Thuringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg,
Sternwarte 5, D-07778 Tautenburg, Germany)
R. Mundt (Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie,
Konigstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
Rotation of late-type stars an be determined by measuring their rotation periods from
periodi photometri variability. Rotation periods for solar-type stars down to about 0.3
M have been published by many groups, but there are only three obje ts with measured
rotation periods in the mass range below 0.3 M . Therefore, we have undertaken a systemati sear h for periodi photometri variability in VLM stars and Brown Dwarfs. From a
RZIJ survey of the young open luster IC4665 we obtained about 400 low mass andidates
up to now; for about 300 of them we have spe tra to on rm them as luster members.
A time series was taken in a eld with about 200 andidates. In this sample we sear hed
for periodi variability on a times ale from 30 minutes up to about 35 hours. We found 20
andidates whi h show sign for su h variability, seven of them are probably Brown Dwarfs.
The amplitudes of the found periods are omparable with the results of similar studies
of solar-type stars, but in ontrast to su h studies we found no slow rotators with periods
longer than one day. It is possible, that the origin of the found variability is di erent for
stars and for Brown Dwarfs.
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A 06

Surfa e Features and Variability of L Dwarfs and Brown Dwarfs

C.A.L. Bailer-Jones, R. Mundt
(Max-Plan k Institut fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
The upper atmospheres of very ool (L and T) dwarfs show in reasing hemi al omplexity
as the temperature is de reased. In parti ular, below about 2000 K solid parti les (dust)
will form. Eviden e for this via atmospheri modelling has already been seen in a number
of opti al and infrared spe tra of L and late M dwarfs. However, the spatial distribution
of this dust is not urrently known. One possibility is that it agglomerates into opaque
\ louds". Large s ale loud patterns ould ause a modulation of the ux on the rotation
period of the obje t. On the other hand, very small louds would not give a dete table
modulation, and time resolved ux measurement an pla e limits on the size and lling
fra tion of su h louds. Magneti ally indu ed star spots ould also produ e a ux modulation as the star rotates, and distinguishing between these alternatives is a hallenge. In
either ase, the pattern of the modulation an provide information about the distribution
and possibly the evolution of surfa e features.
To address these questions, we have undertaken a program to photometri ally monitor
a number of M and L dwarfs, both in the eld (from the 2MASS and SDSS surveys) and
in the Pleiades and Sigma Orionis open lusters. Observations have so far been arried out
in the I band for 21 targets, down to a sensitivity limit of 0.005 magnitudes on time s ales
of between 20 minutes and a few days. This is a ontinuation of the work of Bailer-Jones
& Mundt (A&A 348, 800, 1999) whi h in luded the rst dete tion of variability in an L
dwarf.

A 07

Intermittent Distribution of Dust in Brown Dwarf Atmospheres

Ch. Helling, M. Luttke, E. Sedlmayr
(Institut fur Astronomie und Astrophysik, TU Berlin, D-10623 Berlin, Germany)
M. Oevermann, R. Klein
(Fa hberei h Mathematik & Informatik, FU Berlin, D-14195 Berlin, Germany)
The o urren e of turbulent motion in uen es the lo al thermodynami al situation in
various astrophysi al systems, for example in the atmospheres of Brown Dwarfs whi h are
hara terized by large Reynolds numbers. These obje ts also provide ex ellent onditions
for dust formation whi h depends sensitively on the lo al temperature and density whi h
result from a omplex, non-linearly oupled intera tion among hemistry, dust formation,
hydrodynami s, thermodynami s, and radiative transfer.
The present study is based on a hypothesis regarding the role of turbulen e in dust formation in generating strongly inhomogeneous dust distributions: Colliding turbulent gas
elements produ e sho k waves with asso iated temperature, pressure and density in reases.
Detailed multi-dimensional simulations of ompressible turbulen e in luding elaborate dust
formation kineti s show lo al in reases of density in e.g. the olliding zones where onditions for dust growth are onsiderably improved. The resulting size of the ore-mantle
dust parti les is rather small sin e nu leation is very eÆ ient. Furthermore, fast adiabati
ooling as result of expansion waves provide temperatures low enough to form dust in
regions of usually unfavorable onditions. Also spots of high temperature appear where
dust formation is inhibited as result of olliding sho k waves.
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Cosmogony for Planet Sear hes

A 08

G. Wu hterl (MPI fur extraterrestris he Physik, Postfa h 1312, D-85741 Gar hing)
Their expe ted luminosities make young giant planets favorable for the rst dire t dete tion
of an extrasolar planet. The giant planet formation pro ess is relatively slow with expe ted
formation times ranging from omparable to the star formation times ale up to the nebula
lifetime, depending on the formation theory. Therefore quantitative models of giant planet
formation and star formation are needed to determine the properties of young giant planets
orbiting young stars. I dis uss sample faint ompanions in the TW Hydrae asso iation.

Dire t Imaging Sear h
for Sub-stellar Companions Next to Young Nearby Stars

A 09

Ralph Neuhauser (MPI extraterrestris he Physik, D-85740 Gar hing, Germany)
Eike Guenther (Thuringer Landessternwarte, D-07778 Tautenburg, Germany)
Wolfgang Brandner (University of Hawaii, Institute for Astronomy, Honolulu, USA)
Monika Petr (MPI fur Radioastronomie, Auf dem Hugel, Bonn, Germany)
Nuria Huelamo, Thomas Ott (MPI extraterrestris he Physik, Germany)
Jo~ao Alves, Fernando Comeron (European Southern Observatory, Germany)
Andreas E kart (Universitat Koln, Germany)
Jean-Gabriel Cuby (European Southern Observatory, Chile)
We report rst results from our ground-based infrared imaging sear h for sub-stellar ompanions (brown dwarfs and giant planets) of young (up to 100 Myrs) nearby (up to 75 p )
stars, where ompanions should be well separated from the entral stars and still relatively
bright due to ongoing a retion and/or ontra tion. Among our targets are all members of
the TW Hya, MBM 12, and Tu anae asso iations, as well as other binary and single young
stars either dis overed re ently among ROSAT sour es (some of whi h as yet unpublished)
or known before. Our observations are performed mainly with SOFI and SHARP at the
ESO 3.5m NTT on La Silla and with ISAAC at the ESO 8.2m Antu (VLT-UT1) on Cerro
Paranal, as well as with the ALFA adaptive opti s fa ility on the Calar Alto 3.5m, all in
the H- and K-bands. We present dire t imaging data and H-band spe tra of a several faint
obje ts dete ted next to young nearby stars, whi h (if at the same age and distan e as the
entral star), are substellar, with masses from a few to 40 Jupiters. For the brown dwarf
ompanion of TWA-5 we also show opti al data taken with FORS2 at the VLT-UT2 with
tentative indi ation for orbital motion.
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A 10

Infrared Spe tros opy of Extra-solar Planets

G. Wiedemann
(European Southern Observatory, D-85748 Gar hing, Germany)
Giant extra-solar planets with short orbital periods may be dete ted dire tly via the infrared line spe tra emitted by their heated atmospheres. Ground-based measurements
of the planetary lines at 10 4 of the stellar ux are possible if one exploits the largeamplitude Doppler modulation aused by the orbital velo ity, whereby the period and
phase are known for stars with established re ex motions. A measured radial velo ity
amplitude of the planet yields dire tly the star/planet mass ratio and the in lination angle of the orbital plane. A sear h for methane in the IR 3.3 m spe trum of  Boo has
been arried out at the NASA IRTF. The Southern Saturn-type planet of HD 75289 has
been observed over a six week period by the VLT (2.3 m CO) and future CO and CH4
observations are s heduled.

A 11

Dis overy of Very Young Free- oating Giant Planets in the
 Orionis Cluster

R. Mundt, and C.A.L. Bailer-Jones
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
M.R. Zapatero Osorio, V.J.S. Bejar, R. Rebolo
(Instituto de Astro si a de Canaris, E-38200 La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain)
D. Barrado y Navas ues (Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, Spain)
E.L. Martin (California Institute for Te hnology, MS 150-21, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA)
Via opti al and near-infrared imaging we have dis overed an extremely red, low-luminosity
population of free- oating obje ts in the young, nearby stellar luster around the multiple,
massive star  Orionis. The proximity (352 p ), youth (1{5 Myr), and low internal extin tion make this luster an ideal site to explore the substellar domain from the hydrogen
burning limit ( 75 MJup ) down to a few MJup . Opti al and near-infrared low-resolution
spe tros opy of three of our obje ts on rm the very ool spe tral energy distribution
(atmospheri e e tive temperatures of 2200{1700 K) expe ted for luster members with
masses in the range of 5{15 MJup . Like the planets of the Solar System, these obje ts
are unable to sustain stable nu lear burning in their interiors, but in ontrast they are
not bound to stars. This new kind of isolated giant planet, whi h apparently forms in a
times ale of less than a few million years, o ers a hallenge to our understanding of the
formation pro esses of planetary mass obje ts.
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From Dust to Planetesimals { Fast and Easy?

A 12

J. Blum (Astrophysikalis hes Institut und Universitats-Sternwarte,
S hillerga hen 2{3, D-07745 Jena, Germany)
The formation of planetesimals from preplanetary dust involves a variety of physi al proesses, su h as dust transport, dust ollisions, adhesion, or aerodynami s of non-spheri al
dust grains. Re ent progress in theoreti al and experimental work has brought us loser
to a detailed understanding of the various stages that lead from mi rometer-sized dust to
kilometer-sized planetesimals. Based on the latest results from the laboratory and from
modeling, an overview of the \hard fa ts" of preplanetary dust aggregation will be given.

Formation of Non-symmetri Fra tals
During the First Stage of Pre-planetesimal Dust Growth

A 13

S. Kempf
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Kernphysik, Saupfer he kweg 1, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
J. Blum (Astrophysi al Institute and University Observatory,
S hillerga hen 2, D-07745 Jena, Germany)
G. Wurm (Laboratory for Atmospheri and Spa e Physi s, University of Colorado,
Campus Box 392, Boulder, CO 80309-0392, USA)
It is a generally a epted view that the genesis of a planetary system oin ides with the
formation of sun-like young stellar obje ts surrounded by gaseous dis s. The building
blo ks of the planetesimals are mi ron-sized solid parti les (the so- alled dust) embedded in
the gas of the dis . The relevant pro ess for forming larger aggregates is the growth due to
ollisional sti king. For parti les to ollide and sti k, a relative velo ity omponent between
the grains must be present. In the onset of dust growth, Brownian motion dominates
other relative-velo ity sour es. However, numeri ally determined time s ales of the pure
Brownian dust growth are mu h too large for explaining the formation of planets within the
lifetime of a proto-planetary dis . In order to verify the validity of the theoreti al models,
the Cosmi Dust Aggregation Experiment CODAG was developed. It allows to observe the
growth of mi ron-sized dust analogs under astrophysi al realisti onditions. Surprisingly,
the experiments showed that at least in the onset of the dust growth needle-like fra tal
aggregates rather than symmetri fra tals are formed. Here we dis uss the impli ation of
this experimental nding for the pre-planetesimal growth models.
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A 14

Gala ti Dust Measurements Near Earth

Eberhard Grun, Harald Kruger, Ralf Srama (MPI-Kernphysik, Heidelberg, Germany),
Luigi Colangeli (AOC, Napoli, Italy),
Markus Landgraf (ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany),
Mihaly Horanyi (LASP, Boulder, USA)
Jo hen Kissel (MPE, Gar hing, Germany),
Hakan Svedhem (ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands)
Gala ti interstellar dust (ISD) is the major ingredient in planetary formation. However,
information on this important material has been extremely limited. Re ently the Ulysses
dust dete tor has identi ed and measured interstellar dust outside 1.8 AU from the Sun at
e lipti latitudes above 50 deg. Re ent Cassini measurements show that a signi ant ISD
ux exists even inside the Earth's orbit. The Stardust mission is under way to analyze
by an in-situ dete tor and to olle t ISD between 2 and 3 AU from the Sun. Modelling
the Ulysses data suggests that up to 30 AU is of interstellar origin. It is proposed that
interstellar dust ux an be identi ed and quanti ed in high-Earth orbit (outside the debris
belts). A new in-situ dust teles ope is used to distinguish interplanetary from interstellar
dust and to provide important physi al, hemi al and isotopi information on ISD. The
dust teles ope onsists of three types of instruments sharing a ommon impa t plane of
1 square meter in size and has an aperture of approximately 50 deg. opening angle.
The instruments are a high resolution impa t mass spe trometer, a dust analyzer for the
determination of physi al and hemi al dust properties, and a large-area impa t dete tor
with traje tory analysis.

A 15

The Stru ture of Self-Gravitating A retion Disks

M. Biermann & W.J. Dus hl
(Institut fur Theoretis he Astrophyik, Tiergartenstr. 15,
D-69112 Heidelberg, Germany)
In re ent years the HST dete ted numerous massive disks around young stars and in the
enters of galaxies. Furthermore it is likely that disks around bla k holes in AGN are
at least marginally self-gravitating. To ompare the observed features of those disks with
theoreti al models it is ne essary to take self-gravity into a ount { in the verti al dire tion
for all disks with masses above a few per ent of the entral mass and in radial dire tion
for all disks with omparable mass.
In our theoreti al models we assume di erentially but not ne essarely Keplerian rotating, thin but massive disks, that are in verti al hydrostati equlibrium. To avoid the
disadvantages of standard -disks in the limit of self-gravitating a retion disks we use for
the vis osity the -ansatz (Dus hl et.al., 2000). Our disk models in lude radiation transport and di erent kinds of opa ity sour es, and our disks are allowed to be ome opti al
thin.
Appli ations for these models are protoplanetary disks in early evolution phases before
planetesimals build and the azimuthal symmetry breaks down, and massive gaseous and
mole ular disks around bla k holes in the enters of galaxies, parti ularly in the enters of
merging galaxies, where the gas is known to ollaps inwards very rapidly. Here we present
model al ulations for these appli ations.
Referen es
Dus hl, W.J., Strittmatter, P.A., Biermann, P.L.; 2000, A&A 357, 1123
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Gas/dust Separation in Protoplanetary Disks around A Stars

Inga Kamp & Yvonne Simis
(Leiden Observatory, PO Box 9513, 2300 RA Leiden)
The  Bootis stars de ne a group of metal-poor A stars with stellar parameters that
pla e them slightly above the main-sequen e. Further hara teristi s are high rotational
velo ities, a high in iden e for ir umstellar absorption lines and for the brightest stars,
that were dete table by IRAS and ISO, a lear IR ex ess. The pe uliar abundan e pattern
in the atmopheres of the  Bootis stars may be due to ongoing a retion of matter depleted
in ondensable elements from the ir umstellar surrounding.
We present here the rst steps towards a two- uid hydrodynami al model to quantitatively address the question of gas/dust separation in the disks around young A stars, in
parti ular around  Bootis stars.

Adaptive Opti s in Star Formation Resear h {
The Example of ALFA

A 17

M. Feldt, M. Kasper, T. Herbst
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg)
F. Eisenhauer
(Max-Plan k Institut fur extraterrestris he Physik,
Postfa h 1603, D-85748 Gar hing, Germany)
Sin e about 1995, when adaptive opti s (AO) was broadly introdu ed into astronomi al
imaging te hniques, the eld of star formation has seen revolutionary progress.
In this paper, we will presented sele ted results obtained by a single AO system, ALFA
(Adaptive Opti s with a Laser for Astronomy, whi h is run by the two Max Plan k Institutes for Astronomy and extraterrestrial physi s in Heidelberg and Gar hing, Germany.
We on entrate on elds of star formation resear h whi h are examined at the two institutes.
These elds in lude resear h on the initial mass fun tions (IMFs) of young lusters, Ultra ompa t Hii regions (UCHiis), and the triplet System T Tau. IMFs ontain a wealth of
hints towards the in uen e of the environment on the formation me hanisms of stars. Parti ularly interesting is the intera tion between massive stars and their winds and ionising
radiation, and low-mass stars forming in the same mole ular loud. An earlier and more
ompa t environment to study these phenomena are ultra ompa t Hii regions (UCHiis).
The AO system ALFA an be operated in ombination with the integral eld sep trometer 3D. This ombination was used in September 1999 to observe the young binary
system T Tau. ALFA delivered a resolution of 0 00: 14, so learly separated spe tra of the
two main omponents of the T Tau system ould be extra ted.
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Dusty and
Obs ured Ob je ts
Observed by ISO
Contributed Talks: B 01 . . . B 14
Chairmen:
Dietri h Lemke, Heidelberg
Dieter Lutz, Gar hing

Old and Young Vega-like Stars

B 01

C. Dominik (Sterrenkundig Instituut \Anton Pannekoek", Universiteit Amsterdam,
Kruislaan 403 NL-1098 SJ Amsterdam)
H. Habing (Sterrewa ht Leiden, P.O. Box 9513, NL-2300 RA Leiden)
Re ent studies of Vega-like stars with ISO have shown that the dust disks asso iated with
some main-sequen e stars (the so- alled Vega-like stars) have a typi al lifetime of 400 Myr
(Habing et al. 1999, Nature 401, 456). After that time, most disks be ome undete table,
probably be ause the planetesimals whi h are the sour e of these grains have been leared
out. The Kuiper Belt of our own solar system probably forms one of these "disappeared"
disks, even though it still produ es small amounts of dust grains by ollisions between
Kuiper Belt obje ts. However, some old G and K stars still possess mu h more massive
disks.
We dis uss the observations from whi h the 400 Myr times ale has been derived. Furthermore the ollisional history of planetesimals belts will be onsidered. We will dis uss
the me hanisms whi h replenish the dust parti les and possible me hanisms to explain the
long life of some stellar debris disks.

16
B 02

ISOPHOT Observations
of the Cir umstellar Environment of Young Stars


P. Abrah
am, Ch. Leinert, D. Lemke
(Max-Plan k Institut fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
A. Burkert, Th. Henning
(Universitats-Sternwarte Jena, S hillerga hen 2, D-07745 Jena, Germany)
The young pre-main sequen e T Tau and Herbig Ae/Be stars are asso iated with ir umstellar dust, whose thermal emission an be observed at infrared wavelengths. We report
on 3.6{200 mi ron photometri observations performed with ISOPHOT, the photometer
on-board the Infrared Spa e Observatory.
Seven Herbig Ae/Be stars were observed at mid- and far-infrared wavelengths. At
25m the emission mainly arises from a ompa t ir umstellar region, and the observed
spe tral energy distributions follow the power-law relationship F / n with n typi ally
around 1. The peak of the SEDs (in F ) is at 60{100m, orresponding to temperatures
of around 50 K. At longer wavelengths the observed emission is spatially extended, and at
>100m the emission observed by ISOPHOT is never dominated by the Herbig Ae/Be
stars. The most likely sour es of the far-infrared radiation are ar minute size dust ores
lo ated in the vi inity of the stars, and probably related to the star forming pro ess.
We also analysed ISOPHOT observations of 16 binary T Tau stars. For the 7 brightest
obje ts the broad-band photometry was supplemented by 2.5{11.7m spe trophotometry
obtained by the PHT-S subinstrument. In most ases strong sili ate emission at 10m was
dete ted with some indi ations for the presen e of rystalline sili ate. The omparison of
the derived SEDs with those of single T Tau stars will help to understand how the presen e
of ompanions ould a e t the evolution of the ir umstellar disks.
B 03

The Protostellar System HH108MMS

R. Siebenmorgen (European Southern Observatory,
Karl-S hwarzs hild-Str. 2, D-85748 Gar hing, Germany)
We probe the region around the protostar HH108MMS by deep mid infrared photometri
and polarimetri imaging. The protostar is dete ted at 14m in absorption against the
di use ba kground. Next to HH108MMS, we nd a se ond absorbing ore, named Q1,
and the young stellar obje t IRAS18331{0035 whi h is more advan ed in its evolution
and already seen in emission at 12m and 14m. HH108MMS, Q1 and IRAS18331{
0035 form a triplet along an extended disk-like absorption feature. From the variation
of the surfa e brightness a ross the sour e, we derive for HH108MMS and Q1 the opti al
depth and density pro le. Along the axes whi h are parallel to the disk feature, the
density distributions follow a  / r 1:8 power law. We estimate that the intensity of
the ba kground radiation at 14m is about two times stronger than the intensity of the
interstellar radiation eld in the solar neighborhood. The present photometri data of
IRAS18331{0035 between 12m and 1.3mm an be explained by a entral sour e with a
luminosity of 2.5 L that is surrounded by a spheri al loud of 1.1 M with a 1=r density
distribution. As HH108MMS is also seen in the millimeter dust emission, we an derive the
ratio of the dust extin tion oeÆ ients at 14m and 1.3mm and obtain 14m =1300m 
470. Be ause models for the dust in the di use interstellar medium predi t a ratio of
around 2000, our value points to u y omposite grains whi h are expe ted to prevail
in dense and old environments. We also present mid infrared polarisation images of the
region around HH108MMS. The polarisation is strong ( 15%) and tightly orrelated
with the sour e triplet. The high degree of polarisation an be explained by extin tion of
rotationally aligned dust parti les of moderate elongation.
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Analysis of ISOPHOT-maps of Protostellar Condensations

B 04

E. Krus h, R. Chini (Astronomis hes Institut Ruhr-Universitat Bo hum,
Universitatsstr. 150, D-44780 Bo hum, Germany)
M. Haas, D. Lemke (Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie,
Konigstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
We present results of a mapping proje t with ISOPHOT investigating dense dust ondensations that ontain protostellar andidates. The sour es have been sele ted from
a 1300 m survey of southern dark louds with the 15 m Swedish-ESO Submillimetre
Teles ope (Reipurth, Nyman & Chini, 1996). To establish the protostellar nature of the
embedded old lumps, observations shortward of 1.300 m are required in order to a urately determine their spe tral energy distribution, their physi al properties and thus
their evolutionary stage. For most of the sour es only upper limits exist from IRAS data.
We mapped the obje ts of our sample at 60, 90, 105, 120 and 180 m using the C100 and
C200 ameras of ISOPHOT, the photometer on board the ISO-satellite. The maps were
obtained in the hopping raster mode P32, whi h allows for the highest possible resolution.
Here we des ribe details of the analysis pro ess and present the derived spe tral energy
distributions. Further results will given for the temperature and the amount of dust, the
IR-luminosity, the morphology and the possible evolutionary status of the obje ts.

Cold Dust around Protostars in the HH 108/109 Region

B 05

Markus Nielbo k, Rolf Chini, Elvira Krus h
(Astronomis hes Institut der Ruhr-Universitat Bo hum,
Universitatsstr. 150/NA 7, D-44801 Bo hum)
M. Haas (Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg)
We present results of a long term study, sear hing for protostars in the vi inity of HerbigHaro-Obje ts. During multiple submillimetre and millimetre observations many ompa t
sour es were found turning out to be the driving sour es of the bipolar out ows, whi h in
most ases appeared to be the long sought protostars. The famous example HH 24 MMS
was also found during that programme.
In order to x physi al parameters like dust temperature, mass and density of the
ambient medium, also far-infrared (FIR) data is mandatory to arry out proper grey-body
ts. This is mostly assured by IRAS FIR data. Alas, the poor resolution makes omparison
with submillimetre data diÆ ult and, in various ases, IRAS data does not even exist.
An example for the latter is the millimetre sour e HH 108 MMS, whi h is lose to
IRAS 18331{0035, the obje t driving the HH 108/109 out ow. Only the ISOPHOT data
gathered in P32 mode enabled us to derive properties to label it as a true Class 0 protostar.
With a dust temperature of only 13 K it is the oldest obje t in our sample by far. Further
examination shows, that it also arries at least one warmer dust omponent of 24 K.
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An Intermediate-mass Class 0 Obje t { ISO Observations of CB3

R. Klein, Th. Henning (AIU Jena, S hillerga hen 2-3, D-07745 Jena, Germany)
R. Launhardt (Calte h, Dept. of Astronomy, Pasadena CA 91125, USA)
M. Feldt (MPIA, Konigstuhl 17, D{69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
The massive ore of the mole ular loud CB 3 is asso iated with a mole ular out ow and
water maser emission as signs of a tive star formation. We present observations of this
star-forming region obtained with the Infrared Spa e Teles ope (ISO). We used the photospe trometer ISOPHOT and the infrared amera ISOCAM to investigate the loud ore of
CB 3. A bright IR obje t is found very near to the entre of the ore, but we argue that it
is not the obje t responsible for the high luminosity. The ISOCAM observations revealed
a loud of PAH emission next to the dense ore. Two Herbig-Haro obje ts are dete ted
along the \blue" out ow axis by their H2 emission. They appear also in the ISOCAM
observations.
Far infrared (FIR) and ground-based sub-millimetre observations yielded the omplete
spe tral energy distribution (SED) of the CB 3 loud ore. The la k of an NIR sour e assoiated with the loud ore and the strongly rising SED with a maximum at about 120 m
implies that CB 3 hosts a Class 0 protostar still a reting and produ ing the out ow. Fitting a modi ed bla kbody urve to the SED returned a temperature of 34 K, a luminosity
of 725 L and a dust emissivity proportional to  1:6 . Assuming that the luminosity is due
to a retion and deuterium burning, we on lude that the protostar has a mass between 5
and 10 M and a retes at a rate between 5 and 2  10 5 M yr 1 .

B 07

FIR Observations of Mole ular Out ows

D. Froebri h, J. Eislo el (Thuringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg,
Sternwarte 5, D-07778 Tautenburg, Germany)
M.D. Smith (Armagh Observatory, College Hill, Armagh BT61 9DG, Northern Ireland)
ISO provided a powerful tool for far-infrared observations of mole ular out ows within
mole ular louds. We present SWS/LWS data for seven lo ations in two out ows, Cepheus A and L 1448. A large variety of H2 ro-vibrational, CO pure-vibrational and forebidden atomi ne stru ture lines are observed.
We interpret simultaneously the data for H2 and CO lines by sho ks. A olle tion of
bow sho ks or supersoni turbulen e is needed to explain the data. Bows (z / Rs ) with
anks extended mu h more than paraboloids are required.
For Cep A we found C-type physi s to provide the best interpretation of the H2 (low exitation), CO (high-J) and [OI℄ 63 m lines. Both lobes ontain high density (1{3106 m 3 )
gas and the bows are of shape s = 1.4. In ontrast, we found in L 1448 densities are a fa tor
of 10 lower. There is higher ex itation and the bows are of shape s = 1.6. The properties
vary over the obje t, so the entre and the southern lobe posses a higher ex itation.
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Cold, Dense Cores in Mole ular Clouds
Oberved with the ISOPHOT Serendipity Survey

B 08

S. Hotzel, D. Lemke
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, D{69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
K. Mattila (Observatory, P.O. Box 14, FIN-00014 University of Helsinki, Finland)
The ISOPHOT Serendipity Survey (ISOSS) is a far-infrared survey at 170 m, using
ISO's slewing time. Altogether about 15 % of the sky is overed with an angular resolution
(FWHM) of 20 . With ISOSS, it is possible for the rst time to tra e the old dust (T 
15 K) in mole ular loud ores over a large fra tion of the sky. We have developed a method
to determine dust temperatures and olumn densities for sour es with angular diameters
between  20 and 100 , the typi al sizes of mole ular loud ores in the nearest star forming
regions. In order to ompare the physi al parameters of the dust and the gas inside dense
ores, we have used our method to look for old dust in obje ts, for whi h the kineti
temperature of the gas is known. Jijina et al. (1999) ompiled a atalog of dense ores
mapped in ammonia, and we have used their list for a gas { dust omparison.
51 out of 125 ammonia ores with NH3 diameters > 10 were rossed by ISOSS slews.
The dete tion rate is 82 %. A surprisingly strong orrelation has been found between the
temperatures of the dust and the gas, whi h range from 12 K { 21 K and 9 K { 20 K
respe ively. A similar orrelation holds between dust temperature and NH3 line-width,
while no orrelation ould be found between the peak FIR intensity and the entral gas
number density. The latter an be understood as ammonia tra ing the densest part of
the ore only, while dust emission arises from the whole ore. The tight orrelation of
temperatures on the other hand, points to an eÆ ient thermal oupling between the dust
and the gas over the whole volume of the ore.

ISO Spe tros opy of the Gala ti Center

B 09

W. Raab, A. Poglits h, D. Lutz, & R. Genzel
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur extraterrestris he Physik
Postfa h 1312, D-85741 Gar hing, Germany)
We present ISO observations in the wavelength range of 2.4 to 45 mi rons toward two
di erent positions of the Mole ular Torus surrounding the Gala ti Center. These data
provide a unique pi ture of the emsission pro esses in the Gala ti Torus at a spe tral
resolution of 900 to 2500. The most prominent emissions are low ex itation ne stru ture
lines, mole ular hydrogen transition lines, and in ontrast with ISO spe tra entered on
SgrA*, strong Poly y li Aromati Hydro arbon (PAH) emission features. The temperature stru ture of the gas in the mole ular ring, as determined by H2 line emission, an be
des ribed by a simple two temperature model. In addidion, these observations are used to
probe the extin tion of the intervening interstellar medium, providing new onstraints on
the physi al onditions in the vi inity of the Gala ti Center. We nd that the Draine &
Lee (1989) extin tion model does not properly orre t the derived H2 olumn densities.
However, the data are well t by the empiri al extin tion law derived by Lutz (1998) from
ISO observations towards SgrA*.
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FIR Surfa e Photometry of the Crab Nebula

R.J. Tu s
(Max-Plan k Institut fur Kernphysik, Postfa h 103980, D-69029 Heidelberg, Germany)
C. Gabriel
(ESA/SAI, ESA Satellite Tra king Station, Villafran a del Castillo, 28800 Madrid, Spain)
We present di ra tion limited maps of the Crab Nebula at 60, 100 and 160m, observed
by ISOPHOT using the dedi ated mapping mode (P32). The data were pro essed by a
new software pa kage to orre t for dete tor hysteresis e e ts. This allows a quantitative
evaluation of the radial pro le of the smooth syn hrotron emission, as well as of dis rete
emission peaks asso iated with the laments. The latter are are interpreted in terms of
ontributions from dust, line and syn hrotron emission from the nebula.

B 11

Dust Emission of the SN 1987A { 11 Years after Outburst

J. Fis hera, R. Tu s
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Kernphysik, Postfa h 10 39 80, D-69029 Heidelberg, Germany)
ISOCAM measurements of SN1987A reveal an mid-IR sour e with position and extent
indi ative of an asso iation with the ir umstellar medium. We analyse the mid-IR spe tral energy distribution in terms of ollisionally heated grains downstream of the blast
wave. Dust-to-gas ratios derived from a omparison with X-ray measurements are only
of order 0.01 per ent in the intere tion zone, whi h supposedly ontains material from
the red supergiant evolutionary phase of the progenitor. This result is dis ussed in relation to knowledge of dust abundan es in LMC red supergiant stars, and potential dust
removal me hanisms, su h as evaporation in the UV ash from the supernova outburst,
and sputtering.
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Star Formation Histories of Starbursts from ISO

B 12

N. M. Forster-S hreiber
(CEA/DSM/DAPNIA/Servi e d'Astrophysique, C.E. Sa lay,
F-91191 Gif sur Yvette CEDEX, Fran e)
In re ent years, it has be ome lear that vigorous episodes of star formation a tivity, or
\starbursts," play an important role in galaxy formation and evolution at all epo hs in
the Universe. However, despite extensive studies in the past two de ades, a quantitative
understanding of the starburst phenomenon is still la king. Observations at infrared wavelengths, where starburst a tivity is onspi uous and extin tion e e ts mu h less important
than in the opti al/UV regimes, o er a unique opportunity to gain further insight into the
properties of starbursts whi h are often obs ured by large amounts of interstellar dust.
I will present the results of a study of 27 starburst galaxies based on ISO Short Wavelength Spe trometer observations. I will dis uss the impli ations of this sample study,
together with those of detailed investigations of nearby systems (e.g. M 82 and IC 342),
on the massive star formation in starburst environments and on the evolution of starburst
a tivity. These are key issues notably for the understanding of the interplay between triggering and quen hing me hanisms of starburst a tivity as well as for the interpretation of
the properties of star-forming galaxies at high redshifts.

FIR Emission from Intra luster Dust in Abell Clusters

B 13

M. Sti kel, U. Klaas, D. Lemke
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie Konigstuhl 17, D{69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
K. Mattila
(Helsinki University Observatory, P.O.Box 1 SF{00014 Helsinki, Finland)
The presen e of dust distributed in the intergala ti medium of galaxy lusters is of onsiderable interest for studies of the large s ale stru ture and osmology su h as the number
ounts of galaxies and quasars as well as the study of the evolution of galaxies and lusters
of galaxies.
ISOPHOT FIR observations have been used to sear h for spatially extended intra luster
dust in six Abell lusters in the redshift range 0.015 < z < 0.075. S anning measurements
rossing the lusters were used to derive the 120 m/180 m FIR olor ratio whi h is
expe ted to show a systemati hange su h as a dip or a bump entered on the luster if
intra luster dust with properties di erent from the foreground gala ti irrus is present.
Sin e the expe ted signal from intra luster dust is weak a areful data analysis in luding the subtra tion of the zodia al light omponent was arried out. In no ase has the
hara teristi intra luster dust signature of a olor ratio hanging a ross the luster been
found. These data do not on rm the eviden e for intra luster dust in two promising andidates where hints for extended FIR emission had been found from the shorter wavelength
IRAS data.
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Dust Emission From 3C Radio Galaxies and Quasars seen by ISO:
New Eviden e Favouring the Uni ed S heme

Sven A.H. Muller1;2 , Klaus Meisenheimer1, Martin Haas1 ,
Rolf Chini2 , Ulri h Klaas1 , Dietri h Lemke1 , Ernst Kreysa3
(1 MPI fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany
2 Astronomis hes Institut, Universit
at Bo hum, D-44780 Bo hum, Germany
3 MPI f
ur Radioastronomie, Auf dem Hugel 69, D-53121 Bonn, Germany)
In order to test the uni ed s heme between luminous radio galaxies (RGs) and radio loud
quasars (RQs) via their presumably isotropi dust emission, infrared to millimeter spe tral
energy distributions (SEDs) have been obtained by ISO and IRAM for 20 sour es of the
3CR atalogue.
The sample ontains 10 RG{RQ pairs with similar redshifts and omparable 178 MHz
radio uxes whi h are independent of aspe t angle.
The SEDs reveal thermal dust emission showing up as lear bumps above the synhrotron radiation. Also a omparison of the RG{RQ pairs indi ates similar thermal dust
omponents for RGs and RQs.
The dete tion statisti s RG/RQ = 6/7 is well balan ed for the whole sample.
In agreement with the predi tions of the uni ed s heme, the galaxies and quasars annot
be distinguished by their observed mid-and-far-infrared properties. Thus the observations
provide eviden e in favour of the RG{RQ uni ation.
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Yet Another N -body Code

C 01

Walter Dehnen (Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl, 69117 Heidelberg)
A new N -body ode for simulations of ollisioness stellar dynami s is presented. The main
features of the ode are:
 Gravity is omputed using the very fast tree- ode of Dehnen (2000, ApJ, 536, L39),
whi h needs only O(N ) operations for omputation of the for es for all bodies, and
is  5 times faster than the ordinary tree ode. The key of this ode are mutual
ell- ell intera tions: the for e eld due to some sour e ell and for all bodies inside
some sink ell is omputed in one step.
 The softening is done employing the n = 1 Ferrers sphere as softening kernel. Beause of its nite density support, the for e deviates from Newtonian only for inter
body seperations r < , avoiding unphysi al artifa ts introdu ed by the long-range
Plummer softening. A further advantage of this method is that all mutual intera tions of bodies inside one ell an be omputed in one step provided they are all
softened with the same .
 The time integration is performed using the blo kstep s hems (Makino, 1991, PASJ,
43, 859) of hierar hi al nested time-step levels. The algorithm for ontrolling the
time-steps is time symmetri by onstru tion, avoiding arti ial se ular evolution.
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A Sto hasti Monte Carlo Approa h for Star Cluster Models

Rainer Spurzem
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstr. 12{14, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
Mirek Giersz
(Ni . Coperni us Astron. Centre, ul. Barty ka 18, 00-716 Warszawa, Poland)
Re ent advan es using the Monte Carlo te hnique of Henon (1971), Stodolkiewi z (1982,
1986), and Giersz (1998, 2000). are presented. This is up to now the only te hnique
apable of modelling a large number of binaries and millions of parti les self- onsistently
for ollisional star lusters, in luding also other e e ts su h as stellar evolution. A hybrid
sto hasti Monte Carlo s heme is used to treat single stars by using a simpli ed gaseous
model and binaries by a detailed Monte Carlo te hnique (Spurzem & Giersz 1996, Giersz &
Spurzem 2000). The self- onsistent evolution of 30.000 hard binaries in a star luster onsisting of 330.000 stars in total is followed during several hundreds of half mass relaxation
times, undergoing binary burning and gravothermal os illations. New results and proje ts
related to modelling a mass spe trum with stellar evolution will be brie y dis ussed.
Referen es:
Giersz M., 1998, MNRAS, 298, 1239.
Giersz M., 2000, preprint, subm. MNRAS.
Giersz M., Spurzem R., 2000, MNRAS, in press.
Henon M., 1971, Ap&SS, 14, 151.
Stodolkiewi z J.S., 1982, A ta Astronomi a, 32, 63.
Stodolkiewi z J.S., 1986, A ta Astronomi a, 36, 19.
Spurzem R., Giersz M., 1996, MNRAS, 283, 805.
C 03

Gaseous Models of Globular Clusters:
The E e ts of Stellar Evolution

S. Deiters and R. Spurzem
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
Comparing di erent approa hes for modeling the evolution of star lusters, gaseous models
have the advantage of easy a ess to very high "parti le numbers" (i.e. those of real
astrophysi al systems su h as globular star lusters or even gala ti nu lei) but { until now
{ they are less realisti . Competing Fokker-Plan k models a quired the lead here for many
years. Hen e we have embarked on a proje t to improve gaseous models towards a more
realisti des ription of globular lusters, in luding the e e ts of stellar evolution and many
(primordial) binaries, and a onsistent treatment of the tidal eld of the Galaxy.
Here we report on the e e ts of a mass spe trum and stellar evolution on the dynami al
evolution of the luster's post- ollapse phase (gravothermal os illations) and show how
only small hanges in the mass loss rate an hange the internal dynami s of the luster
dramati ally. This is even the ase for a rather simple des ription of the stellar evolution
and the resulting mass loss.
To get further insight into these e e ts we in luded a more detailed des ription of the
mass loss in our ode whi h should be omparable with the des ription of stellar evolution
in other numeri al models of star lusters. It is planned to present rst results of this new
and more realisti model.
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Gas Expulsion from Star Forming Regions
and the Formation of Globular Clusters

C 04

M. P. Geyer and A. Burkert
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany
geyermpia-hd.mpg.de, burkertmpia-hd.mpg.de)
Shortly after the formation of a globular luster (GC) the remaining gas will be expelled by
ionizing radiation, stellar winds or supernova explosions during a few dynami al times ales.
As a result of this gas expulsion phase some or all stars in the luster will get unbound.
The fra tion of nally bound stars is mainly determined by the eÆ ien y of star formation
and the times ale of the gas expulsion. Our results allow us to quantify the star formation
eÆ ien y (SFE) ne essary for forming bound GCs.
Two sets of numeri al N{body simulations are presented: As a rst simpli ed approa h
we treat the residual gas as an external potential. The gas expulsion is approximated by
redu ing the gas mass to zero on a given times ale, whi h is treated as a free parameter.
Our results are onsistent with similar simulations by Lada et al. (1984, ApJ 285, 141) and
more re ently by Goodwin (1997, MNRAS 116, 351).
In a se ond set of simulations we used smoothed parti le hydrodynami s (SPH) to
des ribe the dynami s of the residual gas. In this ase gas expulsion takes pla e on a
short times ale and prevents the evolution of star forming regions with low SFEs to bound
lusters.
In both sets the stars were in virial equilibrium with the gaseous environment at rst.
Adopting stars with an initial zero velo ity dispersion leads to a ompa tion of the luster
during the expulsion phase and may explain the formation of bound systems with SFEs
less than 10%.

The Impa t of Tides on Star Cluster Formation

C 05

Christian Boily (ARI, Heidelberg)
Christophe Pi hon (Observatoire de Strasbourg, Fran e)
The homogeneity of metal abundan es in lusters suggests that the epo h of star formation
must have been short in order to avoid strong gradients in the stellar population, leading
to systems with little velo ity dispersion at formation. When spheri al lusters undergo
violent relaxation a good fra tion of stars des ribe nearly radial orbits. This situation likely
gives rise to triaxial instability (see e.g. Merritt 1999). Aspheri al ollapse also results in
triaxial equilibria. However a net torque may now be exerted on individual lusters by the
host galaxy's tide during radial infall, and indu e streaming motion or rotation.
We investigate analyti ally the ollapse of uniform-density spheroids to whi h we apply
model gala ti tides. We nd that sub-virial lusters non-rotating at birth may yet show
appre iable rotation in equilibrium.
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OB Asso iations: Linking Radioa tivities to other Observables

K. Krets hmer, S. Plus hke, R. Diehl
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur extraterrestris he Physik,
Postfa h 1603, D-85748 Gar hing, Germany)
D. H. Hartmann (Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29634, USA)
Observations by the COMPTEL instrument aboard CGRO of the 1.8 MeV gamma-ray
line emitted by interstellar 26Al suggest that massive stars are the dominant sour e of this
isotope.
Massive stars are frequently found in OB asso iations. Our group has developed a model
for OB asso iations whi h predi ts as observables the luminosities in radioa tivity gamma
rays, ionizing radiation and kineti energy, as fun tions of time. A Monte-Carlo algorithm
allows the determination of un ertainties in these observables due to statististi al sampling
of initial stellar masses, i.e. to study the e e ts of varying ri hness of the asso iations. We
also dis uss systemati model un ertainties from in omplete knowledge of stellar evolution
detail. This allows us to evaluate the signi an e of orrelations between observational
data and model results.
OB asso iations embedded in interstellar gas drive the formation of bubbles by the input
of kineti energy through stellar winds and supernova blast waves. Our model follows the
evolution of the bubbles' state variables from the driving energy output of the ontained
asso iation, and for di erent surrounding interstellar medium.

C 07

Cyanogen Variations in the Se ond Parameter Globular Cluster
NGC 7006

D. Harbe k, E. K. Grebel (Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Heidelberg, Germany)
G.H. Smith (Li k Observatory, Santa Cruz, USA)
The metal-poor ([Fe/H℄ = 1:6 dex) globular luster NGC 7006 exhibits an unusual red
horizontal bran h (HB), i.e., it is a \se ond parameter e e t" luster. A possible se ond
parameter is mixing within red giant bran h stars whi h may result in enhan ed mass loss
and lead to bluer horizontal bran h stars. Rotational-indu ed mixing may lead to variations
in yanogen abundan es in stellar atmospheres due to the dredge-up of nu leosynthesized
material. Su h variations have been found for quite a few lusters, though it is not lear
whether these are aused by primordial or evolutionary e e ts (Kraft 1994).
We present spe tros opi CN and CH band strengths for 13 giants of NGC 7006 obtained at the Li k 3m teles ope. The data reveal the following trends: (i) The s atter in
star-to-star CN indi es is relatively modest by omparison with the blue horizontal bran h
luster M13. (ii) The CH ontent is independent of the CN, within the observational unertainties, indi ating that the CN abundan e variations are driven by N variations. (iii)
A possible weak radial dependen e of the CN ontent, although this needs a larger sample
of stars for veri ation. Buonanno et al. (1991) found the HB of NGC 7006 to get bluer
towards the inner parts of the luster. A possible onne tion to the observed CN radial
dependen e is dis ussed.
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Colour Gradients and Dust Extin tion
in Non-a tive and A tive Spiral Galaxies

C 08

Barbara Cunow (Department of Mathemati s, Applied Mathemati s and Astronomy,
University of South Afri a, PO Box 392, Pretoria 0003, South Afri a)
It has been known for a long time that olour gradients exist within the dis s of spiral
galaxies. However, it is still un lear what auses these gradients. They ould be due
either to population, age and/or metalli ity variations, or they ould be due to dust.
Furthermore, it is not lear yet whether systemati di eren es exist between the olour
gradients in non-a tive galaxies and a tive galaxies.
In this work dis s alelengths rD in B , V , R and I are determined for a sample of nona tive and a tive spiral galaxies. It is found that the non-a tive galaxies show signi ant
olour gradients within their dis s, whereas the a tive galaxies do not.
In order to obtain information about the intrinsi olour gradients within the stellar
dis and the internal dust extin tion, the variation of rD (B )=rD (I ) with apparent ellipti ity
is ompared to model al ulations. For the non-a tive galaxies, the data are represented
best by a model with a stellar dis whi h has an intrinsi olour gradient and with a
entral opti al depth in the B band for fa e-on view of 0B = 3. This indi ates that the
observed olour gradients are aused by a ombination of an intrinsi olour gradient and
dust extin tion. For the a tive galaxies however, the best agreement between data and
models is found for models with a stellar dis with no intrinsi olour gradient and no dust.
This indi ates that the dust extin tion in the dis s of a tive galaxies is negligible.

C 09

The Evolution of the Gala ti Disk: The Stellar Component

L. S hmidtobrei k1, A. Vallenari1, G. Bertelli2
(1 Osservatorio Astronomi o di Padova, vi olo Osservatorio 5, I-35122, Padova, Italy
2 Dipartimento di Astronomia, vi olo Osservatorio 5, I-35122, Padova, Italy)
We present deep V and I photometry of stellar eld populations in several regions of the
Gala ti disk. They are sele ted on the basis of large s ale surfa e photometries of the
Milky Way (Kimeswenger et al., 1993, A&AS, 97, 517; Ho mann et al., 1998, A&AS, 128,
417). The observational olour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) and luminosity fun tions are
analyzed using a revised version of the Padova software des ribed in Bertelli et al. (1995).
The reddening along the line of sight is derived and found to be in reasonable agreement
with the maps of Mendez & van Altena (1998, A&A, 330, 910). Stru tural parameters like
the s ale height and the s ale length of the various populations are dis ussed. Due to the
low gala ti latitude of the elds, not mu h information about the thi k disk's parameters
ould be gained. For the thin disk, values around hz = 250  0:60 p have been found for
the s ale height, the s ale length is favoured to be larger than 1100 p .
The data are very sensitive to the star formation history of the thin disk. A de reasing
star formation rate is ne essary to reprodu e the distribution of the stars in the olourmagnitude diagrams as well as the luminosity fun tions. Constant or a strongly in reasing
star formation rates as derived using Hippar os data for the solar neighbourhood (Bertelli
et al. 1999, Balt. Astr., 8, 271) do prin ipally agree with the luminosity fun tions but
do not reprodu e the CMDs, as they require too many blue stars. The analysis of eld
populations gives eviden e that star formation rates, derived from the solar neighbourhood,
annot be onsidered as representative for the whole thin disk.
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The Impa t of Bars on Global Spiral Modes in Gala ti Disks

Christian Theis
(Institut f. Theoretis he Physik und Astrophysik, Univ. Kiel, 24098 Kiel, Germany)
Vladimir Kor hagin (Institute of Physi s, Sta hki 194, Rostov-on-Don, Russia)
The spiral stru ture of disk galaxies is one of the most prominent and fas inating large s ale
features in astronomy. From a theoreti al point of view there are two di erent approa hes
to understand the evolution of spiral stru ture: linear stability analysis allows to dete t
unstable modes and their growth rate, whereas the non-linear regime is only available by
numeri al simulations, e.g. stellar hydrodynami al al ulations.
The detailed stability properties of the disk depend on its spe i hara teristi s, e.g.
on its mass and velo ity distribution. Typi al galaxies are hara terized by a dominant
m = 2 (i.e. two-armed) mode. Here, we investigate the in uen e of a rotating bar on
the global spiral stru ture in disk galaxies. The dynami al evolution is followed by a 2D
multi- omponent hydrodynami al ode whi h in ludes also star formation. The bar is
des ribed by an external Ferrers bar potential. This approa h gives us ontrol on the main
bar parameters like its size, mass or pattern speed. We show that already a small bar
enhan es substantially the growth rates of unstable modes. Additionally, the growth of
other modes like m = 1 or m = 4 an be stimulated, resulting in lopsided or four-armed
stru tures.

C 11

Chemodynami al Evolution of Dwarf Galaxies:
Dynami s and Star Formation History

Andreas Ries hi k, Gerhard Hensler
(Institut fur Theoretis he Physik und Astrophysik, Universitat Kiel,
D-24098 Kiel, Germany)
Be ause of their low gravitational energy dwarf galaxies are strongly exposed to the energeti impa t from pro esses like stellar winds, supernovae or even stellar radiation. To
simulate their hemodynami al evolution in a self- onsistent way all relevant pro esses
have to be onsidered. It is furthermore ne essary to distinguish between at least two
dynami ally separated gaseous and three stellar omponents. With these hemodynami al
simulations the evolution of dwarf galaxies is tra ed from its beginning.
Here we fo us on the di erent dynami al phases the model passes through and the
orresponding star-formation history. Starting from an virialized gaseous system of 109 M
baryoni matter in a 1010 M dark matter halo, we show that the dynami al evolution
of dwarf galaxies pro eed in di erent phases that are determined a ording to the gas
dynami s and the star formation. Beside the intrinsi gas ex hange with the initial gas
reservoir no additional gas infall is assumed. We show the separate evolution of the entral
region and a surrounding thi k disk zone with a pat hy star formation distribution but no
oherent starburst.
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Orbital Deformation of Satellites by Dynami al Fri tion
in Spheri al Halos with Anisotropi Velo ity Dispersion

C 12

Toshio Tsu hiya
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg)
Masaaki Shimada (Department of Liberal Arts, Nagoya College,
Toyoake, Ai hi, 470-1193, Japan)
Deformation of satellite orbits around a spheri al galaxy is onsidered. In general, a
satellite sinks into the enter of its parent galaxy by dynami al fri tion. Unless the orbit is
exa tly ir ular, the orbital shape hanges owing to a di eren e in de aying rate between
energy and angular momentum. This deformation depends on the density and velo ity
distributions of the surrounding gala ti halo. We have made a perturbative analysis of
the orbital deformation in a s ale-free halo whi h has a density pro le,  / rn ( 3  n  0),
with anisotropi velo ity dispersion hara terized by = 1 2 =r2 ( 1   1). We
lassify four major e e ts on the orbital deformation. The dominant e e t originates from
the density gradient for n < 2 and the gradient of velo ity dispersion for n > 2. Both
e e ts leads to more ir ular orbits. Larger makes the rate of orbital ir ularization
smaller. For positive (radially dominated anisotropy), initially e entri orbits onserve
their shape during orbital de ay when the velo ity dispersion is radially dominated.

C 13

Constraints on the Sagittarius Dwarf Galaxy's Tidal Stream

Andrea Stolte, Rodrigo Ibata, Hans-Walter Rix (for the SDSS ollaboration)
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) has the goal to s an half of the nothern sky in ve
pathbands, from UV (352 nm) to near Infrared (911 nm). So far, only a small fra tion of the
survey is a omplished, in luding test data along the equatorial stripe (160o < < 250o
at 1:25o < Æ < 1:25o). We use these SDSS test data to spatially tra e the tidal stream
of the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (from now on "Sagittarius"), the losest known ompanion
of the Milky Way. Sagittarius is aught in its merging pro ess with the Gala ti halo.
With a distan e of only 25 kp from the Gala ti enter, it yields an ideal obje t to
study gala ti intera tion pro esses in detail. Re ent modells derive the assumed orbit of
the ompanion within the halo, predi ting overdensities and velo ity stru ture of the tidal
stream. We were now able to see the expe ted overdensity of stars at the interse tion of
the SDSS test data with the predi ted orbit. There are two important impli ations for
the formation s enario of the Galaxy. First, this is lear eviden e for the assumption that
the Gala ti halo formed (and still forms) due to merging with smaller galaxies, whi h
are tidally disrupted and onsumed within the gravitational potential of the Milky Way.
Se ondly, we would naturally expe t to nd di erent populations within the halo due to
this formation s enario. Using data from the APM atalog for omparison, we were able to
dete t the stream over a larger volume in spa e, but the re onstru tion of a large fra tion
of the orbit has to await the ompletion of the Sloan survey.
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Numeri al Simulations of Tidal En ounters with Barred Galaxies

I. Berentzen (Universitats-Sternwarte Gottingen, Geismarlandstr. 11, 37083 Gottingen)
C.H. Heller (University of Kentu ky, Lexington, USA)
E. Athanssoula (Observatoire de Marseille, Marseille, Fran e)
K.J. Fri ke (Universitats-Sternwarte Gottingen, Geismarlandstr. 11, 37083 Gottingen)
Bars are a ommon feature in dis galaxies and by no means an ex eption, sin e about 2/3
of all dis galaxies are believed to harbor a entral bar or oval distortion. Furthermore in
the last few years near-infrared observations have given lear indi ations of an even higher
fra tion of barred galaxies. At present, there are two s enarios for the bar formation that
are widely believed. One is the spontaneous bar instability whi h o urs in relatively
ool, rotationally supported dis s, the other one is the triggering of bar formation by tidal
en ounters.
However, it is known for some time, that a entral growing mass on entration, e.g.
due to gas in ow, ould lead to a subsequent weakening of the bar, and ultimately to its
\qui k" dissolution. The hara teristi time-s ale for bar dissolution appears to be short
in omparison with the Hubble time. This makes it diÆ ult to understand the observed
high frequen y of bars in dis galaxies.
In this work the s enario for the resurre tion of a bar triggered by a tidal e ounter
with another galaxy is studied. The target galaxy already has an initial bar, whi h has
been weakened by an substantial gas in ow during its evolution before en ountering the
perturbing galaxy. In the talk we present preliminary results obtained by a rst set of
numeri al simulations to assess the viability of this hypothesis.

C 15

The Loss-Cone Problem in Dense Nu lei Revisited

Pau Amaro Seoane, Rainer Spurzem
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstr. 12{14, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
This is the start-up of a proje t revisiting the star-gas intera tions in young, dense gala ti nu lei. Here we present some semi-analyti results following ideas given originally by
Frank & Rees (1976), Vil'koviski (1976), Hara (1978), Langbein et al. (1990), and referen es therein. The heating rate of an assumed supermassive entral gas-star obje t due
to loss- one stars, plunging onto it on elongated orbits from outside is al ulated taking
into a ount a possible anisotropy of the surrounding stellar distribution. We dis uss for
a range of entral masses the rate of stars on su h loss- one orbits and their heating effe t. Here we assume a simpli ed model of a gala ti nu leus onsisting of a Plummer
model with an embedded density usp, using stellar point masses. We plan to extend this
investigation to numeri al studies, allowing a wider range of possible stellar distribution
fun tions and to take into a ount gas produ tion by stellar ollisions and star formation.
A more detailed understanding of that early evolutionary phase of gala ti nu lei from
basi prin iples is one of the key features presently missing for the link between osmology
and galaxy formation.
Referen es:
Frank J., Rees M.J., 1976, MNRAS, 176, 633.
Hara T., 1978, Prog. Theor. Phys., 60, 711.
Langbein, T., Spurzem, R., Fri ke, K.J, Yorke, H.W., 1990, A&A, 227, 333.
Vil'koviski E., 1976, Sov. Astr. Lett., 1, 137.
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Investigations on the Merger S enario of Ellipti al Galaxies

S. Kho hfar, A. Burkert
(Max-Plan k Institut fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
It is widely believed that ellipti al galaxies form through mergers of disk galaxies (see e.g.,
Barnes 1992; Hernquist 1993). Re ent simulations of Naab et al. 1999 show a dependen y
of the isophotal shape on the mass ratio of the merging galaxies.
We use these results to onstru t a semi-analyti al model based on the Extended-PressS he hter formalism (Bower 1991; Bond et al. 1991). We follow the merginger history of
the dark matter halos and al ulate merger times ales for the galaxies inside these halos
(as in Kau mann 1998). By following the amount of a reted mass after the merger we
an estimate the fra tion of the ellipti al galaxies turned into disk galaxies.
We show results for di erent osmologies, environments and masses of the nal halo.
We dis uss the dependen y of the merger rates on the amount of a reted mass and look
at the most likely formation times of ellipti als with respe t to their isophotal shape.

Evolution of a Star Cluster with Two Mass Components

C 17

Emil Khalisi, Mar Hemsendorf
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstr. 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg)
The e e t of mass segregation is studied in the simpli ed ase of isolated star lusters
ontaining two mass omponents. The evolution is followed in time, using the dire t for e
integration method NBODY6++ (Aarseth 1999, Spurzem 1999). We study the ollapse
time as a fun tion of mass ratio  = m2 =m1 between heavy and light parti les. The higher
masses make up a onstant fra tion of 10% of the total mass of the system. In extent of the
models by Khalisi & Spurzem (2000), we enlarge the parti le numbers to 5,000, 10,000 and
25,000 and give ensemble averaged ore ollapse times. We observe a rapid ore ollapse
for the higher  due to a segregation of the high mass stars to the entre.

Referen es:
Aarseth S.J. 1999, CeMDA 73, p 127.
Khalisi, E. & Spurzem, R. 2000, in \Dynami s of Star Clusters and the Milky Way", ASP
Conf. Ser., S. Deiters, B. Fu hs, A. Just, R. Spurzem, R. Wielen (eds), in preparation.
Spurzem, R. 1999, J. Comp. Appl. Math. 109, p 407.
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D 01

Monitoring the Bla k Hole Candidate Cygnus X-1 with RXTE

K. Potts hmidt1, J. Wilms1 , M.A. Nowak2, W.A. Heindl3 , D.M. Smith4, R. Staubert1
(1 IAA Tubingen, Astronomie, Waldhauser Str. 64, D-72076 Tubingen
2 JILA, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-440, USA
3 CASS, University of California San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093, USA
4 SSL, University of California Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA)
We present results of our monitoring ampaign of Cyg X-1. Sin e 1998 weekly or twoweekly observations of this sour e have been performed, using the pointed instruments on
the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE).
X-ray binaries ontaining a bla k hole are observed in essentially two di erent X-ray
states, the hard and the soft state. During the monitoring observations, Cyg X-1 has
always been in the hard state but with o asional aring episodes on times ales of weeks.
The main goal of our ampaign is to study the long term evolution of the hard state timing
properties and to ompare this evolution to the sour e behavior during the 1996 soft state.
Of spe ial interest for evaluating a retion models are the Fourier frequen y dependent
time lags between two light urves, s and h, from di erent energy bands:

 (f ) = arghFT[s(t)℄ FT[h(t)℄i =2f
We found that 1. the hard and soft state time lag spe tra are very similar, 2. during state
transitions, the lags in the 1{10 Hz range in rease by more than an order of magnitude, 3.
enhan ed time lags during the are of 1998 July identify it as a \failed state transition".
As we will dis uss, these timing observations are not onsistent with the expe tations from
most urrent a retion models!
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Cy lotron Lines in A reting Pulsars

I. Kreykenbohm1 , J. Wilms1, P. Krets hmar1;3 , R. Staubert1,
W. Heindl2 , W. Coburn2, R. Roths hild2
(1 IAA Tubingen, Astronomie, Waldhauser Str. 64, D-72076 Tubingen
2 CASS, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093, U.S.A.
3 INTEGRAL S ien e Data Center, ISDC, 1290 Versoix, Switzerland)
Neutron stars exhibit the strongest magneti elds known in the universe: more than
1012 Gauss (= 108 Tesla). These B- elds are responsible for a very interesting phenomenon:
the energy of the ele trons is quantized in Landau Levels:
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Therefore photons with the appropriate energy are trapped and annot es ape from the
a retion olumn before being s attered to lower or higher energies. This results in absorption lines at this energy, so alled y lotron lines.
Almost 25 years have passed sin e the dis overy of su h a y lotron line in the spe trum
of Her X-1 by Truemper et al. (1978). Sin e then y lotron lines have been found in several
other sour es in luding Vela X-1 and Centaurus X-3.
We present re ent observations with the Rossi X-Ray Timing Explorer of several
sour es, in luding 4U0115-63 whi h shows not only the fundamental line, but also 4 higher
harmoni s!

D 03

Monitoring the Bla k Hole Candidates LMC X-1 and LMC X-3
with RXTE

J. Wilms1 , K. Potts hmidt1, M.A. Nowak2, P.T. Boyd3 , W.A. Heindl4
( 1 IAA Tubingen, Astronomie, Waldhauser Str. 64, D-72076 Tubingen
2 JILA, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-440, USA
3 LHEA, Code 662, NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA
4 CASS, University of California San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093, USA)
We present results of monitoring LMC X-1 and LMC X-3 from 1997 through 1999 using the
pointed instruments onboard the Rossi X-ray Timimg Explorer (RXTE). These two X-ray
binaries are the only known persistent bla k hole andidates that have almost always shown
spe tra dominated by the soft a retion disk omponent. Thus LMC X-1 and LMX X-3
are natural andidates for studying a retion disk behavior in bla k hole binaries.
Additionally, LMC X-3 displays strong spe tral variability and the RXTE monitoring
during 1997 and 1998 revealed that the sour e a tually transits to the hard spe tral state
(Wilms et al., 2000, MNRAS, in press) for short periods of time on a quasi-regular times ale
of  150 d. LMC X-3 therefore seems to undergo state transitions more often than any
other persistent bla k hole sour e!
We present the analysis of all available RXTE data of LMC X-3 using thermal and
non-thermal Comptonization models. We ompare these data to those from LMC X-1, the
only \remaining" soft state sour e, and dis uss the possible ause for the state transitions
as well as for the di erent behavior of LMC X-1 and LMC X-3.
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Early Phases of High Mass Transfer Rate During CV Evolution

K. S henker (Univ. of Lei ester, University Rd., Lei ester LE1 7RH, U. K.)
It is likely that some binary systems onsisting of a white dwarf (WD) primary and a
main sequen e ompanion are formed with a mass ratio ex eeding the riti al value for
stable mass transfer. The ase studied here o urs if the se ondary star lls its Ro he lobe
while still on the main sequen e. Various aspe ts of stability issues are presented as well
as results of re ent numeri al evolution al ulations.
The violation of the thermal stability riterion leads to the expe tation of thermaltimes ale mass transfer. Su h a s enario has been invoked to explain supersoft X-ray
sour es (SSS) and WDs growing in mass and thus potentially leading to SN Ia. A ru ial
parameter is the a retion eÆ ien y , de ned as the fra tion of the transferred mass that
nally remains on the WD. To improve on ad ho assumptions for , tabulated results from
nova outburst omputations (Kovetz & Prialnik, 1995) and opti ally thi k wind models
(Kato, 1997) are in luded in evolutionary al ulations.
Current results show that it seems to be rather diÆ ult to rea h Chandrasekhar mass in
this s enario (unless already starting with a very massive WD). Although the SSS phase in
su h systems an a tually rea h lower orbital periods than might be expe ted, the shortest
period SSSs are probably of di erent origin. Furthermore various unusual CVs (su h as
AE Aqr) are to be understood as onsequen es of a thermal-times ale mass transfer history
and an now be modelled in onsiderable detail.

D 05

3D SPH Simulations of Superhumps
in the Double Degenerate Helium Binaries AM CVn and CR Boo

Stefan Kunze (Theoretis he Astrophysik, Morgenstelle 10, 72076 Tubingen)
The AM CVn stars form a small group of pe uliar ata lysmi variables. Their ommon
hara teristi s, He-ri h and H-de ient spe tra and photometri periods ranging from 300
to 2000 s, together with the dis overy of i kering in some systems lead to the following
s enario. AM CVn stars onsist of two white dwarfs in su h a lose orbit that the less
massive He WD lls its Ro he-lobe and feeds an a retion disk around the more massive
and therefore smaller primary through the L1 point.
In three of the six known members of this group superhumps have been dis overed.
Superhumps are modulations of the light urve with a period a few per ent longer than
the orbital period. They were rst dis overed in SU UMa systems during superoutburst
and have been su essfully modeled as to be the result of the rapid pre ession of an e entri
a retion disk in systems with extreme mass ratio q  :25.
AM CVn (Porb = 1029 s) itself is a permanent superhumper due to its high mass
transfer rate. CR Boo (Porb = 1471 s) is the He ounterpart of a VY S l star and shows
superhumps during its long bright state, but not during the short dwarf nova-like outburst
in its lower state.
We gain masses and mass transfer rates of the stars by extrapolating known relations
from CVs onne ting the superhump period ex ess and the mass ratio et . Using these
masses and mass transfer rates in 3D SPH simulations of the He disks produ es the expe ted pre essing disks and superhumps. Our SPH ode with an implementation of the
vis ous stress tensor gives superhump periods of 1054 s for AM CVn and 1495 s for CR
Boo. This is in ex ellent agreement with the observed values of 1051 and 1490 s.
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The Simultaneous High Speed UBVRI Photometry
of X-RAY Transient XTE 1118+480 in April { July 2000

E.S. Dmitrienko
(Crimean Astrophysi al Observatory,
98409 p/o Nau hny, Crimea, Ukraine, dmitrien rao. rimea.ua)
For the investigation the behaviour of X-RAY transient XTE 1118+480 in the opti al spe tral region we obtained in 2000 April { July the simultaneous high speed UBVRI observations of this obje t with 1.25-m teles ope AZT-11 of Crimean Astrophisi al Observatory.
The time resolution was hosen to be from 2.5 to 25 s. The results of the preliminary
analysis of the rapid light os illations as well as of the variability of the averaged ux level
are presented.
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Astronomi al Expiration Date of the Gregorian Calendar

E 01

Heiner Li htenberg (Bonn)
Until now elestial me hani ists have not been able to al ulate an astronomi al expiration
date for the Gregorian Calendar. Why? Be ause one still has diÆ ulties with the longterm predi tion of the duration of the average day d, the average synodi al month msyn
and the average tropi al year atrop . But at least the question an be put learly now.
From the alendar equations of the Gregorian Calendar [1℄ one obtains a domain, in whi h
the values of atrop =d and msyn =d should remain. This domain is alled the leap-parameter
trapezoid and will be presented.

[1℄ Li htenberg, H., and Ri hter, P.H., Calendars in the Gregorian Spirit, Poster-Abstra t,
this vol., p. 95
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Planetary Rings with Shepherds: Generi Aspe ts

L. Benet
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Kernphysik, Postfa h 103980, D-69029 Heidelberg, Germany)
The existen e of narrow rings around planets as di erent as Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, suggests that these rings may o ur under more general ir umstan es. We shall
onsider the system of planetary rings with shepherds as a restri ted four-body problem
negle ting the intera tions between ring parti les. We show that narrow rings and sele tion
me hanisms a tually exist in the ase of rotating short-range potentials (both attra tive
and repulsive). Due to the hierar hi al arrangement of the periodi orbits, stable orbits
obtained by saddle- enter bifur ations are found. In on guration spa e they lead to patterns similar to planetary rings. The generi hara ter of this me hanism, as well as the
appli ation to 1=r potentials will be addressed.

E 03

A Tenuous Dust Ring of Jupiter
Formed by Es aping Eje ta from the Galilean Satelites

Alexander V. Krivov (Institut fur Physik, University Potsdam, Potsdam, Germany und
Astronomi al Institute, St. Petersburg University, St. Petersburg, Russia)
Harald Krueger and Eberhard Gruen
(Max-Plan k-Institut fuer Kernphysik, Heidelberg, Germany)
Kai-Uwe Thiessenhusen (Institut fuer Physik, University Potsdam, Potsdam, Germany)
Douglas P. Hamilton (University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA)
Dust ring systems surround all of the giant planets in our Solar System. Jupiter, the
largest of the giants, is shrouded in diverse dust stru tures: the main ring and its verti allyextended halo, the two extended gossamer rings, es aping streams omposed of tiny highspeed parti les, and ele tromagneti ally aptured interplanetary grains. Here we dis uss
yet another jovian dust stru ture: the ethereal ring between the orbits of the Galilean
moons of Jupiter. Re ent dis overy of dust louds around the Galilean satellites formed by
the impa t eje ta from hypervelo ity impa ts of interplanetary mi rometeoroids (Krueger
et al. 1999, Nature 399, 558) suggests that a fra tion of the eje ted parti les es ape from
the sour e satellites into the ir umjovian orbits. We present a model of produ tion and
dynami al evolution of the es aping eje ta and on lude that the small debris several
tenths of mi rometer in radius form a broad dust ring, extending at least from Europa's
orbit outward beyond the orbit of Callisto. Our results are dire tly supported by in-situ
measurements of the Galileo spa e raft. Analyzing about 300 impa t events re orded by
the Galileo dete tor from 1996 to 1999 outside the orbit of Europa and aused mostly
by impa ts of parti les orbiting Jupiter in prograde orbits, we derive the empiri al dust
number density distribution that agrees quite well with the theoreti al one. The retrograde
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The 25-foot Re e tor of Johann H. S hroter

F 01

Felix Luhning (Institut fur Ges hi hte der Naturwissens haften,
Universitat Hamburg, Bundesstrae 55, D-20146 Hamburg)
In 1797 Johann Hieronymus S hroter (1745{1816), who was a keen amateur astronomer,
built a 25-foot re e ting teles ope whi h was at that time greatly admired in the astronomi al world. S hroter, who had started his observations with minor instruments in 1782,
was in orresponden e with Sir William (Wilhelm) Hers hel from whom he also got his
rst teles ope mirrors. Later he began building opies of Hers helian teles opes. Thus
his biggest instrument, the 25-foot re e tor, was in its opti al parts largely inspired by
Hers hel, but the unusual mounting was developed by S hroter himself, who tried to nd
a new onstru tion whi h seemed to him more pra ti al for his purposes.
Espe ially for the International S ienti Conferen e of the Astronomis he Gesells haft
the author has built not only a 1:200 s ale model of the former `Amtsgarten' in Lilienthal
where S hroter had on e ere ted his various instruments, but also a 1:25 s ale re onstru tion of the famous 25-foot re e tor. With the help of these models the author in his
le ture will give a des ription of the S hroter observatory, espe ially of the 25-foot teles ope: how it was used, what observations were made with it, what defe ts it had and
what improvements later be ame ne essary.
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Friedri h Wilhelm Bessel (1784{1846)
and the Russian Astronomy

Vera N. I hsanova (Pulkovo Observatory, St. Petersburg, Russia)
In the rst half of the 19th entury the foundations of stellar astronomy were established thanks to the German astronomer, geodeti ist and mathemati ian Friedri h Wilhelm Bessel. Internationally estimed and in lose relationship with s ientists in many
ountries, espe ially in Russia, Bessel (although not yet 30 years old) in 1814 be ame a
foreign member of the Petersburg A ademy of S ien es. Wilhelm Struve, dire tor of the
Dorpat observatory, was in lose onta t with him. Together they dis ussed problems of
observational pro edures and the use of instruments. In 1817 Struve bought the same
Rei henba h meridian ir le as Bessel used in Konigsberg. Both ordered their refra tors
from the famous Fraunhofer workshop in Muni h. Bessel was also involved in the high
pre ision Russian geodeti survey whi h started in 1816 and whi h su eeded in onne ting the Russian and western European triangulation networks. Struve tried to measure
parallaxes using the bright star Vega ( Lyrae); his results were published in 1837. Also in
1837 Bessel, using his Fraunhofer heliometer and the star 61 Cygni, found a result lose to
modern values, later a knowledged with the Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomi al So iety.
In 1834 Struve was named dire tor of the new Russian observatory in Pulkovo, St. Petersburg. Struve dis ussed the plans with Bessel and both a quired a Repsold meridian ir le.
The next aim, begun in the 1840s { after the rst determination of stellar distan es {
was the distribution of stars in spa e (in the Milky Way). For this, atalogues with not
only a urate stellar positions but also brightnesses were ne essary. Thanks to Bessel's
thorough reformation of measuring and redu tion methods, making possible high a ura y
teles opi observations, Struve was able to produ e important results in stellar astronomy.
F 03

The International Relations of the Struves

W. R. Di k (Otterkiez 14, D-14478 Potsdam, Germany)
At least 10 astronomers in 5 generations belonged to the Struve dynasty, a family having
its origin in Holstein and living in Germany, Russia, the USA and other ountries. The
best known astronomers among them were Wilhelm (1793{1864), Otto Wilhelm (1819{
1905), Hermann (1854{1920), Ludwig (1858{1920), Georg (1886{1933) and Otto Ludwig
Struve (1897{1963). After a short a ount of the family's history, its international relations
will be regarded, with emphasis on the following aspe ts: Nationality/ itizenship, pla es
of living and work, personal relations to other astronomers in luding orresponden e and
ooperation, travels, languages of publi ations.
Although a omparison of the di erent members of the family is possible only to a
ertain degree due to their di erent role and importan e in astronomy, some hanges
whi h developed over 150 years an be tra ed: E.g., Wilhelm Struve published in German,
Latin, Fren h, Russian and English, whereas his grandsons and great-grandsons wrote their
papers mainly in one language { German or English. Wilhelm had relatively lose relations
with Fren h astronomers, whereas his great-grandson Georg was the author of verbal
assaults on Fren h s ientists. Georg published also heavy riti ism of the International
Astronomi al Union, whereas his ousin Otto Luwig later be ame IAU's President.
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The Internationalization of the `Astronomis he Gesells haft'

Gudrun Wolfs hmidt (Institut fur Ges hi hte der Naturwissens haften,
Universitat Hamburg, Bundesstr. 55, D-20146 Hamburg, Germany)
Organized internationalization in astronomy started with a rst meeting of 15 European
astronomers in Gotha in 1798. Two years later the `Vereinigte Astronomis he Gesells haft'
(VAG) was founded in Lilienthal, near Bremen, to organize the ompilation of e lipti star
harts for nding the missing planet between Mars and Jupiter. Also, ooperation was
planned for observing omets and variable stars. More than half of the members originated from non-German speaking ountries. For publi ation of the results the `Monatli he
Correspondenz' was founded in 1800 by Franz Xaver von Za h (1754{1832). I will not
dis uss here the resulting su ess (dis overy of the asteroids and in 1845 the publi ation
of the `Berliner Akademis he Sternkarten').
The problem of redu ing the in reasing amount of asteroid observations ame up in
1857 in the `Se tion Geographie und Astronomie' (founded in 1828) of the `Gesells haft
Deuts her Naturfors her und A rzte'. From the two roots mentioned, the `Astronomis he
Gesells haft' was founded in Heidelberg in 1863 { again internationally stru tured: 11 out
of 26 members were from foreign observatories, and until the 1930s well over 50% of the
members were foreign. Again the main aim was international ooperation, parti ularly
in ompiling various atalogues and bibliographies (AGK1 and GuL). A diÆ ult situation
arose after World War I when the `International Astronomi al Union' (IAU) was founded,
in 1919. But these two international organizations, the AG and the IAU, oexisted beause they had di erent goals. Thanks espe ially to the Swedish astronomer Svante Elis
Stromgren (1870{1947), who was ele ted president, the `Astronomis he Gesells haft' still
ourished throughout the 1920s.
F 05

Thomas Clausen {
a Danish Astronomer and/or Mathemati ian in Altona and Tartu

Harald Gropp
(Muhlingstrae 19, D-69121 Heidelberg, Germany)
Thomas Clausen was born in Snogbaek in Denmark on January 16, 1801 and died in Dorpat
(now Tartu) in Estonia on May 23, 1885. In 1824 Clausen be ame S huma her's assistant
at Altona observatory. Between 1828 and 1840 he worked in Mun hen as su essor of
Fraunhofer. After two years again in Altona he be ame observer at Dorpat observatory
in 1842. Apart from his a tivities as astronomer he played a perhaps still underestimated
role in mathemati s.
In Denmark Clausen seems to be nearly forgotten as an important astronomer. However, the Danish Mathemati al So iety has one of his drawings as its logo. In Germany
Clausen is not so mu h dis ussed sin e Altona was a Danish observatory. The se ond half
of Clausen's life in Estonia is not well known in Central Europe sin e Tartu is far away
from Germany and Denmark.
Clausen's life and work in the entury of Olbers and Bessel are dis ussed, also from the
point of view of international relations in astronomy. In parti ular, Clausen's Danish and
Northern German ontext and the soon approa hing 200th anniversary of his birthday in
January 2001 were responsible for the hoi e of my topi .
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The Redis overy of Ceres in 1801

P. Bros he (Observatorium Hoher List der Sternwarte
der Universitat Bonn, D-54550 Daun, Germany)
After the dis overy by Piazzi, the rst known asteroid disappeared in February 1801 at
the day sky. Its redis overy was the result of the ombined e orts of a theoreti ian (Gau)
and a pra titioner (Za h). The fa tual redis overy took pla e at the end of 1801: Za h
got rst sight of Ceres on De ember 7 and gained the insight of its planetary nature on
De ember 31. He was su eeded by Olbers, whose orresponding dates were January 1
and 2 of 1802.

F 07

Comets, Minor Planets and other developments: Bode's
\Astronomis hes Jahrbu h" as an international ar hive journal

W. Kokott (Institut fur Ges hi hte der Naturwissens haften der Universitat Mun hen)
Following the example of the Connaissan e des tem(p)s, the Astronomis hes Jahrbu h
founded by the Royal A ademy of S ien es at Berlin was to in lude \a olle tion of the
most re ent observations, news, remarks and ontributions". Established by J. H. Lambert and for four de ades edited by J. E. Bode, this publi ation from the start be ame
a ranking international publi ation, with Bode's modest Berlin Observatory serving as a
learinghouse of informations originating from virtually all European ountries.
When, in 1792, the ba klog of manus ripts be ame a riti al fa tor, a series of \Supplement" volumes was established. F. X. von Za h at Gotha, who vigorously supported this
e ort, founded (in 1798) the monthly Allgemeine Geographis he Ephemeriden, whi h he
(with ontinuing emphasis on astronomy and astronomi al geography) two years later repla ed by the Monatli he Correspondenz. These journals and its su essors (ZfA and Corr.
astr.) took the supplementary load o Bode's yearbook and served as speedier means of
ommuni ation. However, the yearbook retained its original role as a entral pla e of do umentation. Only with the publi ation of S huma her's Astronomis he Na hri hten the
enter of astronomi al ommuni ation did shift from Berlin to Altona.
Pra ti ally all European astronomers of his time and age are represented in the pages of
Bode's yearbook. Beside the ontinuous e ort of pre ise mapping the realm of xed stars,
a very important eld were the newly dis overed planets Uranus, Ceres, Pallas, Juno, and
Vesta; observations and orbits of these obje ts and the growing number of omets were an
important part of the \news and remarks" re orded in the BAJ. The names of S hroter,
Olbers, Piazzi, and Bessel may be regarded as representative for many other ontributors.
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Leo de Ball and his Contribution
to International Astrometry Proje ts around 1900

F 08

P. Habison
(Ku ner-Sternwarte, Johann Staud-Strasse 10, A-1160 Wien, Austria)
Leo de Ball was born in Lobberi h at the German-Dut h border in 1853. From 1871
onwards he studied astronomy and physi s at the universities in Berlin and Bonn. After
having re eived his do torate in 1877 he be ame assistant at the \Herzogli he Sternwarte
in Gotha". From 1881{82 he spent two years at the \Sternwarte des Kammerherrn von
Bulow" in Bothkamp. There he dis overed the minor planet \Athamantis" on 3 September
1882. In 1883 he followed an invitation from Folie to the observatory Ougree near Lutti h.
There he published four remarkable papers on stellar and planetary astrometry.
In 1891 he re eived a all to Moriz von Ku ners observatory in Vienna and was assigned
dire tor of this young institute. In the same year he started to parti ipate in international
proje ts. During that time it was suggested to extend the \Zonenunternehmen der Astronomis hen Gesells haft" also to southern de linations. Leo de Ball ontributed to this
proje t and Ku ner Observatory was assigned the southern de lination zone from {6 to
{10 degrees. This work o upied most of his time from 1892 to 1902. The atalogue of
8468 stars down to magnitude nine was nally published in 1904.
In 1900 Leo de Ball initiated a new proje t for determining relative parallaxes of 252
stars in ollaboration with four observatories in Europe and the United States. Although
the proje t was only partly realized, Leo de Ball published relative parallaxes of 16 stars,
observed from 1901{07 with the Vienna heliometer.
The talk will give a brief overview of Leo de Ball's life and will then fo us on his work
and international ollaborations from 1891{1916.

A Calendar Observatory for the 21st Century

F 09

B. Steinru ken, T. Morawe (Westfalis he Volkssternwarte und Planetarium,
Stadtgarten 6, D-45657 Re klinghausen, Germany)
R. Vans heidt (Astronomis hes Institut der Ruhr-Universitat Bo hum,
Universitatsstr. 150, D-44780 Bo hum, Germany)
In an ient times the alibration of astronomi al observations with respe t to the lo al physi al horizon provided the possibility to adjust alendar data with high a ura y a ording
to the apparent movement of the sun, the moon and the stars.
To reanimate the lost tradition of 'visual horizon-astronomy', enfor ing pedagogi al
purposes in astronomi al tea hing and sharpening the publi mind for the relationship and
intera tion of natural y les, a design study is proposed to build a non-pro t and alltimeopen alendar observatory for the general publi in the northern part of the Ruhrgebiet
near Re klinghausen/Herten, Germany. A te hni al des ription of the proje t is given in
a poster presentation at this onferen e (Steinru ken, B. et al.).
Besides edu ational aspe ts, pra ti al resear h in ar haeoastronomy may be established
at the site. Of astronomi al relevan e are empiri al tests to determine the exa t position
of the lunar standstill without any knowledge of the helio entri paths, nodes, and time
of de lination maximum. A revision of statisti al arguments (Thom 1958) is mandatory
due to large variations of astronomi al refra tion near the horizon (S haefer & Liller 1990).
Guided by histori al paragons we dis uss adequate foresight onstru tions in order to dete t
stellar pre essional motion within a de ade by naked eye observation only. A re ently disovered prehistori observatory in Westphalia, Germany will be introdu ed linking the idea
of a modern alendar observatory to the work of our prede essors.
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CT 01

The E e t of the 1999 Total Solar E lipse on a Fou ault-pendulum
G. Wu hterl (Max-Plan k Institut fur extraterrestris he Physik, Postfa h 1312,
D-85741 Gar hing, Germany)
A. Wirrer, (Rosittengasse 32a, A-5020 Salzburg)
We present the result of a series of observations of the Fou ault-pendulum at the Te hnis hes Museum Wien before, during and after the total solar e lipse on August 11, 1999.
The progression of the azimuth of the plane of oszillation of the penduum was observed on
three days entered around the e lipse as well as 1 day entered around the following new
moon. Systemati deviations from the nominal value for the Fou ault-e e t have been observed resulting in azimuth deviations of a few degrees. Similar values have been reported
in earlier experiments. We propose a me hanism, based on pressure-modulated air drag,
to a ount for the observed deviations. An e lipse-e e t on a Fou ault pendulum an then
be explained as air drag modulation aused by the atmospheri pressure modulations due
to the moon's shadow.
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New Phenomena and Statisti s of Stellar Long-term Variability

Kroll, P. (Sonneberg), Vogt, N. (Santiago de Chile / Heidelberg),
Braeuer, H.-J. (Sonneberg), Splittgerber, E. (Sonneberg)
Plate ar hives ontain hundreds of thousands of individual images, taken from the beginning of last entury up to the present. The Sonneberg Plate Ar hive, a olle tion of some
270,000 plates, is in the pro ess of being digitized.
First investigations on the basis of sele ted elds in the Orion/Taurus/Auriga region
have been ondu ted. 300 more or less randomly hosen stars were examined for variability
on about 500 plates taken between 1960 and 1996.
Although the intrinsi photometri a ura y of individual data points is only in the
order of 0.1 mag, the ndings were a surprise:
1. Among the stars investigated, new types of variability have been dete ted. We
found irregular stars, obje ts with y li variations with peroids of some thousand days
and several tens of mag amplitude, and stars of slowly in reasing and de reasing brightness
of a few hundredths of magnitude over de ades.
2. It turned out that signi antly more than 50 per ent of the stars have to be regarded
as variable. A lot of HIPPARCOS- onstant stars reveal variability on long time s ales.
The talk gives a brief overview about the potential of digitized plate ar hives from the
aspe t of dete ting and investigating long-term variability and shows rst results.

CT 03

The Burst Monitor (GBM) on-board GLAST

R. Georgii (Max-Plan k-Institut fur extraterrestris he Physik,
Postfa h 1312, D-85741 Gar hing, Germany)
on behalf of the GBM ollaboration
The Gamma-ray Large-Area Spa e Teles ope (GLAST) will be the next major NASA
mission for high-energy -ray astronomy after EGRET. Presently the laun h is foreseen
for the end of 2005. Its s ienti obje tive will be to observe AGNs, pulsars, SN remnants
and intera tions of osmi rays with the interstellar medium from 10 MeV to 300 GeV.
Another important obje tive will be the study of -ray burst spe tra and time pro les at
the high-energy end.
A Burst Monitor ((GBM) will be on board of GLAST and will be built, by a ollaboration of MSFC/UAH and the MPE, to enhan e the -ray burst-dete tion apability of
GLAST onsiderably. It will measure burst spe tra between 5 keV and 30 MeV with an
energy resolution between 3% (at 20 MeV) and 50% (at 5 keV). Thus an energy range
of more than 6 de ades will be a essible in burst spe tra for the rst time. Moreover it
will measure the light urves with an absolute time a ura y of 10 se . Furthermore the
GBM will provide an on-board position to the main instrument for repointing purposes,
allowing for an observation of a burst with the main teles ope within 10 minutes. Through
an energy range similar to that of BASTE ontinuity with the large data base of -ray
burst-spe tra parameters an be a hieved, putting the expe ted high-energy emission in a
better ontext. In this talk the s ienti goals of the GBM and its te hni al realisation
will be presented.
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A Sear h for X-ray Transient AGN

CT 04

D. Grupe
(MPI fur extraterrestris he Physik, Giessenba hstr, D-85748 Gar hing, Germany)
H.-C. Thomas
(MPI fur Astrophysik, S hwarzs hildstrae, D-85748 Gar hing, Germany)
K. Beuermann
(Universitats-Sternwarte, Geismarlandstrae 11, D-37083 Gottingen, Germany)
We present ROSAT All-Sky Survey and ROSAT pointed observations (PSPC and HRI) of
a omplete sample of 113 bright soft X-ray sele ted AGN. We ompare these observations
in order to sear h for extreme ases of ux and spe tral X-ray variability - X-ray transient
AGN. Among the obje ts of our sample we found three se ure sour es to be transients and
one possible transient andidate. The other sour es show amplitude variations typi ally
by fa tors of 2-3 on times ales of days. We found a trend that sour es that have be ome
fainter in X-rays show harder X-ray spe tra. We also present new HRI measurements of
our extreme X-ray transients IC 3599 and WPVS007. We dis uss possible models that an
explain the X-ray transien e and the variabilities observed in the more almer sour es.

CT 05

NLTE Spe tral Analysis of K 648, the Ex iting Star of Ps 1 in M15
T. Rau h (Institut fur Astronomie und Astrophysik, D-72076 Tubingen, Germany)
L. Bian hi (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA)
U. Heber (Dr.-Remeis-Sternwarte, D-96049 Bamberg, Germany)
K 648 is the entral star (CS) of the apparently small (diameter 100 ) planetary nebula (PN)
Ps 1 in the globular luster M 15 and hen e, K 648 is one of only a few presently known
halo CSPN.
Based on medium-resolution opti al (TWIN spe trograph atta hed to the 3.5m teles ope at the Calar Alto) and UV (FOS and GHRS aboard the Hubble Spa e Teles ope)
spe tra, we present the results of an ongoing spe tral analysis of K 648 by means of stateof-the-art NLTE model atmosphere te hniques.
We nd an e e tive temperature Te = 40 kK and a surfa e gravity log g = 3:9 ( gs).
The photospheri arbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and sili on abundan es as well as the iron and
ni kel abundan es appear enri hed when ompared to solar omposition.
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P 01

Radiation Hydrodynami s Simulations of the Solar Chromosphere
Sven Wedemeyer (Inst.f.Theo.Phys.u.Astrophysik, Univ. Kiel, D-24098 Kiel, Germany)
Bernd Freytag (Astronomi al Observatory, Kyrkogardsgatan, S-75120 Uppsala, Sweden)
Matthias Ste en (Astrophysikalis hes Institut Potsdam, D-14482 Potsdam, Germany)
Hartmut Holweger (Inst.f.Theo.Phys.u.Astrophysik, Univ. Kiel, D-24098 Kiel, Germany)
While heating of the solar orona is ommonly attributed to re onne tion of magneti eld
lines, the me hanism responsible for heating the hromosphere of the quiet Sun, away from
a tive regions, is still under debate1;2 . The basi question whi h we will address in this
ontribution is: Can generation of a ousti waves by turbulent onve tion in photospheri
and subphotospheri layers explain the hromospheri emission of the quiet Sun?
With a new 3D radiation hydrodynami s ode3 we are able to ompute models extending from the upper onve tion zone to the middle hromosphere. The ode an handle
sho ks with a minimum of numeri al dissipation. Therefore generation and propagation
of a ousti waves an be investigated, permitting the evaluation of wave dissipation in the
hromosphere in a physi ally onsistent manner. We present rst results and dis uss the
prin ipal problems and future prospe ts.

1
2
3

Carlsson, M., Stein, R.F., 1995, ApJ 440, L29
Kalkofen, W., Ulms hneider, P., Avrett, E.H.,1999, ApJ 521, L141
Freytag, B., Ste en, M.
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Dire t Imaging Sear h
for Sub-stellar Companions Next to Young Nearby Stars

Ralph Neuhauser (MPI extraterrestris he Physik, D-85740 Gar hing, Germany)
Eike Guenther (Thuringer Landessternwarte, D-07778 Tautenburg, Germany)
Wolfgang Brandner (University of Hawaii, Institute for Astronomy, Honolulu, USA)
Monika Petr (MPI fur Radioastronomie, Auf dem Hugel, Bonn, Germany)
Nuria Huelamo, Thomas Ott (MPI extraterrestris he Physik, Germany)
Jo~ao Alves, Fernando Comeron (European Southern Observatory, Germany)
Andreas E kart (Universitat Koln, Germany)
Jean-Gabriel Cuby (European Southern Observatory, Chile)
We report rst results from our ground-based infrared imaging sear h for sub-stellar ompanions (brown dwarfs and giant planets) of young (up to 100 Myrs) nearby (up to 75 p )
stars, where ompanions should be well separated from the entral stars and still relatively
bright due to ongoing a retion and/or ontra tion. Among our targets are all members of
the TW Hya, MBM 12, and Tu anae asso iations, as well as other binary and single young
stars either dis overed re ently among ROSAT sour es (some of whi h as yet unpublished)
or known before. Our observations are performed mainly with SOFI and SHARP at the
ESO 3.5m NTT on La Silla and with ISAAC at the ESO 8.2m Antu (VLT-UT1) on Cerro
Paranal, as well as with the ALFA adaptive opti s fa ility on the Calar Alto 3.5m, all in
the H- and K-bands. We present dire t imaging data and H-band spe tra of a several faint
obje ts dete ted next to young nearby stars, whi h (if at the same age and distan e as the
entral star), are substellar, with masses from a few to 40 Jupiters. For the brown dwarf
ompanion of TWA-5 we also show opti al data taken with FORS2 at the VLT-UT2 with
tentative indi ation for orbital motion.
P 03

VLT/ISAAC Spe tros opy
of the (ex?)-Candidate Protoplanet TMR-1C

Monika G. Petr (MPI fur Radioastronomie, Auf dem Hugel 69, Bonn, Germany)
Mi hael F. Sterzik, Jean-Gabriel Cuby
(European Southern Observatory, Casilla 19001, Santiago, Chile)
We present near-infrared low-resolution spe tra (R=3D450) of TMR-1C, a faint obje t
lo ated approximately 10 ar se onds south-east of the lass I protobinary TMR-1. The
striking lo ation of TMR-1C at the tip of a narrow lament emanating from the nebulosity
surrounding TMR-1 suggested a physi al asso iation. With the assumption of an asso iation, and from the analysis of their photometri measurements, Terebey et al. (1998)
reported that TMR-1C may be a protoplanet of several Jupiter masses, whi h was eje ted
from the protobinary system TMR-1.
Our observations were arried out with the ISAAC instrument at the Very Large Teles ope (VLT), with the slit positioned on TMR-1C, overing also a large part of the lament.
The spe trum of the lament shows strong mole ular line emission, as well as a ontinuum
omponent most likely originating from s attered stellar light. The spe trum of TMR-1C
itself is featureless (at the given S/N of the data), and reje ts the possibility of it being
a very old, low-mass obje t. An interpretation of our spe trum of TMR-1C in terms of
a eld ba kground obje t is possible, but not unambigious. This is onsistent with very
re ently published results from lower resolution near-infrared spe tra taken with the Ke k
teles ope (Terebey et al. 2000).
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Spe tros opi Sear h
for Atmospheri Signatures of Extra-solar Planets

P 04

Heike Rauer, Alan Harris (DLR, Rutherfordstrasse 2, D-12489 Berlin, Germany)
A. Cameron (S hool of Physi s & Astronomy,
University of St Andrews, S otland) & EXPORT-Team
If the orbital in lination of an extra-solar planet is lose to 90Æ , the planet will transit
through the line-of-sight from Earth towards the star. During transit phases, the stellar light will pass through the planetary atmosphere, and absorption lines, aused by
atoms/mole ules in the planet's atmosphere, may be dete ted in high-resolution spe tros opi observations.
We have sear hed for absorption features in spe tra of 51 Peg,  Boo and HD209458
during transits of their planets through the lines of sight. Spe tra in the opti al wavelength
range were taken using the UES spe trograph at the 4m William Hers hel teles ope at La
Palma, Spain.

The Stru ture of Self-Gravitating A retion Disks

P 05

M. Biermann & W.J. Dus hl
(Institut fur Theoretis he Astrophyik, Tiergartenstr. 15,
D-69112 Heidelberg, Germany)
In re ent years the HST dete ted numerous massive disks around young stars and in the
enters of galaxies. Furthermore it is likely that disks around bla k holes in AGN are
at least marginally self-gravitating. To ompare the observed features of those disks with
theoreti al models it is ne essary to take self-gravity into a ount { in the verti al dire tion
for all disks with masses above a few per ent of the entral mass and in radial dire tion
for all disks with omparable mass.
In our theoreti al models we assume di erentially but not ne essarely Keplerian rotating, thin but massive disks, that are in verti al hydrostati equlibrium. To avoid the
disadvantages of standard -disks in the limit of self-gravitating a retion disks we use for
the vis osity the -ansatz (Dus hl et.al., 2000). Our disk models in lude radiation transport and di erent kinds of opa ity sour es, and our disks are allowed to be ome opti al
thin.
Appli ations for these models are protoplanetary disks in early evolution phases before
planetesimals build and the azimuthal symmetry breaks down, and massive gaseous and
mole ular disks around bla k holes in the enters of galaxies, parti ularly in the enters of
merging galaxies, where the gas is known to ollaps inwards very rapidly. Here we present
model al ulations for these appli ations.
Referen es
Dus hl, W.J., Strittmatter, P.A., Biermann, P.L.; 2000, A&A 357, 1123
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Di ra tion-limited Bispe trum Spe kle Interferometry
and Spe kle Polarimetry
of the Young Bipolar Out ow Sour e S140 IRS1

Th. Preibis h, T. Hannemann, K.-H. Hofmann, D. S hertl, G. Weigelt
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Radioastronomie, Auf dem Hugel 69, 53121 Bonn, Germany)
Y. Balega (Spe ial Astrophysi al Observatory, Nizhnij Arkhyz, Zelen huk region,
Kara hai-Cherkesia, 357147, Russia)
We present bispe trum spe kle interferometry and spe kle polarimetry of the deeply embedded infrared bipolar out ow sour e S140 IRS1, a massive protostellar obje t in the
L1204 mole ular loud. Using the SAO 6 m teles ope, we obtained 280 mas resolution polarization maps of S140 IRS1 as well as a K-band image with di ra tion-limited resolution
/D of 76 mas, whi h is the highest angular resolution image of a young out ow sour e
ever obtained in the infrared. Our data suggest that the entral sour e is marginally resolved with a FWHM diameter of approximately 20 mas ( 20 AU). The most remarkable
feature in our image is a bright extended and very lumpy stru ture pointing away from
the entral sour e in exa tly the same dire tion as the blue-shifted CO out ow lobe. A
entro-symmetri pattern of high polarization in this feature suggests that we see s attered
light from the entral sour e. We interprete this feature as the lumpy inner surfa e of
a partially eva uated avity in the ir umstellar envelope around IRS1, whi h has been
ex avated by the strong out ow from IRS1.

P 07

Dust Formation in Brown Dwarfs

M. Luttke, Ch. Helling, M. John, K.S. Jeong, P. Woitke, E. Sedlmayr
(Institut fur Astronomie und Astrophysik, TU Berlin, D-10623 Berlin, Germany)
Brown Dwarfs provide favorable onditions for the gas-solid phase transition sin e in its
atmosphere low temperatures with high densities are ombined. Observations of unexpe tedly weak mole ular absorption bands indi ate the existen e of dust in their atmospheres.
Considering stability arguments, high temperature ompounds like CaTiO3 , Fe2 x Six O4
or Al2 O3 are expe ted to form rst. Another argument for the formation of heterogeneous
dust is given by the wide variety of mole ular spe ies of omparable abundan es in an
oxygen-ri h gas. The des ription of the formation of su h heterogeneous parti les, however, is still a matter of debate sin e the nominal mole ules are only present in negligible
amounts or even ompletely absent in the gas phase. Furthermore, the formation of solid
parti les has to pro eed via the formation of seed parti les whi h is followed by the growth
towards ma ros opi sizes. Thereby, a large supersaturation has to be a hieved whi h
results in a onsiderable gap between typi al nu leation temperatures and the sublimation
temperatures of plane solid. Promising astrophysi al seed andidates are (TiO2 )N and
(Fe)N lusters whi h appears in appropriate amounts in oxygen-ri h gases; Fe seeds maybe
even more favorable in the densest regions of the atmospheres (n<H> > 1019 m 3 ).
In this presentation, the eÆ ien y of nu leation and the stability of solid ompounds
are examined for a typi al atmosphere of a Brown Dwarf in omparison to M dwarfs
and Jupiter-like planets. We additionally present rst results of numeri al al ulations
for Brown Dwarf atmospheres in luding a detailed time-dependent, phase non-equilibrium
des ription of the formation of ore-mantel grains. Dust properties like the amount and
the sizes of the solid parti les are thereby a result of the al ulation.
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The Turbulen e Stru ture in Mole ular Clouds

P 08

V. Ossenkopf1, M.-M. Ma Low2 , F. Bens h1 , J.Stutzki1
1. Phys. Institut der Universitat zu Koln, Zulpi her Str. 77, 50937 Koln, Germany;
2 Ameri an Museum of Natural History,
Central Park West at 79th Street, New York 10024-5192, USA)
In order to reveal the turbulen e stru ture of mole ular louds, systemati omparisons
between observational signatures of turbulen e and simulations of the physi al pro esses
driving the formation and evolution of loud stru tures are required. The omparison has
to rely on some statisti al measures for the s aling of the density and the velo ity stru ture
that an be determined both in observational data and turbulen e simulations. Studies
of observational restri tions, like noise, showed that the -varian e is probably the most
robust measure for the intensity stru ture. It is also suitable to hara terize the velo ity
s aling when applied to the entroid maps in ase of observations where the entroids are
reliably determined at most points of the map. For observational data with large regions
of low intensity, the ombination of a generalized size-linewidth relation and the entroid
stru ture fun tion an be used. We ompared observations of the Polaris Flare { a quies ent
high latitude loud { with simulations of uniform de aying and driven turbulen e with and
without magneti elds performed with the MHD ode ZEUS-3D. Di erent results for the
s aling properties ex lude turbulen e models with strong magneti elds, models driven at
intermediate s ales and de aying turbulen e models at late stages. Several models driven
at large s ales mat h the observed velo ity stru ture and provide the orre t tenden y in
the density s aling, however, they do not yet reprodu e the exa t exponent obtained in
the observations. More sophisti ated turbulen e simulations are needed.
(1

Star Formation in Turbulent Mole ular Cloud Cores

P 09

Mareike Ziegler, Andreas Burkert
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Konigsstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg)
Observations of line-of-sight velo ity gradients along uts a ross individual turbulent mole ular loud ores do generally not provide a good estimate of their internal spe i angular
momentum. Be ause of turbulent movements inside the ore the assumption of rigid body
rotation is not a good measure of its rotational parameters. However re ent investigations,
i. e. Burkert & Bodenheimer (ApJ, in press), show that the distribution of the line-of sight
velo ity gradients of a large sample of ores an be used to determine the distribution
of their spe i angular momenta. Up to now the stru ture of turbulent ores has been
investigated in a very early stage of evolution. Here we will take a deeper look into the
dynami al evolution and gravitational on entration of su h ores and analyse how mu h
information about the evolutionary stage is ontained in their line-of sight velo ity maps.
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Fitting a Turbulent Cloud Model to CO Observations
of Starless Bok Globules
M. Hegmann, C. Hengel, M. Rollig, and W. H. Kegel
(Institut fur Theoretis he Physik der Universitat Frankfurt a.M.,
Robert-Mayer-Strae 10, D-60054 Frankfurt a.M., Germany)

We present observations of ve starless Bok globules in transitions of 12 CO (J=2-1 and
J=3-2), 13 CO (J=2-1), and C18 O (J=2-1) whi h have been obtained at the Heinri h-HertzTeles ope. For an analysis of the data we use the model of Kegel et al. (see e.g. Piehler
& Kegel 1995, A&A 297, 841; Hegmann & Kegel 2000, A&A 359, 405) whi h des ribes an
isothermal sphere stabilized by turbulent and thermal pressure. This approa h deals with
the full NLTE radiative transfer problem and a ounts for a turbulent velo ity eld with
nite orrelation length. By a omparison of observed and al ulated line pro les we are
able not only to determine the kineti temperature, hydrogen density and CO oloumn
density of the globules, but also to study the properties of the turbulent velo ity eld, i.e.
the varian e of its one-point-distribution and its orrelation length.
We onsider our model to be an alternative tool for the evaluation of mole ular lines
emitted by mole ular louds. The model assumptions are ertainly loser to reality than the
assumptions behind the standard evaluation models, as for example the LVG model. Our
urrent study shows that that the results obtained from our model an di er signi antly
from those obtained from a LVG analysis.
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Spe tros opy of Mole ular Hydrogen
in Out ows from Young Stars

J. Eislo el (Thuringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg,
Sternwarte 5, D-07778 Tautenburg, Germany)
M. D. Smith (Armagh Observatory, College Hill, Armagh BT61 9DG, Northern Ireland)
C.J. Davis (Joint Astronomy Centre,
660 N. A'ohoku Pla e, University Park, Hilo, HI 96720, U.S.A.)
We present new medium-resolution longslit spe tros opy of near-infrared lines from mole ular hydrogen in a number of out ows from young stars. We omment on various H2
ex itation me hanisms of out ows from the literature, and ompare them with our observations.
The large-s ale sho k geometry of the ows is probed both by H2 position-velo ity
diagrams and line ratios. Observed ex itation variations are best interpreted by magnetohydrodynami C-sho ks, although we nd some lo ations whi h display hydrodynami Jtype ex itation. VLA 1623, in parti ular, is a urately modelled by a C-type bow, whereas
we favour a planar J-type model for HH 57. HH 1/2, on the other hand, may onsist of
a olle tion of mole ular bow and planar sho ks. Interestingly, the H2 emission from the
leading edge of the HH 1 bow stru ture is from a low-ex itation oblique wing from one of
many mini bow sho ks rather than from uores en e or a magneti pre ursor.
The jets themselves are also tra ed in mole ular hydrogen emission in two of our obje ts.
In the infrared jet in HH 47C observed radial velo ities are onsistent with the proper
motions, and hint at ballisti motions originating in an eruptive event about 280 years
ago. In this jet, as well as in the HH 1 infrared jet, we nd the ex itation to de line with
distan e from the sour e.
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X-ray Luminosity Fun tions of Young Stars:
T Tauri Stars, Pleiades, and Hyades
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B. Stelzer & R. Neuhauser
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur extraterrestris he Physik,
Postfa h 1603, D-85748 Gar hing, Germany)
We report on oronal a tivity of pre-main sequen e and young main sequen e stars in the
Taurus region as observed by ROSAT. X-rays of late-type stars are related to magneti
stru tures in the orona whi h are produ ed in a dynamo me hanism, generally des ribed
in analogy to the solar ase. The details of the heating pro ess and temporal evolution of
the dynamo eÆ ien y are not well understood.
The sample studied here represents the largest set of X-ray observations in the Taurus
region analysed jointly, and provides better sensitivity than the ROSAT All-Sky Survey
due to the use of ROSAT pointed PSPC observations. Our stellar sample is omposed of
T Tauri stars from the Taurus-Auriga region, and late-type stars from the Pleiades and
Hyades lusters. The di erent ages of these regions allow a study of the evolution of oronal
X-ray emission during early stellar phases. We analyse and ompare the X-ray luminosity
fun tions (XLF) for subgroups of stars from the above regions to learn more about the
in uen e of age, mass and multipli ity on the observed X-ray emission level. The pre-main
sequen e stage is hara terized by two lasses of TTS, lassi al TTS and weak-line TTS,
whi h show di erent XLF: in the Taurus region weak-line TTS are X-ray brighter than
lassi al TTS. For stars on the main-sequen e the X-ray emission de lines with in reasing
mass (or e e tive temperature), indi ating the importan e of the onve tion zone for the
stellar dynamo.

In uen e of the Metal Abundan es
on the Dust-driven Winds of LPVs

P 13

Ch. Helling, T.U. Arndt, E. Sedlmayr
(Institut fur Astronomie und Astrophysik, TU Berlin, D-10623 Berlin, Germany)
Dust formation is a widespread phenomenon and has been theoreti ally studied in the frame
work of ir umstellar envelopes (CSE) of late type stars with solar metalli ity. Dust a ts
as an important dynami omponent in su h luminous obje ts due to its large absorption
oeÆ ient (at least 100  gas ). The dust formation itself depends sensitively on the
hemi al omposition of the gas as well as the thermodynami onditions in the CSE.
This presentation on erns time-dependent models of dust forming long-periodi variables (LPVs, see Fleis her et al.) whi h exhibit a non-solar metalli ity designed to resemble
that of the Large Magellani Cloud (LMC). The elemental abundan es a e t the omposition of the mole ular gas and thereby the dust formation via the amount of ondensible
material but also the temperature and density stru ture of the CSE via radiative transfer e e ts. Models of di erent metalli ities (solar and LMC), where the gas opa ity has
been approximated by its Plan k mean, are examined with regard to the hanges in the
eÆ ien y of the mass loss of dust-driven winds.
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Cir umstellar Dust Shells of Pulsating Red Giants
as Dynami al Systems

S. Meier, A.B.C. Patzer, M. Luttke, P. Woitke, E. Sedlmayr
(Institut fur Astronomie und Astrophysik, TU Berlin,
Hardenbergstr. 36, D{10632 Berlin, Germany)
Miras and long-period variables (LPVs) are highly evolved, pulsating stars on the Asymptoti Giant Bran h (AGB) with massive out ows and prominent ir umstellar dust shells
(CDSs). A CDS, driven by the stellar pulsation, an be onsidered as a dynami al system whi h reveals various kinds of omplex phenomena like spatio-temporal instabilities,
bifur ations, multiperiodi ity and transition to haos.
In order to analyze the temporal behavior of the CDS standard methods known from
the theory of non-linear dynami al systems are applied. We have developed a spheri al
symmetri , multi-zone des ription for the CDS whi h in ludes the important physi al
intera tions by means of non-linear oupling terms. The orresponding Hamiltonians are
derived.
We present Poin are maps for several models with a di erent number of zones in order
to hara terize their dynami al stability. The role of pulsation and dust formation for
the development of the dynami al stru ture of the CDS is investigated. In addition, the
linearized approximation of an one-zone model is dis ussed with respe t to the KolmogorovArnold-Moser and the Poin are-Birkho theorems.
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On the Dynami Stability of Small Dust Parti les
in Cir umstellar Environments

M. John, M. Luttke, B. Patzer and E. Sedlmayr
(Institut fur Astronomie und Astrophysik,
TU-Berlin, Hardenbergstrae 36, D-10623 Berlin)
The high-resolution spe tra of ISO have revealed the possible existen e of rystalline sili ate
dust omponents in the ir umstellar environments of oxygen-ri h AGB and post-AGB
obje ts (see e.g. Waters et al., A&A, 315, p. L361 , 1996; Sylvester et al., A&A, 352,
p. 587 , 1999). The formation of su h rystalline stru tures is rather puzzling, be ause it
is usually a epted that the small parti les formed in the out ows of AGB stars exhibit an
amorphous stru ture, whi h is evident from the broad spe tral features e.g. around 9:7m.
Therefore a pro ess is required to \rearrange" the parti le stru ture into a rystalline
on guration.
In order to take a rst step to investigate this intriguing problem, we study the dynami
stability of small sized inorgani parti les by means of mole ular dynami simulations.
Using an ioni potential model for the inter hange energy in these grains and a standard
Verlet velo ity algorithm we al ulate dynami and stru tural properties for some exemplary parti le sizes at di erent temperatures whi h are typi al for the physi al onditions
in su h ir umstellar environments. We address the question, whi h kind of stru tures of
very small grains are to be expe ted: rystalline or so alled surfa e-melted stru tures?
Some onsequen es for the dust formation pro ess and the mineralogy of ir umstellar dust
are dis ussed.
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Stellar Evolution with Rotation: Mixing Pro esses in AGB Stars

T. Driebe, T. Blo ker
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Radioastronomie, Auf dem Hugel 69, D-53121 Bonn, Germany)
We in luded di usive angular momentum transport and rotationally indu ed mixing proesses in our stellar evolution ode and studied the in uen e of rotation on the evolution
of intermediate mass stars (M = 2 : : : 6 M ) towards and along the asymptoti giant
bran h (AGB). The al ulations start in the fully onve tive pre-main sequen e phase
and the initial angular momentum was adjusted su h that on the zero-age main sequen e
vrot = 200 km=s is a hieved. The di usion oeÆ ients for the ve rotational instabilities
onsidered (dynami al shear, se ular shear, Eddington-Sweet (ES) ir ulation, SolbergHiland-instability and Goldrei h-S hubert-Fri ke (GSF) instability) were adopted from
Heger et al. (2000, ApJ 528, 368). Mixing eÆ ien y and sensitivity of these pro esses
against mole ular weight gradients have been determined by alibration of the main sequen e width. In this study we fo us on the abundan e evolution of arbon. On the one
hand, the surfa e abundan e ratios of 12 C=13 C and 12 C=16 O at the base of the AGB were
found to be  7 : : : 10 and  0:1, resp., being a fa tor of two lower than in non-rotating
models. This results from the slow but ontinuously operating rotationally indu ed mixing
due to the ES- ir ulation and the GSF-instability during the long main sequen e phase.
On the other hand, 13 C serves as neutron sour e for interior s-pro ess nu leosynthesis in
AGB stars via 13 C( ; n)16 O. Herwig et al. (1997, A&A 324, L81) found that a 13 C po ket
is formed in the intershell region of 3 M AGB star if di usive overshoot is onsidered.
Our al ulations show, that mixing pro esses due to rotation open an alternative hannel
for the formation of a 13 C po ket as found by Langer et al. (1999, A&A 346, L37). Again,
ES- ir ulation and GSF-instability are the predominant rotational mixing pro esses.

Observations of Mira Stars with the IOTA/FLUOR
Interferometer and Comparison with Mira Star Models

P 17

K.-H. Hofmann, U. Be kmann, T. Blo ker, D. S hertl, G. Weigelt, M. Wittkowski
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Radioastronomie, Auf dem Hugel 69, 53121 Bonn, Germany)
V. Coude de Foresto, C. Ruilier
(Observatoire de Paris-Meudon, 5 pla e Jules Janssen, 92195 Meudon Cedex, Fran e)
M. La asse, S. Morel, B. Pras, W. Traub
(Harvard-Simthsonian Center for Astrophysi s, Cambrigde, Massa husetts 02138, USA)
M. S holz
(Institut fur Theoretis he Physik, Universitat Heidelberg, 69121 Heidelberg, Germany)
V. Shenavrin, B. Yudin
(Sternberg Astronomi al Institute, Universitetskii pr. 13, 119899 Mos ow, Russia)
We present K-band observations of ve Mira stars with the IOTA interferometer. The
interferograms were obtained with the FLUOR ber opti s beam ombiner whi h provides
high-a ura y visibility measurements in spite of time-variable atmospheri onditions. For
the Mira stars X Oph, R Aql, RU Her, R Ser, and V CrB we derived the uniform-disk
diameters 11.7mas, 10.9mas, 8.4mas, 8.1mas, and 7.9mas (0:3 mas), resp. Simultaneous
photometri observations yielded the bolometri uxes. The derived angular Rosseland
radii and the bolometri uxes allowed the determination of e e tive temperatures. For
instan e, the e e tive temperature of R Aql was determined to be 3072 K  161 K. A
Rosseland radius for R Aql of 250R  63R was derived from the angular Rosseland
radius of 5.5 mas  0.2 mas and the HIPPARCOS parallax of 4.73 mas  1.19 mas. The
observations were ompared with theoreti al Mira star models of Bessel, S holz & Wood
(1996) and Hofmann, S holz & Wood (1998) (D/P model Rosseland radius = 255R ).
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The VLT Interferometer and its AMBER Instrument:
Simulations of Interferometri Imaging in the Wide-Field Mode

T. Blo ker, K.-H. Hofmann, F. Przygodda, G. Weigelt
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Radioastronomie, Auf dem Hugel 69, D-53121 Bonn, Germany)
We present omputer simulations of interferometri imaging with the VLT interferometer
and the AMBER instrument. These simulations in lude both the astrophysi al modelling
of a stellar obje t by radiative transfer al ulations and the simulation of light propagation
from the obje t to the dete tor (through atmosphere, teles opes, and the AMBER instrument), simulation of photon noise and dete tor read-out noise, and nally data pro essing
of the interferograms. The results show the dependen e of the visibility error bars on
the following observational parameters: di erent seeing during the observation of obje t
and referen e star (Fried parameters r0;obje t and r0;ref : ranging between 0.9 m and 1.2 m),
di erent residual tip-tilt error (Ætt;obje t and Ætt;ref : ranging between 0.1% and 20% of the
Airy disk diameter), and obje t brightness (Kobje t =3.5 mag to 13 mag, Kref : =3.5 mag).
Exemplarily, we fo us on stars in late stages of stellar evolution and study one of its key obje ts, the dusty supergiant IRC +10 420 that is rapidly evolving on human times ales. We
show omputer simulations of VLT interferometry of IRC +10 420 with two ATs (wide- eld
mode, i.e. without ber opti s spatial lters) and dis uss whether the visibility a ura y
is suÆ ient to distinguish between di erent theoreti al model predi tions.
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Pre-Main Sequen e Evolution of Massive Population III Stars

C.W. Straka, W.M. Ts harnuter
(Institut fur Theoretis he Astrophysik,
Tiergartenstrae 15, D-69121 Heidelberg, Germany)
The very rst generation of stars in our universe, the hypotheti al Population III stars,
are thought to have formed from gas extremely de ient of metals (Z > 2). Parti ularly
the absen e of the elements C, N and O leads to pe uliarities in the energy generation
mode of massive stars.
We investigate those pe uliarities within the framework of an extended time-dependent
nu lear rea tion network being oupled to stellar stru ture al ulations.
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Betelgeuse {
Towards Numeri al Simulations of an Entire Supergiant
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Bernd Freytag (Astronomi al Observatory, Kyrkogardsgatan Observatorieparken,
S-75120 Uppsala, Sweden, bfastro.uu.se)
The brightness of the well-known red supergiant Betelgeuse varies on time-s ales of weeks,
months, and years. For a dedi ated observer these u tuations are even visible with the
naked eye. In 1975 Martin S hwarzs hild attributed them to huge onve tion ells, ea h of
them overing a signi ant fra tion of the stellar surfa e, so that the individual u tuations
result in an overall non-vanishing variation of the stars luminosity.
Starting about 10 years ago, numerous interferometri observations in the visible wavelength regime revealed the existen e of large-s ale brightness inhomogeneities on the surfa e of Betelgeuse, typi ally des ribed as 0 to 3 unresolved \hot spots" on a ooler ir ular
stellar disk, varying with time in number, intensity, and position. HST demonstrated
deviations of the stellar UV image from spheri al symmetry.
Nevertheless, the observations have still a poor resolution, resulting in surfa e \images"
with only a handful of pixels. And there has been some debate about the nature of the
dete ted surfa e features: Are they of onve tive origin due to the a tion of granules or
supergranules? And what is the role of sho ks, stellar rotation, or magneti elds?
To improve the theoreti al understanding of the surfa e phenomena of Betelgeuse, a
new radiation hydrodynami s ode has been written with the aim to in lude the entire
star in the omputational box. It employs spe ial inner (for the stellar ore) and outer
boundaries appropriate for this parti ular geometry. Starting with down-s aled toy models
and approa hing the parameter regime appropriate for Betelgeuse, some results about the
dynami s of large onve tive ells on a spheri al stellar surfa e will be presented.

The Orbit(s) of the RS CVn-star UX Arietis

P 21

R. Duemmler (Astronomy Division, Department of Physi al S ien es, P.O. Box 3000,
FIN-90014 University of Oulu, Finland)
V. Aarum (Institute of Theoreti al Astrophysi s, University of Oslo, P. O. Box 1029
Blindern, N-0315 Oslo, Norway)
UX Ari belongs to the lass of very a tive RS CVn-stars and has re ently been the target of
surfa e (Doppler) imaging. Although this te hnique needs a quite a urate determination
of the orbit (in order to have the orre t period for phasing and the orre t Doppler
shift orre tion of the line pro les) we found only one, quite old orbit solution, whi h has
subsequently been used by everyone.
We used all published radial velo ities (RVs), supplemented by a large number of our
own re ent, high-a ura y RVs of both the primary (K0 IV) and the se ondary (G5 V) to
improve the orbit of UX Ari. Additional to the improved set of parameters, we found that
the -velo ity of the system is systemati ally hanging over time. It seems that UX Ari is
a triple system. A tually, a third star is weakly present in the spe trum. It is, however,
very doubtful that this star is really a member of the system; it is more likely a ba kground
obje t, whose RV is also hanging. Additionally, on lusions about the physi al parameters
of the obje ts from the orbits are presented.
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Periodi Variations in RW Aur A: Non-axisymmetri A retion

P. Petrov, R. Duemmler (Astronomy Division,FIN-90014 University of Oulu, Finland)
G. Gahm (Sto kholm-Observatory, S-13336 Saltsjobaden, Sweden)
F. Gameiro (CAUP, Universidade do Porto,PT-4150 Porto, Portugal)
Spe tros opi and photometri monitoring of the young star RW Aur was arried out
at the Nordi Opti al Teles ope in 1995{1999. We dis overed periodi al modulations in
many spe tral features related to a retion of the ir umstellar gas onto the star. The
radial velo ities of the photospheri lines and those of the narrow emission lines of He i
vary in anti-phase, with a period of 2.77 days. The same period is found in the strengths
of the red-shifted absorption features formed in the streams of the a reting gas. The
strength of these a retion features orrelates with the intensity of the He i line, whi h
suggests that this line is formed in a hot sho k at the footpoint of the a rretion olumn,
where the gas hits the stellar surfa e at the infall velo ity of 400 km s 1 . The photospheri
spe trum is highly veiled, presumably by ontinuum radiation of the hot spot, but the
expe ted orrelation between the veiling and the brightness of the star was not found.
We suggest two models of a non-axisymmetri a retion, where the asymmetry is aused
either by a low-mass ompanion orbiting the star, or by a misalignment of the magneti
and rotational axes of the star.
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Numeri al Simulations of Stellar Pulsations in Two Dimensions {
Te hnique and First Results

S. Chernigovski (Institute of Mathemati s, A ademy of S ien es of Moldova, Kishinev)
W. Glatzel & K. J. Fri ke (Universitats-Sternwarte Gottingen)
We report on the status of the development of a numeri al ode for the simulation of nonradial stellar instabilities and pulsations. This work is subje t of a ollaboration between
the Institute of Mathemati s of the A ademy of S ien es of Moldova and the UniversitatsSternwarte Gottingen. It was motivated by the dis overy of strange-mode instabilities in
luminous stars whi h do not only a e t radial but also nonradial perturbations. 1D al ulations (spheri al geometry) of their evolution into the nonlinear regime have shown that
these instabilities lead to high velo ity amplitudes and may imply dire t mass loss thus
strongly suggesting an extension of su h studies to multidimensional simulations.
The numeri al s heme is based on a Lagrangean des ription and adopts a triangular
grid. Time di erentiation is done in an impli it way. These properties allow the s heme
to be fully onservative and guarantee un onditional numeri al stability. Moreover, free
boundaries an be treated easily and the time step is not limited by the CFL ondition.
Apart from standard tests (e. g., Noh's test) the ode satis es various additional requirements whi h we believe to be indispensable, if it is to be applied to stellar stability and
pulsation problems. One of them onsists of a perfe t reprodu tion of independently determined linear results, i. e., in an unstable situation the ode has to identify the orre t
unstable mode from a hydrostati initial model without an additional external perturbation. First results on erning strange-mode instabilities in luminous stars (massive obje ts,
Wolf-Rayet stars) will be presented.
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The Variability of Emission Lines
in Sho ked M Mira Atmospheres
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He. Ri hter, P. Woitke and E. Sedlmayr
(Institut fur Astronomie und Astrophysik, TU Berlin,
Hardenbergstrae 36, D-10623 Berlin, Germany)
P.R. Wood (Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring Observatories, Australian National
University, ACT 2611, Australia)
One of the outstanding problems on erning M Mira variables is the basi mass loss me hanism and its relation to stellar pulsation and dust formation. Theoreti al works suggest
that the substantial mass loss an be explained by the pulsation of the star produ ing sho k
waves whi h levitate the outer atmosphere and thereby trigger the dust formation, whi h
in turn an amplify the sho k waves. One way to probe the hydrodynami al onditions
in di erent layers of the atmosphere in uen ed by the passing sho k wave is to analyse a
time resolved series of emission lines pro les. In parti ular emission lines appearing late in
phase are good andidates to study the hydrodynami al onditions of the dust produ ing
layers, sin e they appear when the sho k wave has rea hed the outer atmosphere.
A sample of six M Miras (RR S o, R Aql, R Car, R Leo, S S l and R Hya), whi h range
in period from 281 to 389 days, have been observed from maximum to minimum visible
light. We obtained time resolved, high resolution spe tra in the opti al wavelength region
(3600{5700 
A) of the Balmer emission lines H , HÆ , H , H and several metal emission lines,
namely Mg I, Mn I, Si I, Fe I, Fe II and [Fe II℄. The variation with phase of the emission line
pro les, the velo ity shifts and uxes are analysed in detail. Emphasis is put on metal
emission lines whi h appear around the minimum light, in parti ular the [Fe II℄ lines, whi h
are good andidates to probe the outermost atmospheri layers.

Time-resolved Spe tros opy of the
Cata lysmi Variable CW 1045+525

P 25

C. Tappert1;2 , N. Bennert2 , L. S hmidtobrei k3, A. Bian hini1
(1) (Dipart. di Astron., Universita di Padova, Vi olo dell'Osservatorio 5, I-35122 Padova)
(2) (Astronomis hes Institut, Ruhr-Universitat, D-44780 Bo hum)
(3) (Osservatorio Astronomi o di Padova, Vi olo dell'Osservatorio 5, I-35122 Padova)
Although it still la ks a proper variable star designation, the system CW 1045+525 was
lassi ed as a dwarf nova already in 1988. This is based on the spe tral hara teristi s
whi h show the typi al strong emission lines of the Balmer and Helium series. However,
to our knowledge, no outburst has been reported so far for this system. Furthermore, the
light urve shows a rather smooth ellipsoidal variation with a period of 6.5 h, whi h an
be attributed to the se ondary star. On the other hand, the two maxima of the light urve
have di erent strength, whi h is indi ative for the presen e of a bright spot in the system.
There are thus several mismat hes (strong emission lines, but no outbursts { faint disk,
if any, but long orbital period { polar-like light urve, but negligible HeII), whi h makes a
thorough observation of this system worthwhile.
We here present time-resolved spe tros opy of the system. The data were taken during
two observing runs in Mar h and April 2000, with the 1.82 m teles ope at Mt. Ekar, Asiago,
using the AFOSC system. Our measurements over both a blue (4500 6600 
A) and a
red (6300 8400 
A) part of the spe trum, with a resolution of 9 
A and 8 
A, respe tively.
In our poster we will study the variations of the radial velo ities in omparison to the
photometri light urve, and address the question of the ontribution of the se ondary.
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Nova CI Aquilae in De line

B. Armsdorfer, S. S hmeja, S. Kimeswenger
(Institut fur Astrophysik, Leopold-Franzens-Universitat Innsbru k,
Te hnikerstr. 25, A-6020 Innsbru k, Austria)
CI Aquilae was dis overed due to an outburst re orded on Heidelberg plates in June 1917
(Reinmuth 1925, AN 225, 385) and lassi ed as a possible nova by Durbe k (1987, Spa e
m
S i. Rev. 45, 1). The measured maximum of the outburst was about mpg  11
and thus
rather low, but it is possible that the real maximum has been missed. On April 28, 2000
Takamizawa et al. (IAUC 7409, 1) dis overed a probable nova in Aquila with mV  10m
whi h seems to be identi al with the 1917 nova. It rea hed its peak in the beginning of
May at about 8 m: 7 (7 m above quies ent phase). Thus it would be a re urrent nova with
one of the longest known periods.
We present several near-infrared photometries of this obje t obtained with the ESO
1m-teles ope and the DENIS instrument in the period from beginning of May (about 10
days after outburst) to beginning of July. We investigate low and high frequen y variations
in the de lining light urve with additional data from the literature.
Furthermore, we obtained a spe trum of CI Aql with the Innsbru k 60 m-teles ope on
May 14. This spe trum shows a at ontinuum from 4000 to 9000 
A and strong emission
lines (1.5 to 9 times the ontinuum). The emission line pro les vary signi antly between
the di erent spe ies. The velo ities range from 3400 km/s FWHM (in ase of H ) up to
7400 km/s. The lines showing higher velo ities are at-topped.
A knowledgement: This work was supported by the FWF proje t P11675-AST.
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Non-LTE Abundan e Analysis of Late B Stars

Mar Hempel, Jorg Graf and Hartmut Holweger (Institut fur Theoretis he Physik und
Astrophysik, Universitat Kiel, D-24098 Kiel, Germany)
Elena V. Belyakova (Kazan State University, 420008 Kazan, Russia)
Gazinur A. Galazutdinov and Faig A. Musaev (Spe ial Astrophysi al Observatory,
Nizhnij Arkhyz 357147, Russia)
Due to their shallow surfa e onve tion zones, the omposition of main-sequen e A and
B stars responds sensitively to any ' ontamination' by pro esses of di usion or a retion.
A urate surfa e abundan es and a sensitive sear h for ir umstellar lines permits to tra e
the photospheri signatures of a retion di erentially and at high sensitivity.
Extending our previous work on A stars (see referen es) to higher temperatures we
have determined abundan es of He, C, O, Ne, Mg, Si, Ca, Fe, Sr and Ba in 27 B5-B9 stars.
Non-LTE orre tions were taken into a ount. Our program stars o upy the interesting
temperature regime where the transition between di usion dominated atmospheres of A
stars and massive radiative-driven winds of OB stars o urs. Therefore they provide an
ex ellent tool to investigate the theoreti ally predi ted onset of weak stellar winds produ ing mild overabundan es of ertain elements (Landstreet et al. 1998). In terms of di usion
and weak stellar winds we dis uss results based on high S/N spe tra obtained at La Silla,
Chile and Terskol Observatory, Russia.
Referen es:
Holweger H., Rentzs h-Holm I., 1995, A&A 303, 819
Holweger H., Hempel M., Kamp I., 1999, A&A 350, 603
Landstreet J.D., Dolez N., Vau lair S.,1998, A&A 333, 977
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Neon as a Tra er for the Dete tion of Weak Stellar Winds:
NLTE Abundan e Corre tions for B Stars

P 28

Jorg Graf, Mar Hempel and Hartmut Holweger
(Institut fur Theoretis he Physik und Astrophysik, Universitat Kiel,
D-24098 Kiel, Germany)
Weak stellar winds in B stars an in uen e the hemi al omposition of the stellar atmosphere. In the temperature range of late B stars theoreti al models predi t neon to
be a tra er for the dete tion of these stellar winds. Therefore detailed NLTE abundan e
al ulations are ne essary. The modelling of neon be ame more reliable sin e the Opa ity
Proje t provided new atomi data, though only a few spe tral lines exist, whi h an be
used for reliable abundan e determinations.
We present a Ne I/II model atom and show the results of a parameter study for the
range of B stars. Our al ulations show that NLTE orre tions are indispensable for the
sear h of weak stellar winds. This is strengthened by the results obtained for several B
stars (see poster by Hempel et al.), the model atom also was used for.

Metal Oxide Clusters in Cir umstellar Shells
around Oxygen-ri h Long-period Variable Stars

P 29

K. S. Jeong, C. Chang, A. B. C. Patzer, E. Sedlmayr, D. Sulzle
(Institut fur Astronomie und Astrophysik, TU Berlin,
PN8-1, Hardenbergstr. 36, D-10623 Berlin)
The formation of metal oxide lusters, whi h are of signi ant importan e for the ondensation pro ess of 'sili ates' in the ir umstellar shells oxygen-ri h long-period variables
(LPVs), is investigated.
There has been onsiderable interest in metal oxide lusters, that are important in
many areas of physi s, and all of whi h dis lose an amazingly ri h stru tural diversity of
strongly bound neutral and harged isomers. For a study of dust ondensation pro esses
under the onditons of ir umstellar shells around oxygen-ri h LPVs, the information about
the thermo hemi al quantities of the involved gas phase spe ies is required. The relevant
mole ular properties were determined in the small luster size regime by detailed quantumme hani al ab initio and Density Fun tional Theory al ulations.
Several energeti ally low-lying stationary points of small mixed isolated metal oxide
systems were investigated. Energies, harmoni vibrational modes, and geometri parameters are used to al ulate thermo hemi al data for the various spe ies. Based on these
information obtained, the formation pro esses of the orresponding metal oxide lusters
are dis ussed.
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Cir umstellar Dust Shells
around Oxygen{ri h Long-period Variable Stars

K. S. Jeong, E. Sedlmayr (Institut fur Astronomie und Astrophysik, TU Berlin,
PN8-1, Hardenbergstr. 36, D-10623 Berlin)
J. M. Winters (DEMIRM, UMR 8540, Observatoire de Paris,
61 av. de l'Observatoire, F-75014 Paris, Fran e)
We present a onsistent model for ir umstellar dust shells (CDS) around O-ri h longperiod variable stars (LPVs). Sin e almost all arbon is lo ked up in the hemi ally inert
CO mole ule in an O{ri h environment, the grains only an be formed from mole ules
ontaining the remaining oxygen and the less abundant elements Mg, Si, S, Fe, Al, Ti.
This leads to a heterogeneous element omposition of the emerging dust omponent.
Assuming hemi al equilibrium in the gas phase, we des ribe the formation of the
seed parti les by means of a modi ed lassi al nu leation theory. The most promising
seed nu lei appear to be TiO2 lusters, whi h grow by addition of those mole ular spe ies
whi h have a stable solid phase under the lo al thermodynami onditions prevailing in
the CDS. For al ulating the nu leation rates, the Gibbs free energies of Tix Oy lusters
are used, resulting from quantum me hani al Density Fun tional Theory al ulations of
their stru tures.
We present the results of a onsistent dust shell model hara terized by L = 2  104 L ,
T = 2000 K; M = 1M ; up = 5kms 1 ; P = 300 d, and solar element omposition.
This model produ es a mass loss rate of M_  5  10 5 M yr 1 and an out ow velo ity of
v1  15 kms 1 . The radii of most of the dust grains range between 0.01 and 0.1m.
The hemi al omposition and temporal evolution of the resulting dust grains and their
in uen e on the generation of massive out ows from oxygen-ri h LPVs will be dis ussed.
P 31

Dynami al Model Cal ulations of AGB Star Winds In luding
Time Dependent Dust Formation and Non-LTE Radiative Cooling

V. S hirrma her, P. Woitke, E. Sedlmayr
(Institut fur Astronomie und Astrophysik,
Hardenbergstrae 36, D-10623 Berlin, Germany)
Stars on the Asymptoti Giant Bran h (AGB) are pulsating obje ts in a late evolutionary
stage. The stellar pulsation reates sound waves whi h steepen up to sho k waves in
the upper atmosphere and lead to a time dependent levitation of the outer atmosphere.
Thereby, the stellar pulsation triggers and fa ilitates the formation of dust lose to the
star. The dust is a elerated by radiation pressure and drags the gas outwards due to
fri tional for es whi h is identi ed to provide the basi mass loss me hanism.
A longstanding problem on erning the modelling of these physi al pro esses is the
in uen e of the propagating sho k waves on the temperature stru ture of the wind, whi h
strongly in uen es the dust formation. We have therefore improved our numeri al models
of AGB-star envelopes by in luding
(i) a detailed al ulation of non-LTE radiative heating and ooling rates, predominantly
arising from atomi and mole ular lines and
(ii) atomi and mole ular exitation aswell as ionisation and disso iation in the equation of
state.
First results, presented here, show that the ooling time s ales behind the sho k waves
are usually rather short, but the binding energies of mole ular hydrogen provide an important energy bu er apable to delay the radiative heating or ooling. Thus onsiderable
deviations from radiative equilibrium may o ur in the important inner dust forming layers.
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E e ts of Mg/Si Abundan e Variations on Dust in AGB Stars

A. Ferrarotti, H.-P. Gail
(Institut fur Theoretis he Astrophysik, D-69121 Heidelberg, Germany, Tiergartenstr. 15)
Main sequen e F and G stars show a onsiderable s atter in the abundan es of Mg and Si
(Edvardsson et al. A&A 275, 101). There exists, however, a strong orrelation between
the abundan es of the two elements and the metalli ities of the stars. Nearly 10% of the
189 stars ontained in the study of Edvardsson et al. have magnesium abundan es less
than their sili on abundan es, in some extreme ases the Mg/Si abundan e ratio seems to
be as low as 0.6, while the average osmi Mg/Si abundan e ratio equals 1.08.
If the stars enter the AGB stage of their evolution they form sili ate dust minerals
in their ir umstellar envelopes as long as third dredge up has not yet turned them into
C stars. For stars with Mg=Si < 1 there is insuÆ ient magnesium to ondense the Si
ompletely into magnesium sili ates (MgSiO3 ). The ex ess of Si over Mg would ondense
in this ase in hemi al equilibrium into solid quartz grains (SiO2 ).
It is un lear whether there really exist stars with the opposite omposition extreme
where the Mg/Si abundan e ratio exeeds a value of two, in whi h ase insuÆ ient Si is
available to ondense all Mg into sili ates (Mg2 SiO4 ). In this ase the ex ess Mg would
ondense in hemi al equilibrium into solid peri lase (MgO).
We dis uss the dependen e of the mineral omposition in oxygen ri h dust shells on
the Mg/Si abundan e ratio in hemi al equilibrium and present results of non-equilibrium
model al ulations for the formation of sili ates, quartz, peri lase and other dust omponents in a stellar wind for varying Mg/Si abundan e ratios.

The Nonradial Stability of Wolf-Rayet Stars

P 33

W. Glatzel and O. Kalts hmidt
(Universitats-Sternwarte Gottingen,
Geismarlandstrae 11, D-37083 Gottingen, Germany)
Models for Wolf-Rayet stars are known to provide the most extreme examples for the o urren e of strange-mode instabilities. In the linear nonadiabati stability analysis omplete
sequen es of strange modes with growth rates in the dynami al range an be identi ed.
Due to extremely short thermal time-s ales in the stellar envelopes of these stars strange
modes o ur in almost omplex onjugate pairs and the NAR-approximation (zero heat apa ity) proves to provide even quantitatively orre t results. Simulations of the evolution
of the instabilities into the nonlinear regime show that velo ity amplitudes of the order of
 100 km/se are rea hed. Even if dire t mass loss is not observed, this result indi ates
that strange-mode instabilities may be the origin of strong mass loss in these stars.
So far the stability analysis of Wolf-Rayet stars was restri ted to the onsideration of
spheri ally symmetri perturbations. Both a model for the me hanism of strange-mode
instabilities and the analogy with massive stars, where strange-mode instabilities are also
predi ted and found in the spe trum of nonradial perturbations, strongly suggest performing a nonradial nonadiabati stability analysis of Wolf-Rayet stars, whi h is also supported
by the observation of lumpy and lamentary stru tures in Wolf-Rayet winds. First results of a study in this dire tion are presented essentially proving the onje ture, that
strange-mode instabilities do also o ur in the nonradial spe trum.
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Syntheti Spe tra of Very Cool White Dwarfs in the Infrared

I. Bues, T. Aslan
(Remeis-Sternwarte Bamberg, Sternwartstrae 7, D-96049 Bamberg, Germany)
Re ent investigations on brown dwarfs and related obje ts show strong band and line
absorption in the infrared region, where, of ourse, polyatomi mole ules and grains are
involved, as the temperatures go down to 1000 K. For white dwarfs, the e e tive temperatures are unlikely to be lower than 4200 K, due to the age of the solar neighbourhood.
Thus the temperatures in the outer layers go down to 3000 K, yet the ba kwarming is also
aused by strong opa ities in the IR.
With a grid of new helium-ri h model atmospheres with small amounts of arbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, magnesium, sili on and al ium, log g = 8.0, Teff = 5000 K,
4800 K, 4500 K and 4250 K, detailed spe tra in the infrared have been al ulated. The
di eren es between very ool white dwarfs and brown dwarfs for spe tra of low resolution
an be learly demonstrated.
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The Sear h for White Dwarfs in the Hamburg Quasar Survey

D. Homeier and D. Koester
(Institut fur Theoretis he Physik und Astrophysik der Christian-Albre hts-Universitat,
Leibnizstrae 15, D-24098 Kiel, Germany)
The Hamburg Quasar Survey has produ ed obje tive prism spe tra of several hundred
thousand stellar UV-ex ess sour es. We present the results of a new, automated sear h
for white dwarfs in the database of digitized spe tra. We have developed a method for
the transformation of ux- alibrated spe tra from atmosphere models or observations to
photographi density spe tra that allows us to t ea h plate spe trum to a grid of templates
in luding models for hydrogen-ri h (DA) white dwarfs as well as for other hot stars. Thus
we an ompare the likelihood of being a white dwarf for ea h obje t in a quantitative way,
and also estimate Te from the Balmer line strengh and ontinuum slope.
We expe t to be able to identify 2 000{3 000 white dwarfs down to a limiting magnitude
of B = 17m 5 from this database. The automati lassi ation of the spe tra has been shown
to re over 70{90% of all known white dwarfs within the survey limits. The temperature
determination is generally a urate to  20%. The best results have been obtained for DA
white dwarfs of 10 000 K  Te  20 000 K.
This sample will be the largest sour e of opti ally sele ted white dwarfs and an help to
improve the determination of spa e densities, the luminosity fun tion and mass distribution
of white dwarfs. The good sensitivity to DA of  12 000 K also makes it an eÆ ient tool
for the sear h for variable white dwarfs in the ZZ-Ceti instability strip, whi h are of high
interest for asteroseismologi al studies of the interior of these stars. For an unambiguous
lassi ation and a urate determination of the atmospheri parameters of these andidate
white dwarfs, however follow-up spe tros opy is still required.
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HST Observations of the DAB White Dwarf HS 0209+0832

B. Wol , S. Jordan, D. Koester
(Instut fur Theoretis he Physik und Astrophysik, Universitat Kiel,
D-24098 Kiel, Germany)
The DAB white dwarf HS 0209+0832 is one of the few white dwarfs with dete ted helium in
the DB gap between 28 000 and 45 000 K. We have obtained ultraviolet and opti al spe tra
with the Hubble Spa e Teles ope (HST). The analysis results in an e e tive temperature
of about 35 000 K and a helium abundan e of about 1%. The presen e of C IV at 1548 
A,
whi h was earlier dete ted by the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE), is on rmed.
Additionally, we ould identify more than 140 photospheri and 12 interstellar metal lines.
For the rst time we have found aluminum, al ium, titanium, ni kel, and zin , whi h
annot be supported by radiative levitation at su h a low e e tive temperature. With
strati ed model atmospheres we tested, whether HS 0209+0832 has a very thin layer of
hydrogen ( 10 16 M ) on top of the helium envelope so that it is not thi k enough to hide
all the helium as is usually assumed to explain the DB gap. From the detailed shape of the
He II 1640 
A line we ould ex lude su h a model and on lude that di usion equilibrium
has not yet been rea hed; all observations are ompatible with almost homogeneously
mixed atmospheres, as would also be expe ted from the presen e of metal lines. The most
probable explanation is that HS 0209+0832 is still a reting matter from an interstellar
loud and that helium and metals would sink downwards, if no longer supplied from the
surrounding medium. The nding by Heber et al. that the He I line at 4471 
A has been
weaker by a fa tor of two or three for several months would t into this s enario, if we
assume that HS 0209+0832 travels through an inhomogeneous medium.

Element Abundan es in Cool DZ White Dwarfs
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B. Wol , D. Koester (Instut fur Theoretis he Physik und Astrophysik,
Universitat Kiel, D-24098 Kiel, Germany)
The standard explanation for the presen e of photospheri metals in white dwarfs of spe tral type DZ and related types is a ombination of episodi a retion from the interstellar
medium and di usion of heavy elements downwards in the atmosphere on time s ales of
typi ally 106 years. Mu h of the empiri al data on atmospheri parameters and element
abundan es available in the literature is based on International Ultraviolet Explorer spe tra with low signal-to-noise and on atmospheri modeling, whi h does not in lude re ent
advan es in input physi s. We have therefore de ided to address this problem again, using
modern UV observations of the Hubble Spa e Teles ope, if available, and a new generation
of theoreti al models.
In this poster we present the results for L 745-46A, Ross 640, and van Maanen 2. The
rst two obje ts are key obje ts sin e they ontain both hydrogen and metals in their
atmospheres. For the rst time, we ould also establish hydrogen in van Maanen 2. For all
obje ts we have determined the atmospheri parameters Te and log g as well as hydrogen
abundan es and abundan es of several heavy elements. The results are in good agreement
with the theoreti al predi tions.
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SWAS [CI℄ Observations toward MCLD 123.5+24.9

F. Bens h (I. Physikalis hes Institut, Universitat Koln, Zulpi her Str. 77, D-50937 Koln)
M.L.N. Ashby, E.A. Bergin, S.C. Kleiner, G.J. Melni k, B.M. Patten, R. Plume, J.R.
Stau er, V. Tolls, Z. Wang, Y.F. Zhang (Center for Astrophysi s, Cambridge, USA)
P.F. Goldsmith (NAIC, Dept. of Astronomy, Cornell University, Itha a, NY, USA)
M. Harwit (511 H Street SW, Washington, DC 20024; also Cornell University)
N.R. Eri kson, J.E. Howe, R. Snell (Dep. of Astronomy, UMass, Amherst, MA, USA)
D.A. Neufeld (John Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA)
D.G. Ko h (NASA Ames Resear h Center, Mo ett Field, CA, USA)
R. S hieder, G. Winnewisser (I. Physikalis hes Institut, Universitat zu Koln)
G. Chin (NASA Goddard Spa e Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, USA)
We present observations of the 3 P1 !3 P0 ne-stru ture transition of neutral arbon
([CI℄) made with the Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS) toward MCLD
123.5+24.9, a translu ent mole ular loud at high Gala ti latitudes. The [CI℄ map ontains 80 spe tra, observed with a beam spa ing of 3.2 ar min ( main beam FWHM). [CI℄
emission is dete ted at 60 positions with the line peak intensity between 0.2-0.7 K (Tmb ;
the rms noise per 0.623 km/s hannel is 0.14 K). The omparison to ground based CO
observations indi ates a low [CI℄ to 12 CO J=2!1 ratio of 0.130.05 for the line integrated
intensity. The [CI℄ to 13 CO J=2!1 ratio overs a wider range with typi al values between
0.5 and 1.5. Using a PDR model for spheri ally symmetri lumps, we nd that the observed ratios are onsistent with dense lumps (nH > 5 104 m 3 ), illuminated by the mean
interstellar radiation eld.
F.B. is supported by the Deuts hes Zentrum fur Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR grant No.
5000 99011)
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Quanti ation of Mole ular Cloud Stru ture using the -varian e

F. Bens h, J. Stutzki, V. Ossenkopf
(I. Physikalis hes Institut, Universitat zu Koln, Zulpi her Strae 77, D-50937 Koln)
We present a quantitative study of the spatial stru ture in observed mole ular loud images
using the -varian e. Introdu ed by Stutzki et al. (1998; A&A 336,697) the -varian e
allows to study the spatial drift behavior of s alar fun tions, su h as the intensity distribution of mole ular loud tra ers. For images with a power law power spe trum and random
phases, known as fra tional Brownian motion (fBm) stru tures, the -varian e analysis
allows to determine the spe tral index of the power spe trum. Compared to the power
spe trum itself, the -varian e is more robust with respe t to edge-e e ts.
We apply the -varian e to spe tral line maps observed in the rotational transitions
of 12 CO and 13 CO. For the velo ity integrated maps, the spatial stru ture of the emission
is well hara terized by a power law power spe trum. We nd that the spe tral index is
remarkably uniform for di erent mole ular louds and linear s ales larger than 0.5 p
(2:5   2:8). Signi antly larger indi es (  3) are found for observations made at
higher spatial resolution toward the Polaris Flare, a translu ent loud at high Gala ti
latitudes, suggesting that the stru ture is soother at smaller s ales.
In addition, a -varian e analysis of the hannel maps is presented for the 13 CO(1-0)
map of Orion A. Here, the index shows systemati variations a ross the line pro le.
Typi ally, is between 2.3 and 2.6 for most of the hannel maps, ex ept for 11  v 
12 km/s where a systemati ally larger lose to 3 is found.
This work is supported by the Deuts he Fors hungsgemeins haft through grant SFB301
and SFB494. F.B. is supported by the Deuts he Argentur fur Luft- und Raumfahrt, DLR
(grant No. 5000 99011)
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CO Multiline Observations
near the Gala ti 5kp Ring with KOSMA
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Brull, M., Kramer, C., Stutzki, J.
(KOSMA, I. Physikalis hes Institut, Zulpi her Strae 77, 50937 Koln)
We present rst results of a low-J CO survey of an extended region at the edge of the 5kp
Gala ti Ring. These ongoing observations were started in August 1999 with the KOSMA
3m teles ope using the on-the- y modus. At present, we have observed a 0.4 deg2 region in
13 CO 2{1 and in 12 CO 3{2 omprising 6534 positions. Observations of other isotopomers
and extensions of the present area are planned.
The 5kp ring of our Galaxy shows up prominently on the Columbia Milky Way survey
and is known for its high star formation rate. The FCRAO has started to map the ring
in 13 CO 1{0. To study ex itation onditions and their variation, we sele ted one extended
lament showing up at  60 kms 1 , the velo ity of the Gala ti Ring at a distan e of 10 kp .
In addition, the sele ted region shows emission of almost lo al material at 20 kms 1 . This
study thus allows to ompare di erent parts of the Milky Way simultaneously, allowing for
a good relative alibration a ura y.
Observations of the 2{1 and 3{2 CO transitions tra es the denser and warmer material
along the lines of sight, sin e their riti al densities and upper level ex itation temperatures
rea h 104 m 3 and 33 K. Our observations thus allow to distinguish between extended,
quies ent gas and lo alized regions, in uen ed by star formation.
Please visit our web site at www.ph1.uni-koeln.de/5kp for further information of
the urrent status.

An EÆ ient Parallelization of a Tree- ode:
Results and Performan es

P 41

Paolo Mio hi
(Physi s Dept., Univ. of Rome \La Sapienza", P. le A. Moro, 2 { I-00185 Rome, Italy)
In this work, the features and the performan es of a parallelization method for a tree- ode
are des ribed. Su h method onsists in a \dynami " de omposition of the omputational
domain, arried out onjointly by all the pro essor elements, exploiting the adaptivity of
the same hierar hi al spatial subdivision in boxes whi h the tree- ode is based on. This
ensures a good eÆ ien y in the domain de omposition during the whole system evolution.
The method shows also low omputational osts, thanks to the fa t that it is performed
`on the y' during the onstru tion of the tree logi al stru ture. Moreover, it an be
implemented both on SMP omputers and on lusters of workstations by means of message
passing routines.
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A New Code for SPH and N-Body Simulations

M. Wetzstein, T. Naab, A. Nelson, O. Kessel-Deynet, A. Burkert
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Konigsstuhl 17,
D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
We present a new ode for the simulation of N-Body systems and hydrodynami pro esses
using the SPH formalism.
Several well established numeri al te hniques are ombined in order to speed up the
omputations. Gravity is al ulated by using a spe ialized binary tree stru ture. This an
be done on a parallel super omputer or in ombination with the GRAPE-3 or GRAPE5 spe ial purpose hardware. The optimized SPH ode makes full use of the improved
ommuni ation speed of the GRAPE-5 by using its neighbour list feature.
In order to speed up the omputations further, an individual timestep s heme for the
parti les is used.
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The Stars in the Nu leus Region
of the Ursa Major Kinemati al Group

N.V. Chupina, V.G. Reva, S.V. Veresh hagin
(Institute of Astronomy, Pyatnitskaya 48, 109017 Mos ow, Russia)
We have to do the subset of 22 stars with positions inside the nu leus of the Ursa Major
star kinemati group in spa e. Using the areful proper motions and parallaxes from
Hippar os atalogue was shown that the nu leus are not kinemati aly uniform and two
subgroups exist within it borders.
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Spatial Stru ture of Per OB2 Star Forming Complex
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A.N. Belikov (Intitute of Astronomy of the Russian A ad. S i., 48 Pjatnitskaya str.,
Mos ow 109017, Russia, email: abelikovinasan.rssi.ru)
N.V. Khar henko (Main Astronomi al Observatory, Golosiiv, 252652 Kiev-127, Ukraine,
email: nkharmao.kiev.ua)
A.E. Piskunov (Intitute of Astronomy of the Russian A ad. S i., 48 Pjatnitskaya str.,
Mos ow 109017, Russia, email: piskunovinasan.rssi.ru)
E. S hilba h (Astrophysikalis hes Institut Potsdam, An der Sternwarte 16,
email: es hilba haip.de)
R.-D. S holz (Astrophysikalis hes Institut Potsdam, An der Sternwarte 16,
email: rds holzaip.de)
A new Compiled Catalogue (CC) has been onstru ted for a photometri and astrometri
survey overing the star forming region of more than 300 sq. degrees around the Per OB2
asso iation with the enter at ( ; Æ)J 2000 = (3h 87; 34deg 4). The CC is based on re ently
published astronomi al atalogues, e.g. Hippar os and Ty ho-2, and supplemented by
relevant astrophysi al data from numerous sour es. The CC is omplete down to V = 10:6
mag, in general, and to V = 19:5 mag in the one square degree eld around the IC 348
luster.
We onsider the proper motion distribution as the main riterion for the luster membership determination.
Sin e the analysis of proper motions and spe tra gives an estimate of the distan es for
most stars in the CC, we an study the distribution of absorbing matter and of the stars
in the region. Estimates of the radii of Per OB2 and IC 348, respe tively derived from the
density pro les, are also given.

Cyanogen Variations
in the Se ond Parameter Globular Cluster NGC 7006

P 45

D. Harbe k, E. K. Grebel (Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Heidelberg, Germany)
G.H. Smith (Li k Observatory, Santa Cruz, USA)
The metal-poor ([Fe/H℄ = 1:6 dex) globular luster NGC 7006 exhibits an unusual red
horizontal bran h (HB), i.e., it is a \se ond parameter e e t" luster. A possible se ond
parameter is mixing within red giant bran h stars whi h may result in enhan ed mass loss
and lead to bluer horizontal bran h stars. Rotational-indu ed mixing may lead to variations
in yanogen abundan es in stellar atmospheres due to the dredge-up of nu leosynthesized
material. Su h variations have been found for quite a few lusters, though it is not lear
whether these are aused by primordial or evolutionary e e ts (Kraft 1994).
We present spe tros opi CN and CH band strengths for 13 giants of NGC 7006 obtained at the Li k 3m teles ope. The data reveal the following trends: (i) The s atter in
star-to-star CN indi es is relatively modest by omparison with the blue horizontal bran h
luster M13. (ii) The CH ontent is independent of the CN, within the observational unertainties, indi ating that the CN abundan e variations are driven by N variations. (iii)
A possible weak radial dependen e of the CN ontent, although this needs a larger sample
of stars for veri ation. Buonanno et al. (1991) found the HB of NGC 7006 to get bluer
towards the inner parts of the luster. A possible onne tion to the observed CN radial
dependen e is dis ussed.
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Gas Expulsion from Star Forming Regions
and the Formation of Globular Clusters

M. P. Geyer and A. Burkert
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany
geyermpia-hd.mpg.de, burkertmpia-hd.mpg.de)
Shortly after the formation of a globular luster (GC) the remaining gas will be expelled by
ionizing radiation, stellar winds or supernova explosions during a few dynami al times ales.
As a result of this gas expulsion phase some or all stars in the luster will get unbound.
The fra tion of nally bound stars is mainly determined by the eÆ ien y of star formation
and the times ale of the gas expulsion. Our results allow us to quantify the star formation
eÆ ien y (SFE) ne essary for forming bound GCs.
Two sets of numeri al N{body simulations are presented: As a rst simpli ed approa h
we treat the residual gas as an external potential. The gas expulsion is approximated by
redu ing the gas mass to zero on a given times ale, whi h is treated as a free parameter.
Our results are onsistent with similar simulations by Lada et al. (1984, ApJ 285, 141) and
more re ently by Goodwin (1997, MNRAS 116, 351).
In a se ond set of simulations we used smoothed parti le hydrodynami s (SPH) to
des ribe the dynami s of the residual gas. In this ase gas expulsion takes pla e on a
short times ale and prevents the evolution of star forming regions with low SFEs to bound
lusters.
In both sets the stars were in virial equilibrium with the gaseous environment at rst.
Adopting stars with an initial zero velo ity dispersion leads to a ompa tion of the luster
during the expulsion phase and may explain the formation of bound systems with SFEs
less than 10%.
P 47

The Impa t of Tides on Star Cluster Formation

Christian Boily (ARI, Heidelberg)
Christophe Pi hon (Observatoire de Strasbourg, Fran e)
The homogeneity of metal abundan es in lusters suggests that the epo h of star formation
must have been short in order to avoid strong gradients in the stellar population, leading
to systems with little velo ity dispersion at formation. When spheri al lusters undergo
violent relaxation a good fra tion of stars des ribe nearly radial orbits. This situation likely
gives rise to triaxial instability (see e.g. Merritt 1999). Aspheri al ollapse also results in
triaxial equilibria. However a net torque may now be exerted on individual lusters by the
host galaxy's tide during radial infall, and indu e streaming motion or rotation.
We investigate analyti ally the ollapse of uniform-density spheroids to whi h we apply
model gala ti tides. We nd that sub-virial lusters non-rotating at birth may yet show
appre iable rotation in equilibrium.
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Global Spiral Modes in the Multi-Component Disks
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N. Orlova, V. Kor hagin
(Institute of Physi s, Sta hki 194, Rostov-on-Don, Russia)
Ch. Theis (Institut fur Theoretis he Physik und Astrophysik, D-24098 Kiel, Germany)
Using 2D uid dynami al numeri al simulations, we study the global stability properties
of multi omponent gravitating disks. Components with lower velo ity dispersions strongly
a e t the stability properties of gravitating disks whi h is illustrated by the omparison
with the stability properties of one- omponent disks with similar axisymmetri equilibria.
A ten per ent admixture of a old gaseous omponent whi h is oupled by gravity to the
stellar disk in reases the growth rate of the fastest growing spiral mode more then twi e.
Additionally, it enhan es the spiral saturation level on the nonlinear stage of instability.
The pro esses of mass and momentum ex hange in a star-forming gravitating disk drasti ally hange its stability properties. If the hara teristi time for mass and momentum
ex hange pro esses ex eeds the growth time of the instability, the growth rates and the
saturation levels of the unstable modes are determined by the properties of the pre-existing
gaseous disk.

The Verti al Disk Stru ture and the IMF

P 49

A. Just
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
The determination of the IMF in the solar neighbourhood is strongly onne ted to the
verti al stru ture of the stellar disk. For the onversion of lo al number ounts to surfa e
densities the e e tive thi kness of the stellar distribution need to be known. It depends
in a ompli ated way on the star formation history and the dynami al evolution of the
disk. The dynami al evolution is well known from kinemati al data of nearby stars. The
velo ity dispersion in reases ontinously with age of the stellar population resulting in
a non Gaussian velo ity distribution fun tion dependent on the star formation rate, the
dynami al heating fun tion, and the life time of the stars. Published IMF determinations
adopt in some reasonable way the e e tive thi kness of the distribution as a fun tion of
stellar mass, but they are not onsistent with a dynami al disk model.
We ompute a self- onsistent model for the present day verti al stru ture of the stellar
disk in luding self-gravity, and the gravitation of the gas omponent (important for the
lo al depth of the potential well) and of the dark halo (in uen ing the surfa e densities
of older populations). Beside the star formation rate and the dynami al heating fun tion,
the verti al gravitational potential depends additionally on the mass loss of the stellar
omponent. Mass loss if a fun tion of the IMF and of the hemi al enri hment, sin e the
lifetime of the stars depends strongly on metalli ity (variing up to a fa tor of 2). The
model ts the onstraints on lo al densities, verti al pro les, surfa e densities given in the
literature. The essential new aspe t is to t also the shape of the lo al velo ity distribution
fun tions for di erent samples of stars. This gives strong onstraints to the star formation
rate history allowing for a self- onsistent determination of the IMF.
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Flattened Dark Matter Halos and the Holmberg E e t

J. Pe~narrubia, C.M. Boily, A. Just
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstrae 12{14, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
P. Kroupa
(Institut fur Theoretis he Astrophysik, Tiergartenstrae 15, 69121 Heidelberg, Germany)
Holmberg (1969) observed that satellites of disk galaxies orbit preferentially on near-polar
orbits. Up to now, no onvin ing me hanism has been found to explain Holmberg's result.
A re ent study by Quinn & Goodman (1986, ApJ 309, 472) of satellites on prograde orbits
in the potential of a live disk and stati halo showed that the in lination of the orbital
plane with respe t to the disk plays an important role with regards to the time of de ay
of the orbit and the disruption of the satellite. However, they on lude that dynami al
fri tion from the disk alone an not a ount for Holmberg's observations. We have found
that a live, attened dark matter halo may be responsible for the strong anisotropy in
the distribution of satellites. Satellites with small in linations are for ed to the gala ti
plane by gravitational torques exerted by the halo, the more eÆ iently so the smaller the
in lination angle. Furthermore, satellites with near-polar (highly in lined) orbits have a
longer survival time ompared with those in a spheri al halo on the same orbit, an e e t
we attribute to the redu ed dynami al fri tion at high latitude. Satellites orbiting in the
gala ti plane are qui kly destroyed by the ombined dis and halo tidal for es, while the
lifetime of satellites on polar orbits are prolonged, a result that on urs with Holmberg's
data.
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Galaxies and Genes: How to Model Intera ting Galaxies

Stefan Harfst, Christoph Gerds and Christian Theis
(Institut f. Theoretis he Physik und Astrophysik der Univ. Kiel, 24098 Kiel, Germany)
The observed features of intera ting galaxies (e.g. tidal tails) provide a lot of information
on the dynami s of su h a system. Dark matter halos, for example, play an important
r^ole for the dynami al evolution of galaxies so that they should obviously have per eptible
e e ts on the intera tion. Unfortunately, the problem of modeling intera ting galaxies
from observational data su ers from an extended parameter spa e. Re ently it has been
shown that a Geneti Algorithm (GA) an be applied to this problem (Wahde 1998; Theis
1999).
The general idea of a GA is to mimi natural evolution: A population of individuals
whi h orrespond to single points in parameter spa e (i.e. single N-body simulations) is
evolved a ording to the prin iple of \survival of the ttest". The tness is al ulated by a
omparison of observed intensities with the numeri al model. New populations are reated
by \sexual reprodu tion" whereas individuals with a higher tness reprodu e themselves
more often. This breeding pro ess is repeated until a suÆ ient t is a hieved.
Until now the GA has been applied to a hosen referen e model (i.e. a preferred set
of parameters) as in the ase of NGC 4449 (Theis 1999). An automati pro edure for
the sele tion of a suitable set of parameters on the basis of observational data is highly
desirable. A rst step in order to a hieve this goal is an \idealized" observation whi h an
be omputed from a self- onsistent N-body simulation. By this not only the parameters
of the intera tion are in ontrol but one an also adjust the quality of the observational
data allowing to he k the general appli ability of the GA to observational data.
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Deep Wide Field Imaging of the Sextans Dwarf Spheroidal
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D. Harbe k, E. K. Grebel (Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Germany)
J. Holtzman (New Mexi o State University,USA),
D. Geisler (Universidad de Con ep ion, Chile)
A. Sarajedini (Wesleyan University, USA)
All but one of the Galaxy's nine dwarf spheroidal (dSph) ompanions have been studied
in depth in order to understand their star formation and hemi al enri hment histories.
The lone ompanion that has not been studied in detail is Sextans. The deepest existing
CMDs barely rea h the main sequen e, with large errors, and over only a tiny fra tion of
this galaxy, yielding only hints of what stellar populations might be present.
We present the rst photometry of Sextans that rea hes below its main-sequen e
turno . The data were obtained with the wide- eld MOSAIC2 amera
at CTIO's 4-m
2
Blan o teles ope and Washington lters. The eld overage is 0:5Æ .
The resulting olor-magnitude diagram shows that Sextans ontains a dominant old
population while prominent younger populations are absent. The broadening of the red
giant bran h indi ates a non-negligible metalli ity spread. Sextans ontains a prominent
blue straggler population. The horizontal bran h does not exhibit the pronoun ed spatial
se ond-parameter variations observed in other dSphs.

The E e ts of Cosmi Expansion
on Relaxation of Systems of Galaxies
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Eliani Ardi (Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut,
Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg and
Department of Astronomy, Institute of Te hnology Bandung,
Jalan Ganesha 10 Bandung 40132, Indonesia)
Toshio Tsu hiya (Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut,
Mon hhofstrae 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg)
Shogo Inagaki (Department of Astronomy Kyoto University,
Sakyou-ku, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan)
The e e ts of osmi expansion for the two-body relaxation time of galaxies in the Einsteinde Sitter universe are examined. We reformulate the s attering problem so that the time
hange of the ross se tion due to osmi expansion an be taken into a ount. Next
we al ulate numeri ally the orbits of en ounters to various sets of orbital parameters
while spe ifying the initial states of the en ounters: initial separation, impa t parameter, and initial relative velo ity between two galaxies. By ombining the results of these
studies, we obtain the two-body relaxation time as a fun tion of the relative velo ity
v0 at the initial epo h and the number density n of galaxies within proto- lusters of
galaxies. The relaxation time is roughly the free-fall time for a small relative velo ity,
v0  300 km s 1 (m=1011 M )1=3 [11=(1 + z )℄1=2 , while it is proportional to v0 3 for a high
relative velo ity. The e e ts of the osmi expansion make the relaxation time longer than
that in non-expanding systems, espe ially for proto- lusters of galaxies with the number
density n < 3  103 Mp 3 (1011 M =m)[(1 + z )=11℄3 , where m is the mass of a galaxy
and z is its redshift
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Stellar A tivity in the Open Cluster NGC 2451

C. Weidner and M. Huns h
(Institut fur Theoretis he Physik und Astrophysik der Universitat Kiel,
Leibnizstrae 15, D-24098 Kiel, Germany)
We present rst results of the analysis of X-ray data (ROSAT PSPC and HRI pointings)
and opti al observations of the open luster NGC 2451. This obje t onsists of two di erent
lusters A and B in the same line-of-sight at distan es of 190 and 360 p , respe tively.
NGC 2451A is one of the 10 nearest lusters, but has been little studied be ause of strong
ontamination by eld stars. In order to improve this situation, we used X-ray observations
to identify luster members, a method proven to be very su esful at several other lusters.
To identify the X-ray sour es with opti al ounterparts we performed CCD photometry
with the ESO 0.9m Dut h teles ope.
Altogether, 188 X-ray sour es were found down to X-ray luminosities of a few 1028
erg s 1 . Based on positional oin iden e (i.e., o set < 2500 ) 122 of them ould be identi ed
with opti al ounterparts with magnitudes between V = 3 and 20, most of them ranging
from 11 to 18. Of these 122 stars, 105 are possible members of lusters NGC 2451A or
NGC 2451B, as derived from their position in the Colour-Magnitude-Diagram. Four stars
showed strong ares during the X-ray observations, and we present a short analysis of the
are parameters. NGC 2451 A/B is espe ially interesting sin e it is a rather young (50
Myrs) and possibly metal-de ient luster very lose to us.
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Do Compa t High-Velo ity Clouds Have Stellar Counterparts?

Eva K. Grebel (MPI fur Astronomie, Heidelberg, Germany)
Robert Braun (NFRA, Dwingeloo, The Netherlands)
W. Butler Burton (Sterrewa ht Leiden, The Netherlands)
Compa t high-velo ity louds (CHVCs) are a subset of high-velo ity H i louds with angular
sizes of only about 1 degree on the sky. They show infall motion with respe t to the
bary enter of the Lo al Group, and preliminary estimates pla e them at distan es of 0.5
to 1 Mp in ontrast to the extended, nearby HVC omplexes (Braun & Burton 1999).
CHVCs are rotationally supported and appear to be dark-matter dominated with total
masses of a few 108 M .
Are CHVCs the missing Lo al Group satellites predi ted by hierar hi al stru ture formation s enarios? Are they proto-gala ti gas louds, or do they ontain stars as well?
The dete tion of stars would help to re ne the H i distan es and allow us to study the star
formation history of a new, very dark, very low-density type of dwarf galaxy.
We present results from a targeted opti al wide- eld imaging survey for stars in arefully
sele ted CHVCs. While the resulting images appear to indi ate the presen e of a red giant
bran h of an old stellar population at the expe ted distan e, ontamination by starburst
galaxies with z>0.2 is a on ern.
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An H Emission Line Survey in the Large Magellani Cloud

U. S. Kamath, E. K. Grebel
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
D. Zaritsky
(Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, 933 N. Cherry, Tu son, AZ 85721, USA)
Be stars are non-supergiant B-type stars with H emission. What auses stars to be ome
Be stars is not yet understood. Surprisingly a number of young Magellani Cloud star
lusters have been found to be ri her in Be stars than omparable Gala ti open lusters
(Keller et al. 1999, Maeder et al. 1999). It is un lear whether the apparently higher Be star
fra tion is related in some way to the luster environment or to the lower metalli ity in the
Magellani Clouds. Very little is known about the Be star ontent among young Magellani
eld stars. A meaningful omparison between Be star fra tions in the Milky Way and in
the Magellani Clouds requires omprehensive knowledge of the Be star ontent in both
lusters and the eld.
We ondu ted an H emission-line survey of a 1:5Æ  1:5Æ eld above the bar of the
Large Magellani Cloud. The H data were taken with the Wide Field Imager at the
ESO/MPIA 2.2-m teles ope at La Silla, Chile. Broadband UBVI data were obtained with
a drift-s an amera at the 1-m Swope teles ope at Las Campanas Observatory, Chile as
part of the Magellani Clouds Photometri Survey (Zaritsky et al. 1997). Balmer emission
line obje ts were identi ed using two- olor diagrams. We will dis uss preliminary results.

Tra ing the Sagittarius Dwarf Galaxy's Tidal Stream

P 57

Andrea Stolte, Rodrigo Ibata, Hans-Walter Rix (for the SDSS ollaboration)
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
We use Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) test data along the equatorial stripe (160o < <
250o at 1:25o < Æ < 1:25o ) as well as APM atalogue data to spatially tra e the tidal
stream of the Sagitarrius dwarf galaxy. Sagittarius is aught in its merging pro ess with the
halo of the Milky Way. With a distan e of only about 25-50 kp from the Gala ti Center
the stream yields an ideal obje t to study tidal stripping. We ompare the overdensities
in the stellar halo population with re ent modells of the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy's orbit.
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Dete tion of the Tidal Tail of the Globular Cluster Pal 5
with SDSS Commissioning Data

M. Odenkir hen, E. K. Grebel, W. Dehnen, R. Ibata, H.-W. Rix, A. Stolte, C. Wolf
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
C.M. Ro kosi
(University of Chi ago, Dept. of Astronomy & Astrophys., Chi ago, USA)
(for the SDSS ollaboration)
We have analysed ommissioning data of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) in a 2:5Æ
wide equatorial band in order to sear h for tidal debris around the distant halo globular
luster Palomar 5. SDSS provides deep multi- olor photometry in the u0 ; g0 ; r0 ; i0 and z 0
bands. These data have been used to lo ate the luster population in multi- olor-magnitude
spa e and to eÆ iently separate extratidal luster stars from the eld population by means
of a ell- ount algorithm. The tidal extension of the luster is tra ed by stars from about
0.5 mag above to 2 mag below the luster main-sequen e turn-o . We nd lear eviden e
for a symmetri al two-sided tail whi h extends at least 1:5Æ in north-eastern and southwestern dire tion and is likely to ontinue further on beyond the edges of the urrently
available eld. The orientation of the tail whi h is along onstant gala ti latitude provides
an eÆ ient onstraint on the dire tion of the lusters tangential spa e motion. The spatial
stru ture of the tail losely resembles the hara teristi stru tures seen in numeri ally
simulated luster tails. Integrating the overdensity of stars in the region of the tail we nd
that the extra-tidal part of the luster population equals about 50% of the urrent stellar
ontent inside the luster in the same magnitude range. We on lude that the luster has
experien ed very heavy mass-loss during the last passages through the inner Galaxy.
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FIR and Sub mm Observations of Extremely Cold Dust in M31

L. S hmidtobrei k1;2, M. Haas2 , J. Greaves3
(1 Osservatorio Astronomi o di Padova, Vi olo Osservatorio 5, I{35122 Padova, Italy
2 Max-Plan k-Institut f
ur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, D{69117 Heidelberg, Germany
3 Joint Astronomy Centre, 660 N. Aohuku Pla e, Hilo 96720, Hawaii, USA)
The dis overy of protostellar ores in the Milky Way has been most su essful by means
of old dust observations in the mm, submm and extreme far-infrared wavelength regimes.
Temperature and luminosity of the dust provide lues to the heating me hanism and
whether star formation has already onset, or whether the dust louds are still in a very
old protostellar phase. Similar protostellar ores should exist also in other galaxies.
In order to nd protostellar ores in the nearby Andromeda galaxy, best andidates
are provided by the ISOPHOT 175 m map (Haas et al. 1998, A&A 315, L64). This
map is dominated by a on entri ring stru ture with numerous individual knots. The
investigation of these knots (S hmidtobrei k et al. 2000, submitted to A&A) yielded some
exoti obje ts, very dense and old loud omplexes with high luminosities. One of these
strange obje ts is knot #23 northwest of M31's entre. With 31.45 Jy, it is by far the
brightest 175 m region of M 31. Despite this dominant appearan e, the obje t is not
suspi ious at other IR wavelengths, nor at other tra ers like CO, HI or radio ontinuum.
At least two dust omponents with di erent temperatures are ne essary to t the 60 m,
100 m and 175 m uxes. Fixing the warmer omponent to 40 K, the temperature of the
old omponent ould be estimated to be 16.5 K. However, up to 175 m, the ux density
is in reasing, so that an even older dust omponent ould be suspe ted. To he k for
it, new measurements at longer wavelengths have been ondu ted. Here we present rst
results from 850 m data taken with SCUBA at the JCMT, Hawaii in november 1999.
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The IMF of Open Star Clusters with Ty ho{2
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Jorg Sanner, Mi hael Ge ert
(Sternwarte der Universitat Bonn, Auf dem Hugel 71, 53121 Bonn, Germany)
We present the stellar initial mass fun tion (IMF) of several nearby open star lusters
derived on the basis of the Ty ho{2 atalogue (Hg et al., 2000, A&A 355, L27). Ty ho{2,
omputed from the original Ty ho atalogue (ESA, 1997, SP{1200) and ground based rst
epo h data, provides positions, stellar proper motions, and BT and VT photometri data.
With the help of the proper motions, we distinguished between the members and nonmembers of the lusters; from the stellar magnitudes we derived the initial stellar masses.
Sin e the atalogue be omes in omplete around VT = 11 mag, we were restri ted to a
small magnitude (and hen e mass) interval, so that we hose to study nearby ((m M )0 
7:5 mag) open star lusters with { a ording to Robi hon et al. (1999, A&A 345, 471) { a
lear separation of eld and luster proper motions, restri ting our sample to 8 obje ts.
The IMF omputed from m  1M up to the main sequen e turn o point ould be well
represented by power laws with exponents from = 0:85 to = 2:36 (when Salpeter's
(1955, ApJ 121, 161) value is = 1:35). Within the errors (whi h are omparably high
for some of the obje ts due to their low numbers of members), this is in good agreement
with the range of IMF slopes as given, e.g., by S alo (1998, ASP Conf. Series 142, 201).
Regarding up oming missions of astrometry satellites (FAME, DIVA, GAIA), this kind
of IMF study based on a uniform all-sky data sample will play a more important role in
the future: The limiting magnitudes of these instruments will be fainter, proper motions
will be available for all dete ted obje ts (in ontrary to, e.g., the HIPPARCOS atalogue,
the proper motions of whi h were determined for the stars of an input atalogue only) and
will be ome independent of ground based observations, so that their quality will be higher.

Dis overy of a Globular Cluster
in M31's Dwarf Spheroidal Companion Andromeda I
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E.K. Grebel (Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Heidelberg, Germany)
A.E. Dolphin (National Opti al Astronomy Observatories, Tu son, USA)
P. Guhathakurta (UCO/Li k Observatory, UCSC, Santa Cruz, USA)
We report the serendipitous dis overy of a faint globular luster found on ar hival Hubble
Spa e Teles ope images of Andromeda I, a dwarf spheroidal (dSph) ompanion of M31. Of
the 17 dSph galaxies in the Lo al Group, only the two brightest ompanions of the Milky
Way were previously known to ontain globular lusters, while none had been found in
M31's six dSph satellites. And I is the least luminous galaxy in whi h a globular luster
has been dete ted so far. The horizontal bran h luminosity of the globular luster puts it
at the same distan e as And I though we annot ex lude that we are seeing an outlying
globular luster of M31 proje ted against, and physi ally very lose to, And I. The globular
luster appears to be of similar age and metalli ity as the underlying eld population in
And I. Assuming membership, the resulting spe i globular luster frequen y for And I is
SN  19. The luster resembles the sparse outer halo globular lusters found around the
Milky Way and lies just outside the ore radius of And I.
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The Complex X-ray Spe trum of the Quasar MR 2251{178

Stefanie Komossa
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur extraterr. Physik, Postfa h 1312, 85741 Gar hing, Germany;
skomossaxray.mpe.mpg.de)
MR 2251{178 was the rst quasar initially dis overed in X-rays, and the rst one found
to host a warm absorber. MR 2251{178 turned out to be an outstanding obje t in many
respe ts. It has a high ratio of Lx =Lopt , and is surrounded by a giant HII envelope observed in [OIII℄ emission. Here, we present results from an analysis of the X-ray spe tral,
temporal, and spatial properties of this sour e based on deep ROSAT observations: The
mean sour e ountrate was 3.1 ts/s, a fa tor of 3 higher than during the ROSAT allsky survey observation performed 3 yrs earlier. Short-times ale variability of order 20%
on the times ale of 1000 se is dete ted. A single powerlaw spe tral t to the data gives
2
x = 2:3 and red = 5:4, ompletely una eptable. Among various non-powerlaw spe tral
models ompared to the data (like a powerlaw plus soft ex ess, or Raymond-Smith emission), we failed to obtain any a eptable ts. The presen e of a warm absorber markedly
improves the t. Performing a two-edges t with edge energies xed at the theoretial values of OVII and OVIII we obtain OVII = 0:26  0:12, OVIII = 0:20  0:12, and
x = 2:20  0:02. Next, a warm absorber model based on photoionization al ulations
with the ode Cloudy (Ferland 1993) was applied. We nd an ionization parameter of
log U = 0:5 and a olumn density of the warm absorber of log Nw = 22:6. We then split
the total data set in three subsets a ording to ux-state of the sour e, and t these data
separately. The best- t parameters remain the same within the error bars; no hanges in
the warm absorber are dete ted. Preprints of this and related papers an be retrieved at
http://www.xray.mpe.mpg.de/skomossa/
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Consequen es of Super-solar Metalli ity in a Narrow-line Quasar:
PG1404+226

Stefanie Komossa1 , Smita Mathur2
(1 Max-Plan k-Institut fur extraterr. Physik, Postfa h 1312, 85741 Gar hing, Germany;
skomossaxray.mpe.mpg.de,
2 The Ohio State University, 140 West 18th Avenue, Columbus, OH 43210, USA )
PG 1404+226 at a redshift zem = 0:098 belongs to the lass of Narrow-Line Seyfert 1
galaxies whi h are hara terized by steep soft X-ray spe tra, narrow opti al Balmer lines
and strong FeII emission. The X-ray spe trum of PG 1404+226 shows an interesting peuliarity: an absorption feature around 1.1 keV (Ulri h & Molendi 1996) of presently
un lear origin. Warm absorbers, observed in the X-ray spe tra of many AGN, do show
su h features, but the strongest absorption edges in ase of solar metal abundan es are
those of Oxygen lo ated at lower energies, around 0.74 (OVII) and 0.87 (OVIII) keV.
In addition, the UV spe trum of PG 1404+226 exhibits a quite strong absorption line of
NV. We explore interpretations of these unusual UV-X-ray properties in terms of nonsolar metal abundan es of the absorbing gas. X-ray spe tral ts are ombined with a
UV urve of growth analysis, employing the equivalent widths measured by Ulri h et al.
(2000). We then examine how the multiphase broad-line-region loud equilibrium hanges
in dependen e of elemental abundan es and X-ray ontinuum shape. Finally, we dis uss
onsequen es for the evolutionary state of PG 1404+226 and Narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies
in general, based on the re ent work of Mathur (2000).
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Di use X-ray Emission in the Magellani Clouds
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M. Sasaki, F. Haberl, W.Piets h
(Max-Plan k Institut fur extraterrestris he Physik,
Postfa h 1312, D-85741 Gar hing, Germany)
The di use X-ray emission in the Magellani Cloud regions is studied using all the ROSAT
PSPC data obtained from pointed observations. For this purpose emission from the point
and point like sour es in the ROSAT HRI and PSPC sour e atalogues is eliminated and
periods of high solar a tivity are ex luded.
PSPC spe tra are analyzed in 0.25 deg  0.25 deg elds on grids overing the SMC
and the LMC to measure the temperature gradient. Chara teristi temperatures of 106
{ 107 K are determined for the di use emission in both Magellani Clouds mainly along
the opti al bright regions. Correlation between the H regions and regions with higher Xray temperature is found. The spatial variation is ompared to the distribution of distin t
sour es within the Magellani Clouds with main fo us on the intera tion between the SNRs
and the ISM.

Hot Gas in Starburst Galaxies:
X-rays from NGC 2903 and NGC 4569

P 65

D. Ts hoke, G. Hensler
(Institut fur Theoretis he Physik und Astrophysik,
Universitat Kiel, D-24098 Kiel, Germany)
D.J. Bomans
(Astronomis hes Institut, Ruhr-Universitat Bo hum, D-44780 Bo hum, Germany)
Observations of so- alled X-ray halos are diÆ ult, due to their very low density of typi ally
10 3 m 3 and their relatively low temperature of typi ally 0.2 keV. In this soft regime
the X-ray ux is easily absorped by Gala ti and intrinsi Hi. Up to now, di use X-ray
emission in the halos of spiral galaxies is only dete ted in edge-on galaxies.
NGC 2903 and NGC 4569 are two andidates for galaxies at intermediate in lination
with dete ted X-ray halos. Both obje ts ontain a very soft di use omponent extended
up to 8 kp perpendi ular to their major axis. In the ase of NGC 4569 this di use Xray omponent oin ides with a prominent H lament having a proje ted diameter of 8
kp . Sin e the nu lei of both obje ts ontain entral starburst a tivity, the ause of the
di use X-ray emission is thought to be out owing hot gas from multipe type ii supernova
explosions and stellar winds from massive stars in the starburst regions.
In both obje ts the total 0.1{2.4 keV ux of about 1040 erg s 1 is dominated by the
nu leus, while a signi ant fra tion is also lo ated in the gala ti disk. The X-ray halo
luminosities in NGC 2903 and NGC 4569 amount to 10 39 erg s 1 . In ea h ase, the halo
is dete ted only on one side of the disk. The other part of a possible bipolar out ow would
probably be absorbed by the disk, due to the intermediate in lination of both galaxies.
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Doppler-mapping of the Asyn hronous Polars
BY Cam and V1432 Aql

S. Friedri h (Institut fur Theoretis he Physik und Astrophysik, Universitat Kiel,
24098 Kiel & Astrophysikalis hes Institut Potsdam, An der Sternwarte 16,
14482 Potsdam, Germany)
R. S hwarz, A. S hwope and A. Staude (Astrophysikalis hes Institut Potsdam)
R. Ge keler (Institut fur Astrophysik, Universitat Innsbru k)
R. Staubert (Institut fur Astronomie und Astrophysik, Universitat Tubingen)
We present, for the rst time, Doppler-maps of the asyn hronous polars BY Camelopardalis
and V1432 Aquilae. BY Cam and V1432 Aql belong to a four member sub lass of asynhronous polars, where orbital and spin period of the white dwarf di er by  1 %. Contrary
to their syn hronized relatives, the ballisti a retion stream en ounters a hanging orientation of the magneti - eld during a beat y le. As a onsequen e, infalling matter should
be threaded onto di erent eld lines, and dire ted to the energeti ally favoured pole.
We obtained sets of high resolution ( 0:7
A), phase-resolved (  0:01) spe tra of
both systems at the 3.5 m teles ope at Calar Alto with the TWIN spe trograph. The
resulting Doppler-maps for both stars show no lear signatures of the ballisti and/or
magneti a retion stream frequently dete ted in tomograms of syn hronized systems.
Instead the emission is spread over a wide range of velo ities. This is most probably an
indi ation of matter not a reted in a single stream, but via a urtain extending over a
wide range in azimuth.
We also nd eviden e for the heated side of the se ondary star for BY Cam, from whi h
the Doppler-maps ould be phased.
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Opti al Spe tros opy of two Double-degenerate Polar Candidates

K. Reins h, K. Beuermann, J. Kube, M. Kuduz
(Universitats-Sternwarte Gottingen, Geismarlandstr. 11, D-37083 Gottingen),
V. Burwitz (Max-Plan k Institut fur extraterrestris he Physik,
Postfa h 1312, D-85741 Gar hing, Germany)
RX J0806.3+1527 and RX J1914.4+2456 are two pe uliar magneti CVs whi h have been
dis overed during opti al identi ation programmes of soft X-ray sour es from the ROSAT
All-Sky Survey (Beuermann et al. 1999, Mot h et al. 1996). Both systems have similar Xray spe tra and show a strong pulsation of the soft X-ray ux with a modulation of  100 %
and periods of 5.4 min and 9.5 min, respe tively. While these systems have originally been
suggested to be further members of the ROSAT-dis overed lass of soft X-ray intermediate
polars, arguments have been put forward that they ould be double-degenerate polars
(Ramsay et al. 2000, Burwitz & Reins h 2000).
We present the rst opti al spe tra of the V  21 mag and V  19 mag obje ts obtained with FORS1 at the ESO VLT UT1/Antu and with CAFOS at the Calar Alto 2.2 m
teles ope, respe tively, and re-dis uss the nature of these obje ts.
Referen es:
Beuermann K., Thomas H.-C., Reins h K., et al., 1999, A&A 347, 47
Burwitz V., Reins h K., 2000, Astrophys. Letters and Communi ation, in press
Mot h C., Haberl F., Pakull M., Reins h K., Krautter J., 1996, A&A 307, 459
Ramsay G., Cropper M., Wu K., Mason K.O., Hakala P., 2000, MNRAS 311, 75
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Stru tural Parameters of Peanut Shaped Bulges
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R. Lutti ke, R.-J. Dettmar, M. Pohlen
(Astronomis hes Institut der Ruhr-Universitat Bo hum,
Universitatsstr. 150, D-44780 Bo hum, Germany)
We have studied a sample of  1350 edge-on galaxies derived from the RC3 (de Vau ouleurs
et al. 1991) using the Digitized Sky Survey (DSS) and additional CCD observations. In
this sample we nd 40 peanut shaped bulges (Lutti ke et al. 2000, A&AS in press). This
number leads to the result that 41 % of all bulges in edge-on disk galaxies (S0-Sd) have
su h a shape. 12 of these bulges are hara terised as peanut shaped for the rst time.
In order to quantify the peanut stru ture, also alled X-stru ture, we use three known
as well as two newly introdu ed obje tive parameters: 1. The angle  is measured between
a bran h of the X-stru ture and the major axis ( = 40  10Æ ). 2. The a4 isophote shape
parameter des ribes the deviations from perfe t ellipses. Therefore the minimum of a4 is
useful for quantifying the degree of the peanut shape. The most extrem bulges show values
up to a4MIN = 7 %. 3. The tting of the galaxy by disk and bulge omponent (Pohlen et
al. 2000, A&AS 144, 405) with a following subtra tion of the model and an elimination
of stru tures near the gala ti plane leads to an isolation of the ex ess luminosity (EL)
of the peanut distortions. The total EL orrespond to 1-5 % of the observed total bulge
luminosity (BL). 4. The maximum of ex ess to bulge luminosity (EL/BLMAX ), measured
in radial intervals from the gala ti enter, has a large range and rea hes values up to 24 %.
5. The maximal depression of the isophotes along the minor axis an be measured by an
angle ( ), whi h has a size of 7Æ for the most prominent peanut bulge.
Finally, we also dis uss the feasibility of a general lassi ation of bulge shapes in
edge-on galaxies with these parameters.

First Results from an HST Snapshot Survey
for Nearby Dwarf Galaxy Candidates

P 69

E. K. Grebel (MPI for Astronomy, Germany), P. Seitzer (U Mi higan, USA),
A.E. Dolphin (NOAO, USA), D. Geisler (U de Con ep ion, Chile),
P. Guhathakurta (UCSC, USA), P.W. Hodge (U Washington, USA),
I.D. Kara hentsev (SAO, Russia), V.E. Kara hentseva (U Kiev, Ukraine),
A. Sarajedini (Wesleyan U, USA)
We are arrying out a omprehensive multi-wavelength study of dwarfs galaxies in the Lo al
Volume (< 5 Mp ), many of whi h were dis overed only re ently. In addition to groundbased observations for the determination of global integrated properties, of stru tural
parameters, and of the H i ontent we are using a 200-orbit HST snapshot survey to measure
distan es to the dwarf galaxy andidates using the tip of the red giant bran h, to derive
initial photometri metalli ities from the slope of the red giant bran h, and to study stellar
ontent and re ent star formation history based on luminous young and intermediate-age
stars. The distan es help us to determine whether our targets are likely members of nearby
galaxy groups and lusters and allow us to derive the three-dimensional stru ture of these
groups. This enables us to arry out detailed studies of the morphology-density relation
and to investigate the in uen e of environment on galaxy evolution. Furthermore, our
data allow us to augment the faint end of the galaxy luminosity fun tion, to improve the
ensus of globular lusters in dwarf galaxies, and to study the universality of the relation
between mean metalli ity, entral surfa e brightness, and luminosity for di erent types of
dwarf galaxies.
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Evolutionary Synthesis Models
for the Formation of S0 Galaxies in Clusters

J. Bi ker, U. Fritze-v. Alvensleben, K.J. Fri ke
(Universitats-Sternwarte Gottingen, Geismarlandstr. 11, 37083 Gottingen, Germany)
Ri h galaxy lusters in the lo al Universe show a large population of S0 galaxies ( 40
%). With in reasing redshift the fra tion of this S0 galaxy population is observed to
strongly de rease (e.g. by a fa tor  4 to z = 0:5 in favor of the spiral galaxy fra tion
while the number of bright ellipti als does not seem to hange. The infalling eld galaxy
population that su essively builds up the luster also is spiral ri h and S0 poor. It has
hen e been suspe ted that galaxy transformation pro esses { either due to galaxy { galaxy
or to galaxy { ICM intera tions are responsible for this hange. Ignoring any dynami al
or morphologi al aspe ts, we use evolutionary synthesis models des ribing various possible
e e ts of those intera tions on the star formstion rate of the infalling spirals. We study the
e e ts of starbursts of various strengths as well as of the trun ation of star formation on the
olour and luminosity evolution of model galaxies of various spe tral types. Comparison
with observed properties of the lo al S0 galaxy population is used to onstrain possible S0
formation me hanisms. Our results are in agreement with a study of spe tral features of
luster S0s but allows for stronger onstraints.
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Opti al Survey for LSB Galaxies in the Are ibo Strip
L. Haberzettl, D.J. Bomans
(Astronomis hes Institut der Ruhr-Universitat-Bo hum,
Universitatsstr. 150, D-44780 Bo hum, Germany)

We present opti al follow-up observation of a 30 deg2 large part of the HI survey eld
alled Are ibo Strip. This 65 deg2 large strip was observed during 1993 and 1994 with the
305m single dish Are ibo radio teles ope (Zwaan et al. 1997). With this blind HI sear h
Zwaan et al. (1997) found 66 galaxies up to a distan e of z = 7500 km
s . This implies a
surfa e density of 1 galaxy deg 2 . On the other hand the surfa e density for Low Surfa e
Brightness (LSB) galaxies alone, derived from opti al sear hes with similar depth, is a
fa tor of 4 higher (e.g. O'Neil et al. 1997).
To investigate the sele tion e e ts of HI blind surveys we undertake a opti al survey of
a 30deg2 large subregion using the Calar Alto 1.23m teles ope equipped with the WWFPP
fo al redu er and a large format thinned CCD. We sear h for LSB galaxies in the Johnson
B and Cousins R band. As a preliminary result of this program we derive a surfa e density
of 6 LSB galaxies deg 2 , onsisten e with the only other CCD-based survey for eld LSB
galaxies (O'Neil et al. 1997).
This implies that blind HI sear hes for galaxies do not give a omplete pi ture of the
galaxy- and espe ially the LSB galaxy-population. A reason for this dis repan y ould lie
in the limited z depth or the sensitivity of the HI surveys, leading to a loss of galaxies
whi h are HI poor, low mass dwarfs, and/or galaxies with slightly larger distan e than the
HI sear h limit.
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Chemodynami al Mixing Cy les in Dwarf Galaxies
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Andreas Ries hi k, Gerhard Hensler
(Institut fur Theoretis he Physik und Astrophysik, Universitat Kiel,
D-24098 Kiel, Germany)
Observations of dwarf irregular galaxies show no signi ant metal abundan e gradients
throughout the galaxies what an only be produ ed reasonably by large-s ale mixing of
gas phases. Additionally, in several starburst dwarf galaxies (SBDGs) large HI reservoirs
envelope the luminous gala ti body (e.g. in NGC 4449 and I Zw 18) and obtrude that the
starburst is fuelled by enhan ed gas infall. Therefore, a possible me hanism is the mixing
of metal-enri hed and expelled supernova (SN type II) gas with almost pristine or slightly
metal-enri hed infalling louds from the gas envelope.
Here we present a quantitative analysis of the gas mixing y les o uring in hemodynami al evolution simulations of dwarf galaxies evolution. We show the presen e of
an 'inner', lo al and an 'outer', large-s ale mixing y le and investigate the in uen e of
di erent mixing times ales on the hemi al evolution.
The three main on lusions whi h an be drawn from hemodynami al models are: 1)
While often an sele tive out ow of oxygen is assumed to explain observed N/O abundan e
ratios, hemodynami al models show that both eje ta from SNe II and Planetary Nebulae
are mixed eÆ iently; 2) Not more than 20 % of the total metal ontent leaves the galaxy;
3) The hemodynami al mixing y le lies between the lo al mixing on shortest times ales
and a gala ti fountain where large-s ale dynami s of hot gas with ooling determine its
fall ba k.

Indu ed Star Formation in Markarian Galaxies
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N. Bennert (Astronomis hes Institut der Ruhr-Universitat Bo hum, Germany)
J. Masegosa (Instituto de Astrofsi a de Andalu a, Spain)
R. Chini (Astronomis hes Institut der Ruhr-Universitat Bo hum, Germany)
I. Marquez (Instituto de Astrofsi a de Andalu a, Spain)
From a submm study to hara terize the global star formation in a FIR ux limited sample
of Markarian galaxies, it has been found that the LIR /Mgas is a fa tor of 20 larger than for
normal spiral galaxies. Su h high value was interpreted in terms of an enhan ement in the
eÆ ien y of star formation in Markarian galaxies. An inspe tion of the sele ted galaxies in
the DSS shows that most of them present important dynami al perturbations in the form
of tidal tails, bridges with nearby ompanions, double nu lei, et . The presen e of bright
knots along the tidal tails an be related to the formation of dwarf systems in them.
Here we report the still preliminary results obtained for three galaxies: Mrk 538, Mrk
496 and Mrk 708. Their ommon property in the three ases is the large event of star
formation o uring in their nu lei whi h extends beyond the entral main body of the
galaxy. Among the most interesting results we want to point out that the bulge of the
ompanion galaxy of Mrk 538 has been resolved in three knots whi h show spe tra typi al
for a poststarburst event. In the same system also a star formation bridge onne ting
both galaxies has been dete ted. For Mrk 496 we have dete ted a double nu leus and
the reported spe tra show hara teristi s typi al for a large burst of star formation on
the top of a rather normal galaxy. Mrk 708 shows a very extended star formation event
following the bar dire tion. Most of the ompa t obje ts surrounding the galaxies have
been analyzed and all the redshifts are reported. We have dis overed three new BAL QSOs
with redshifts larger than 3, and a large amount of dwarf systems with redshifts mostly
between 0.1 and 0.6.
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Large S ale Stru ture in the Calar Alto Deep Imaging Survey

S. Phleps, K. Meisenheimer, H. Hippelein
(Max-Plan k-Institut fur Astronomie, Konigstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany)
The Calar Alto Deep Imaging Survey (CADIS) ombines a deep emission line survey arried
out with an imaging Fabry-Perot interferometer with a multi olor survey using three broadband and up to 13 medium-band lters. The ombination of di erent observing strategies
fa ilitates not only the dete tion of emission line obje ts, but also to derive photometri
spe tra of all obje ts without time onsuming single slit spe tros opy. In three elds,
ea h measuring  1=30 Æ , we identi ed a sample of 2779 eld galaxies with I < 23,
0:2 < z < 1:07, for whi h photometri redshifts were available, and an emission-line
sele ted sample of 69 galaxies in two elds, at a mean redshift of 0.24, with a redshift
a ura y of 120 km/s.
Both samples an be used to examine the spatial distribution of galaxies, and the
evolution of galaxy lustering between z = 1 and the lo al universe.
For the emission line galaxies we present measurements of the spatial two-point orrelation fun tion, for the eld galaxies we have al ulated the proje ted orrelation fun tion
(Davis & Peebles 1983) to avoid errors due to the redshift-spa e distortions.
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Variable Narrow Emission Line Galaxies

H. Meusinger, J. Brunzendorf
(Thuringer Landessternwarte, D-07778 Tautenburg, Germany)
Spe tros opi follow-up observations of QSO andidates from the variability/proper motion
survey in the 10 square degree eld around M92 revealed an unexpe tedly large fra tion of
33 nearby (z  0:3) galaxies with prominent emission lines. Among them are 6 Seyfert 1
galaxies and 27 narrow-emission line galaxies (NELGs). Signi ant opti al variability is
measured for all of the NELGs with amplitudes of about 1 mag.
The physi al nature of these variable NELGs remains un lear. The distributions of their
emission line widths, absolute magnitudes and olours argues against a random sample of
typi al star forming eld galaxies. Their images on S hmidt plates are nearly star-like.
On higher resolution images, we found indi ations for double nu lei and/or disturbed morphology in the underlying galaxy. A ording to the diagnosti line ratios [Oiii℄5007=H ,
[Nii℄6583=H and [Sii℄6716; 6731=H , the NELGs are lo ated near the dividing lines
between Hii galaxies and AGNs. However, the un ertainties of the measurements from
the available low-dispersion spe tra are too large for de nitive on lusions. Clearly, the
light urves are the most remarkable property of the NELGs. We suspe t that the strong
variability is related to AGNs, at least for a substantial fra tion of the sample. On the
other hand, there are no indi ations for long-term variability on time-s ales of months or
longer, in ontrast to what we found as typi al for QSOs and Seyfert 1 nu lei. Hen e, the
variable NELGs may represent a spe ial sub lass of AGNs. Their luminosities are ompatible with (narrow-line) Markarian-Seyfert 1 nu lei for about 60% of the sample, and
with low-luminosity AGNs for the rest. The presen e of short-term variability is indeed
expe ted for low-luminosity AGNs, the high amplitudes however are very surprising.
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Variability and Proper Motion Sele ted QSOs in the M92 Field

J. Brunzendorf, H. Meusinger
(Thuringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg, D-07778 Tautenburg)
The ombination of photometri variability and zero proper motion is expe ted to provide
a powerful tool (VPM survey) for nding QSOs without strong sele tion bias. Based
on 208 fully digitised Tautenburg S hmidt plates, we performed a VPM sear h in a 10
square degrees region entred on M92. The huge number of plates with a maximum
epo h di eren e of 34 years results in absolute proper motions and variability measurements
rea hing a ura ies of 0.5 mas yr 1 and 0.03 mag, respe tively. In addition, the dense
overage of the time spa e for epo h di eren es between one day and more than three
de ades allows a lose investigation of the QSO variability properties.
Spe tros opi CAFOS and TAUMOK observations of the andidate sample revealed a
total of 58 QSOs, 6 Seyfert 1 and 27 narrow emisson line galaxies. We dis uss the properties
of the QSOs and the sele tion e e ts of the survey. The by far most important sele tion
riterion turned out to be the photometri a ura y of the measurements. Although the
VPM sear h strategy is ompletely di erent from the onventional multi olour and spe tros opi surveys, the resulting sample of QSOs does not show any signi ant di eren e in
their properties, neither in their olours and spe tral indi es, nor in their equivalent widths
of the emission lines or the presen e of the Baldwin e e t. Virtually all VPM-QSOs would
have been dis overed by multi olour surveys as well. Moreover, we nd no eviden e for
the presen e of a substantial fra tion of \red" QSOs brighter than B  19:5, the limit of
our survey. The VPM-QSO sample is well-suited for the investigation of long-term light
urves, the variability time s ales and their impli ations for the origin of the long-term
QSO variability (e. g. sour e-intrinsi or gravitational mi rolensing).

IRAS Galaxies in the Perseus Cluster A 426
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H. Meusinger, J. Brunzendorf
(Thuringer Landessternwarte, D-07778 Tautenburg, Germany)
Both morphology and star formation a tivity of galaxies in a luster environment may be
in uen ed by various me hanisms: ram pressure gas stripping, turbulent/vis ous stripping,
low-velo ity en ounters within substru tures, su essive high-speed en ounters in the ore,
and gravitational intera tion with the whole luster potential. The spatial distribution of
the galaxies with elevated star formation rates (SFRs) provides onstraints for the relative
importan e of these pro esses. We dis uss the IRAS galaxies within about one Abell radius
of the Perseus galaxy luster. With z = 0:0183, this luster is well suited for su h a task.
We identify 19 galaxies from the opti al atalogue (Brunzendorf & Meusinger 1999, A&AS
139, 141) with sour es from the IRAS PSC. A ording to redshifts, 17 galaxies are likely
luster members. Their sample averaged FIR ex ess is higher than is expe ted for normal
galaxies. Estimated dust temperatures and SFRs support the assumption of moderate
starbursts as the sour e of FIR a tivity. The study of galaxy morphology on images in the
B band and in the redshifted H reveals signs of distortions for a substantial fra tion of
the sample. A orrelation of the strength of distortion with the SFR is indi ated. On the
other hand, there are galaxies whi h are distorted, but do not show eviden e for elevated
SFRs. Both the IRAS galaxies and the distorted non-IRAS galaxies are preferentially
lo ated out of the high-density luster ore. For the IRAS galaxies, in parti ular, we
nd a strong radial segregation whi h an not be explained as due to the morphologi al
segregation between early-type and late-type galaxies in A 426. The pro esses that trigger
star formation a tivity of galaxies in lusters obviously work predominantly outside the
ore radius.
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Spatial Orientation of 914 Galaxies
in the Core of the Shapley Con entration

B. Aryal, W. Saurer
(Institute for Astrophysi s, University of Innsbru k,
Te hnikerstrasse 25, A-6020 Innsbru k, Austria)
We present an analysis of the spatial orientations of 914 galaxies in the ore of the Shapley
on entration, the ri hest nearby super luster of lusters of galaxies. The ore of the
Shapley on entration is a hain formed by the ACO lusters A3558, A3562, and A3556
and the two poor lusters SC 1327{312 and SC 1329{313. We lassi ed the total sample
into 4 subsamples: the main lusters A3558, A3562, A3556, and the zone between the
lusters A3558 and A3562 (the region of the two poor lusters). This zone is onsidered as
an 'intera tion zone' between the lusters A3558 and A3562. We used the 'position angle {
in lination' method to nd the polar and azimuthal angles of the galaxy rotation axes. To
analyse the distribution of the polar and azimuthal angle of the galaxy rotation axes and
to he k for anisotropy or isotropy we have arried out three statisti al tests: hi-square-,
fourier-, and auto orrelation-test. We assumed spatial isotropi distribution to examine
non-random e e ts. Within the main luster A3558 a strong tenden y an be seen: spin
ve tors tend to lie parallel to the LSC plane. The proje tions of these spin ve tors tend
to point towards the Virgo luster entre. The lusters A3562 and A3556 show isotropy in
the polar angle distribution. In the azimuthal angle distribution, the luster A3556 shows
isotropy, whereas A3562 shows weak anisotropy. The zone between the lusters A3558 and
A3562 shows weak anisotropy in both polar and azimuthal angle distribution. However,
the general trend (total sample and all subsamples) is, that spin ve tors tend to lie parallel
to the LSC plane, their proje tions tend to point towards the Virgo luster entre.
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Spin Ve tor Orientation of 1192 Disk Galaxies in the Region
19h 26m00s   20h19m00s , Æ = 65o  3o
B. Aryal, W. Saurer
(Institute for Astrophysi s, University of Innsbru k,
Te hnikerstrasse 25, A-6020 Innsbru k, Austria)

We present an analysis of the orientations of 1192 galaxies found in the region 19h 26m00s 
 20h 19m00s, Æ = 65o  3o . In the region onsidered here we investigated two Abell
lusters (A3652 and S0846) and 606 ba kground galaxies. We lassi ed ea h luster region
into three subsamples: 1o  1o , 2o  2o , and 3o  3o around the luster enter. Further, we
lassi ed the total sample into 21 subsamples on the basis of their axial ratios and major
diameters. Our aim was to examine non-random e e ts in the galaxy orientations within
the lusters. To analyse the distribution of the polar and azimuthal angles of the galaxy
rotation axes and to he k for anisotropy or isotropy we have arried out three statisti al
tests: hi-square-, fourier-, and auto orrelation-test. This was done for the total sample
as well as for all subsamples individually. Anisotropy of the distribution of the polar and
azimuthal angle was found for the total sample as well as for 12 subsamples. Spin ve tors
of galaxies in the luster region A3652 and S0846 show a weak tenden y to lie parallel to
the Lo al Super luster plane. However, the spin ve tor proje tions tend to point towards
the Virgo luster enter. The orientation of fa e-on and edge-on galaxies are found to be
identi al. The subsample T (a  14 ar se ) upto whi h the opti al sear h for galaxies is
omplete, shows strong isotropy in its polar angle distribution.
We intend to ontinue our investigations for other ri h Abell lusters whi h will be
published in due ourse.
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Intera ting Galaxies Behind the Milky Way

P 80

S. Temporin (Institut fur Astrophysik, Te hni kerstrae 25, A-6020 Innsbru k, Austria)
S. Ciroi (Dipartimento di Astronomia, Universita di Padova,
Vi olo dell'Osservatorio 5, I-35122 Padova, Italy)
Galaxy { galaxy en ounters, intera tions and mergers o er us spe ta ular examples of
Universe small s ale instabilities, as they are triggering pro esses whi h strongly modify
morphology and physi al properties of the involved galaxies. During the last de ades
both observational and theoreti al studies have been devoted to the understanding of
su h phenomena { e.g. studies on intera tion-starburst and intera tion-a tivity onne tion
(Mihos & Larnquist 1996, ApJ 464, 641; S hmitt et al. 1998, A&AS 193, 608) { but still
mu h of this subje t has to be learned and more intera ting systems have to be analyzed.
We are urrently undertaking a ampaign of observation of new promising andidate
double and multiple systems of galaxies, emerging from numerous surveys arried out
during the last years and dedi ated to the sear h for galaxies in the Zone of Avoidan e
(for a review see e.g. Kraan-Korteweg & Lahav 2000, A&A Rev., in press).
We present here preliminary photometri and spe tros opi analysis1 of su h systems:
CGCG 559-004, a spiral galaxy showing a luminous bar with extended emission line regions
at its ends and having a lose andidate ompanion; IRAS 02443+4437 (data from Calar
Alto observatory), an evidently intera ting pair with an almost fa e-on galaxy and the
other in lined and apparently warped; nally, the pair ZOAG G129.34+06.41 and ZOAG
G129.41+06.39, two spiral galaxies one of whi h learly barred and with at least one ring,
both showing H emission at the same redshift (data from Asiago observatory, Italy).
1 Partly based on observations made with the Nordi Opti al Teles ope, operated by Denmark, Finland, I eland, Norway, and Sweden, in the Spanish Observatorio del Roque de los Mu ha hos of the IAC.

On the Way to Stability:
CG J1720{67.8, a Highly Evolved Compa t Galaxy Group

P 81

S. Temporin, R. Weinberger (Institut fur Astrophysik,
Leopold-Franzens-Universitat Innsbru k, Te hnikerstrae 25, A-6020 Innsbru k, Austria)
G. Galaz (Las Campanas Observatory, Casilla 601, La Serena, Chile)
Compa t Groups of galaxies (CGs) are the ideal environment where e e ts of intera tions
on the dynami al evolution of galaxies, from morphologi al disturban es and star formation
enhan ement to the nal merging into eld ellipti als, an be observed. This may be the
fate of CGs: re ent HST observations of ULIRGs, whi h appear to be the result of CGs'
ollapses (Borne et al. 2000, ApJL 529, 77), and X-ray observations of CGs and ellipti als
(e.g. Jones et al. 2000, MNRAS 312, 139) support a hierar hi al galaxy formation s enario.
In the present study, the re ently found very ompa t system CG J1720-67.8, whose
properties point to a highly advan ed evolutionary stage (Weinberger et al. 1999, ApJL
522, 17), is analyzed in detail.
In BVRIJHK images and derived opti al and near-IR olors, beside appearing with a
pe uliar morphology dominated by an extended tidal tail, the group exhibits blue regions
indi ating young stellar populations parti ularly at the tips of the tail, and a mixture of
young and old populations both in the member galaxies and along the tail. These properties
are on rmed by the emission line spe tra, witnessing a remarkable star formation a tivity
in a low metalli ity environment (metal abundan es  0.1 { 0.2 solar, as indi ated by
the ([OII℄3727 + [OIII℄4959+5007)/H ratio). Emission-line based diagnosti diagrams
indi ate the HII-like and/or starburst nature of all the group members.
Our data are based on observations with the 3.6m teles ope operated on La Silla by
the European Southern Observatory.
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The Dusty Warp of the Milky Way {
Preliminary Results from the Analysis of the Distribution
of Galaxies in the \Zone of Avoidan e"

C. Wiedemair and R. Weinberger
(Institut fur Astrophysik, Leopold-Franzens-Universitat Innsbru k, Te hnikerstrae 25,
A-6020 Innsbru k, Austria)
In 1957 radio observations of the HI distribution beyond the solar ir le rst revealed
the layer of neutral hydrogen to be warped systemati ally from the mean Gala ti plane.
Sin e then the Gala ti warp has been dete ted in the distribution of the stellar and dusty
omponent, too. However, eviden e for the warped distribution of dust is limited and is
based on the emission of dust only.
In the past few years a systemati sear h on POSS I plates for galaxies hidden in the
"zone of avoidan e" has been arried out at the Institute of Astrophysi s in Innsbru k. The
surveyed region extends from l = 20Æ to l = 240Æ with latitude extensions 10Æ  b  10Æ
in the region 20Æ  l  130Æ and 5Æ  b  5Æ in the region 130Æ  l  240Æ . During this
sear h about 10 000 galaxy andidates have been dis overed.
The distribution of these galaxies both in Gala ti longitude and latitude learly shows
an asymmetry, whi h may be attributed to a Gala ti dust warp. We present preliminary
results from the analysis of the galaxy distribution and draw on lusions on the shape of
the Gala ti dust layer.
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Radiative Transfer Equation:
Analyti al Solution in the Two-stream Approximation

N. Kryzhevoi (Institut fur Theoretis he Astrophysik,
Tiergartenstr. 15, D 69120 Heidelberg, Germany),
G. V. E mov (Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoreti al Physi s,
Joint Institute for Nu lear Resear h, 141980, Dubna, Russia),
R. Wehrse (Institut fur Theoretis he Astrophysik,
Tiergartenstr. 15, D 69120 Heidelberg, Germany )
Starting with the papers of A. S huster and K. S hwarzs hild in the beginning of the
entury mu h work has been dedi ated to the radiative transfer equation and its solution.
But to our knowledge all analyti al solutions of the transfer equation have been derived
with the assumption of a onstant de-ex itation oeÆ ient epsilon or { in more ompli ated
ases { by a pie ewise onstant fun tion. With powerful omputers it be ame possible to
onsider media with a large variety of epsilon. However, su h an approa h is not eÆ ient
enough to deal with media with many strong density inhomogeneities. Therefore, it seemed
ne essary develop new analyti al methods whi h an be used in su h situations.
Starting with the analyti al solution of the radiative transfer equation with a linear
depth dependen e of epsilon we got solutions for a large lass of ontinuous epsilon distributions and for inhomogeneous media that an only be treated statisti ally. We present
these new solutions and dis uss possibilities for the solution of the inverse problem, i.e.
the dedu tion of the internal distribution of epsilon from observational data.
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How Consistent are FK5 and Hippar os Proper Motions
with the Corre tion of the Luni-solar Pre ession?

P 84

R. Hering, H. Lenhardt and H. G. Walter
(Astronomis hes Re hen-Institut, Mon hhofstr. 12{14, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany)
Several re ent and independent studies resulted in the orre tion of the luni-solar pre ession
of approximately {3 mas/yr (e.g., Charlot et al., 1995). Assuming inertiality of the ICRF,
to whi h the Hippar os positions and proper motions have been related, it is expe ted that
the omparison of the FK5 and Hippar os proper motions on rms this orre tion of the
pre ession.
Using 1151 FK5 stars having reliable single star Hippar os solutions we obtained
from the proper motion di eren es by weighted least squares estimation n = 0:64 
0:07 mas/yr and k = 0:78  0:08 mas/yr. Thus, p = 1:61 mas/yr and e = 2:26
mas/yr, the latter suggesting 18% diminuition of the ustomary value (e.g. Fri ke, 1982),
while the former is signi antly di erent from the expe ted value. A relative rotation of
the FK5 and Hippar os frames by only 0.5 mas/yr would entail p = 2:87 mas/yr in
agreement with the favoured pre ession orre tion.
The above-mentioned estimation method, if applied to the same stars distributed by
de lination zones, ranges of right as ension, and parallaxes, allows the on lusion that most
of the in onsisten y may be due to the FK5. Imperfe tions, however, of the Hippar os link
and submilliar se ond distortions of the ICRF annot be ex luded.
Ref. : Charlot, P., Sovers, O.J., Williams, J.G., Newhall, XX: 1995, AJ 109, 418
Fri ke, W.: 1982, A&A 107, L13

Temperature-anisotropy Driven Instabilities
in Astrophysi al Plasmas

P 85

N.S. Dziourkevit h, C.-V. Meister
(Astrophysi al Institute Potsdam, An der Sternwarte 16, D-14482 Potsdam, Germany)
In this paper a detailed analysis of the ex itation onditions of mirror and y lotron waves
in spa e plasma is done. There are found analyti al expressions for the dispersion relations
of the waves in ase of parallel and perpendi ular propagation of the modes with respe t
to the mean magneti eld. These relations may be used in future to develop the orresponding nonlinear theories of the turbulent plasma. The nonlinear theories result into
formulae for the relaxation time of the turbulent spa e plasma, whi h has to be known to
interprete re ent satellite data.
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Nonlinear Theory of Ion-a ousti Waves in the Solar Atmosphere

C.-V. Meister (Astrophysi al Institute Potsdam, Germany)
A.V. Volosevi h (State University Mogilev, Belarus)
Basing on re ent models of the solar atmosphere, the ex itation of ollisional ion-a ousti
turbulen e in the region of the solar temperature minimum with about 4200 K is investigated. At this temperature minimum both the harged parti le densities and the neutral
parti le densities are high. An instability may o ur be ause of ele tri al urrents or
harged parti le beams. There, the energy of the ele tron drift motion transferred to the
waves is larger than the energy loss aused by the ion vis osity. In the present paper, taking
into a ount wave and Joule heating e e ts, the evolution of the ion-a ousti instability
in the weakly- ollisional solar plasma is modelled within the frame of magnetohydrodynami s. The formation of nonlinear stationary waves is numeri ally studied for di erent
intensities of turbulen e.
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Dispersion of Waves in Anisotropi Spa e Plasmas
with Parti le Drifts

C.-V. Meister (Astrophysi al Institute Potsdam, Germany)
V.E. Zakharov (State University Kaliningrad, Russia)
The al ulation of relaxation times of waves in plasmas with temperature anisotropy and
harged parti le drifts is very important for the interpretation of re ent satellite data obtained for the solar wind and the earth's magnetosphere. In this paper a general expression
for the tensor of the diele tri al sus eptibility in an anisotropi plasma with parti le drifts
is derived, and the dispersion equation is found for waves propagating in arbitrary dire tion
with respe t to the mean magneti eld. The dispersion equation is solved for the ase of
ele tromagneti ion- y lotron waves. It is found that strong plasma instability may o ur
so that, e.g. in the auroral plasma of the earth, the value of the growth rate of the waves
equals the order of the wave frequen y.
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BUSCA: First Results of Simultaneous Photometry
at the Calar Alto Observatory

P 88

O. Cordes1 , Ph. Muller2 , H. Pos hmann1, K. Reif1
(1 Sternwarte der Universitat Bonn, Auf dem Hugel 71, D-53121 Bonn, Germany
2 Radioastronomis hes Institut der Universit
at Bonn, Auf dem Hugel 71, D-53121 Bonn)
After the pre-Calar Alto tests from September 1998 to January 2000 at Hoher List Observatory, BUSCA (\Bonn University Simultaneous CAmera", Reif et al., 1999) had its
\First Light" at the 2.2m teles ope at Calar Alto in April 2000. We were able to integrate
BUSCA into the Calar Alto environment, the new auto-guiding unit, the instrument ontrol and data a quisition. The BUSCA opti s did perform as expe ted even at sub-ar se
seeing. At the end of 2000 the thinned 4K4K 15 CCD{Chip for the UV{ hannel will be
available. We expe t that BUSCA will be ome a regular instrument at the 2.2m teles ope
in the observing period autumn 2001.
We present as a rst s ienti result a metalli ity alibration of red giant bran h stars
with the BUSCA Stromgren system. With this alibration we are able to dete t CN
variations in giant stars, whi h were observed by spe tros opy previously. Observing many
globular lusters will help us to solve the question whether these variations are triggered
by primordial abundan e variations or by evolutionary mixing pro esses.
The poster shows the urrent status of the instrumentation proje t and presents the
rst results of the April run.
Reif, K., Bags hik, K., de Boer, K.S., S hmoll, J., Muller, Ph., Pos hmann, H., Klink, G.,
Kohley, R., Heber, U., Mebold, U., 1999, SPIE Vol. 3649, 109{120
(or http://www.astro.uni-bonn.de/~ d/bus a/ei99/bus a.html)
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The New Control System
for the 1 m Cassegrain Teles ope at the Hoher List Observatory

P. Hirs h1 , K. Reif1 , Ph. Muller2
(1 Sternwarte der Universitat Bonn, Auf dem Hugel 71, D-53121 Bonn, Germany
2 Radioastronomis hes Institut der Universit
at Bonn, Auf dem Hugel 71, D-53121 Bonn)
The 1m Cassegrain (f/14.5) teles ope of the Hoher List Observatory { operated by the
Sternwarte of Bonn University { is the largest instrument on site. It was built in 1965 and
its an ient ele tro-me hani al ontrol had been in use until the end of last year.
During the ourse of the last year, a new omputer based ontrol system has been
developed in order to improve the pointing/tra king performan e and as the basi step
towards remote ontrol and maintenan e. It provides orre tions for various e e ts, e.g.
refra tion, polar motion, and me hani al imperfe tions { whi h ould not be addressed by
the old ontrol system.
The new system is operational sin e the end of 1999 in preliminary form.
The teles ope ontrol system is based on high performan e en oders and general purpose industrial automation motor ontrol units. A CAN bus onne ts the motor ontrol
(and eventually autoguider and dome ontrol) units to a Linux PC running the ontrol
software. This ontrol PC is integrated in the Hoher List LAN together with other instrumentation ontrol and data redu tion omputers.
The poster explains the system design and des ribes the urrent status with results
from pointing and tra king tests obtained using a rst teles ope pointing model.
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A Pra ti al Approa h to An ient Astronomy

B. Steinru ken, T. Morawe (Westfalis he Volkssternwarte und Planetarium,
Stadtgarten 6, D-45657 Re klinghausen, Germany)
H. Bleul, I. Konig, N. Bennert, M. Nielbo k, D. Brown, R. Vans heidt (Astronomis hes
Institut der Ruhr{Universitat Bo hum, Universitatsstr. 150, D-44780 Bo hum, Germany)
Current astronomi al measurements analyzing every passband of the ele tromagneti spe trum imply a wealth of extremely sophisti ated te hniques with respe t to a umulation,
dete tion, and subsequent data pro essing. Thus, naked eye observations have be ome
obsolete for resear h purposes in modern astrophysi s.
Nonetheless, the foundation and development of astronomy in the history of mankind
are related to thorough re ording and preserving of phenomena dire tly visible with the
naked eye. Ar hite tural reli s of an ient ultures prove that astronomi al on epts played
a major role in the religious and so ial life of our an estors. The s ienti dis ussion ontributing astronomi al, histori al, anthropologi al, and ar haeologi al aspe ts to elu idate
ultural meaning and te hni al methods of early astronomy still remains ontroversial.
Trans ending the histori al debate the authors have inaugurated an `observatory' designated to re onstru t fundamental te hniques of an ient astronomy. The main unit of the
anti ipated observatory at Re klinghausen/Herten onsists of a plateau with entral immersion (height 170 m, diameter 100 m) reating an almost perfe t mathemati al horizon.
The entral observer is guided due to the onstru tion of ar s indi ating the meridian and
the elestial equator. Gnomon and foresights are arranged to transform diurnal, annual,
and se ular dynami al aspe ts of planetary and stellar obje ts into a lively experien e.
Embedded in a `s ien e-park' the observatory will reate a unique opportunity to motivate
and develop astronomi al ulture based on observational experien e for the general publi .
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Frederik Kaiser (1808{1872)
and the Modernisation of Dut h Astronomy
Petra van der Heijden
(Leiden Observatory, P.O. Box 9513, NL-2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands),
heijdenstrw.leidenuniv.nl

Frederik Kaiser was the dire tor of Leiden Observatory from 1837 until his death in 1872.
Edu ated by his German-born un le Johan Frederik Keyser (1766{1823), who was a proient amateur astronomer, Kaiser proved to be a real observational talent. Despite the
poor onditions in whi h he worked, his observations soon rivalled with the best in the
world.
Kaiser's ontributions to astronomi al pra ti e in lude the foundation of a new, ompletely up-to-date observatory building in Leiden, and the introdu tion of statisti s and
pre ision measurements in daily pra ti e at the observatory. Moreover he was the author
of several bestselling books on popular astronomy.
Kaiser had an extensive orresponden e with olleagues all over Europe, mostly in
Germany. Correpondents in lude Airy, Argelander, Von Auwers, Bessel, En ke, John
Hers hel, LeVerrier, Von Littrow, S huma her, Otto W. Struve, as well as several geodesists
and instrument makers.
Preliminary resear h indi ates that Frederik Kaiser played a ru ial role in the revival
of Dut h astronomy in the se ond half of the 19th entury.
This proje t aims at analysing and explaining Kaiser's a tivities in s ien e, institutionalisation and popularisation, in the ontext of national and international developments in
19th- entury astronomy and s ienti ulture.
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Calendars in the Gregorian Spirit

P 92

Heiner Li htenberg (Bonn) and Peter H. Ri hter (Bremen)
The Gregorian Calendar is an adaptable y li , lunisolar time-re koning system [1℄. It
assumes the following equations:

atrop = 1461=4 s=(100  P 1) days
msyn = atrop =(235=19 + e=(3000  P 2)) days
for the average tropi al year atrop and the average synodi al month msyn , respe tively [2℄.
s is the number of leap years reverting to ommon years at the se ular boundaries of the
period P 1, measured in enturies. e is the number of (net) adjustments of the epa t at the
se ular boundaries of the period P 2, measured in enturies.
The parti ular form of this rational approximation hara terizes the Gregorian spirit;
the standard integers s = 3, P 1 = 4, e = -43, P 2 = 100 are open for adjustment. Trun ated
ontinued fra tion expansions should be used to su essively improve the a ura y. For
atrop = 365:2422d and msyn = 29:530588d, we nd that s = 3, P 1 = 4, e = -19, P 2 =
44 is slightly better than the standard values. Its fundamental equation 2; 508; 000 atrop =
31; 019; 639 msyn = 916; 028; 190 d de nes a period about half as long as for the usual
Gregorian alendar, 5; 700; 000 atrop = 70; 499; 183 msyn = 2; 081; 882; 250 d [3℄.
[1℄ Clavius, Chr., Rom. Cal. Expli ., Rome 1603, (= Op. math., tom. V, Mainz 1612).
[2℄ Li htenberg, H., The Gregorian Calendar: An Adaptable Cy li Lunisolar Time-re koning System for the Millennia, Hum. Welf. Stud., vol. 2 (1999), pp. 137 - 148.
[3℄ Explan. Suppl. Astron. Almana , ed. P. K. Seidelmann, Mill Valley, Ca., 1992.
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